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German lines entering New
at with a general war and
Europe
\ do not see how they “could get
it will be the same with Great
f

p-

p
Mr&fn.v

and

k ad of

ws:

Italy.
a plight would their regular

from the ocean service leave us ?
been preparing accommodations for

fees; \essels at our port and most of the
^ sports have been doing the same
a

of building a public school house for the city,
should be abated in order that the entire proceeds of said real estate and income may be
devoted to the purposes intended by Mrs.
Frederick, and the assessors are hereby requested to abate said tax.
Eben F. Littlefield, city solicitor, reported
that Eben W. Freeman, attorney for Richard
P. Jenks, receiver of the Belfast Gas and Electric Company, would accept $500 in full settlement of the suit against the city, and his re-

We would port was accepted, the council concurring.
Nepend upon our own resources, ana it
S. S. L. Shute, chief of the fire department,
N be a
long time before they could be reported that the city horses were used three
Adequately effective. The question of times in response to telephone calls for burnfe 1 American vessels has thus far been
ing chimneys, as follows: Colcord house, July
academic. It would become very 3d, Robbins House July 10th and Duoton Block
fiea: not vital in
such a situation, and if July 2Sth; no damage in either case. The
tofc were once
established it would be
guage for the city has been ordered. The re* feg years before
they were abolished, port was accepted.
**l^r how the world conditions
might
The petition of W. B. Woodbury, superin*° look
upon events as they have tendent of schools, that $125 be appropriated
r
w l<< be
shaping themselves in Europe for clothing and shoes for needy children, was
1
“Pproval on the assumed basis of self*
granted in concurrence.
^ 8ee®s
to us the climax of folly.
The following orders were passed in concurrence with the council:
in real estate.
That the insurance of $1,700 on the rock
crushing plant and building be credited to the
transfers in real estate were
following
'c m
Waldo County Registry of Deeds appropriation for highways and bridges and
that the cost of repairs and renewals of the
ending August 5. 1914:
F Thompson,
Winterport, to Bert plant be charged to that appropriation.
!rQler‘ do; land in Winterport.
That the assessment of $750 for street
*>.
Mummer, freedom, to Ephraim
land in Montville.
sprinkling be charged to the appropriation on
flo;
*“
ilr, Webb, Knox, to C. F. Bessey, do; highways and bridges and the expenses of
ter!J uJI!(J,‘tlRS in Knox.
same be charged to that appropriation.
Webb, Brooks to Webber R. StimpThat the committee on schools of the city
buildings in Brooks.
teri V
Vfarney, Unity, to Georgia Gray, council and the superintending school com1&r-d and buildings in Morrill and mittee be instructed to ascertain upon what
t...
£"■
terms an option of purchase of the McLellan
Ellsworth, to Mary Auluv
property on Upper High street can be secured,
iJr.„, p dt>; land in Stockton Springs.
UlJ:. ferryman, Searsport, to William with the right to use the house for school pur4'-4p land »n Searsport.
poses in th#» meantime, and to report with
i&r/'■ Durham, et als, Belfast, to Hayford their recommendation at the next regular
'ar,d
and
in
Belfast.
buildings
4V’n-'
iibj?ar<k» Belfast, to Leroy Staples, meeting pf the city council.
That the city clerk advertise in both local
buildings in Belfast.
4
klin °“n8on, Eagle Island, to Alice A. papers two weeks for bids for the North Priland in Searsmont,
LJ^ville;
mary schoolhouse lot and everything on it, re1 &!,/-• Hutsell, Belfast, to Sarah A. Russ,
L ,urd, Mass.; land and buildings in serving the right to reject any or all bids.
Bids to be opened in the Superintendent's oftu m Lampon, Freedom, to Orris H.
fice the first Monday in September, 1914, at 7
Freedom.
|LH- R°berts, et als., ^Brooks, and J. H. o'clock p. m.
That the committee appointed by the city
El**.1 al-. Jackson, to Frank H. QuimLr land and buildings in Brooks.
council act with Charles W. Frederick, trusRdr. 1 Awards, Unity, to Leon F. Edtee,in doing the work necessary in erecting a
>n Unity.
k,.,0' jUrl'am, et ale., Belfast, to Charles building on the Academy lot as above sugdo-l
'and in Belfast.
I
gested.
greater

or

less

degrees.

^NSFEKS

and

The Shoe Situation.
sentiment is
L'J-'fcr
d

manifsst among
footwear manufacturera, the
*clu»l business continues small.
'"
1
r, orders is expected, however, as
liTf held off so long that producers
c'l replenishment of suppiiee neces*2 from jobbers and .reteilere indik ‘hanging stylea still have a tan*
l,"irict distribativa trade.—Dun's
“tut i,t.
iw

That the Road Commissioner.under the direction of the committee on highways and bridges,
expend a sum not exceeding $500 in graveling
end otherwise improving Nortbport avenue, to
be paid from funds of the city not otherwise

appropriated.
That the Road Commissioner under the same
on graveling Belmont

conditions expend $900

Avenue from Grove cemetery.
That the $125 to be granted the Superintend-

teams.

First and second

prizes

awarded. The sports will be under the
direction of Dr. Clarence Simmons. The Belfast Band will be in attendance and render
music during the day. Everybody is invited to
come and help make Searsmont’s one hundredth
anniversary one long to be remembered.
will be

Base Ball.
EASTERN MAINE

LEAGUE.

The Easterns Belfast game scheduled for
Wednesday on the South Brewer grounds was
postponed on account of rain.
Thursday Belfast played the local team in
Old Town and were defeated by a score of 3 to
1.
It was a fine, fast and snappy exhibition
and a pitchers’ battle. Young Fowler for the
locals Was steady in the pinches and had some
fast Bupport. Old Town got a break in the
third inning, netting three runs.
Two games were played last Friday and
Saturday on the Congress street grounds—
Easterns and Belfast In Friday’s game the
visitors won with a score of 6 to 3, costly
errors at critical times causing the defeat of
the local team. Both Wheeler and Driscoll
pitched fine ball, the hits being even. The
visitors played fine ball, Wildes making some
sensational stops. Foote of Belfast hit out a
home run, one of the longest hits seen on the

grounds this

year.

The Easterns

were

day’s game, when

the

again victorious in Saturscore was

3 to 2

in their

local team.
changes
The Easterns defeated Old Town 5 to 3 on
the South Brewer grounds Monday afternoon.
The game was fast and snappy. Tuesday they
won another victory on the same grounds with
a score cf 7 to 3.
The Easterns played the Belfast team on the
home ground yesterday, and the two teams
will play here today.
Friday and Saturday Belfast and Old Town
will play in Old Town.
in the

{'•Thomas,

Krti"

Appleton

The

Crops of 1914.

The composite condition of all crops in the
United States—as reported by the Department
of Agriculture—indicates a 9 1-2 per cent improvement over last year.
In wheat alone the increase in the farmers’
income will be one hundred million dollars.
With this “velvet money” American farmers
could buy every fourth automobile sold in the
(We spend yearly four hundred
country.
millions for motor cars,) And the wheat crop
represents but 15 per cent of the farmers’
total income!
This is the news that cheers.—Farm and
Fireside.

Poaching at Quantabacook. “The cat is
of the bag” as to what is causing the scarcity of fish in Quantabacook Lake. One of the
resident fishermen told the writer last Friday
that he found a seine 800 by 20 feet, and that a
trawl with several hundred hooks set had been
found. Another man, who fisnes on the lake,
told the story, repeated from the man who
drove the team, of taking several barrels of
small fish from Quantabacook to another
pond. These statements were made in the
presence of two boat loads of people, who
were on the-pond getting lilies, and would
seem to call for investigation.
out

AUGUST 6, 1914.

MAINE, THURSDAY,

clothing. ,te., to be paid from
the contingent fnnd.
Thnt a street bo laid oat ms
War W'ould Mean to Ua..
recommended on
The regular meeting of the City Governin R«> EiUte. .City GovI
petition of Jamas C. Durham, et .1, ,Dd
Tn“ [
The Shoot at Oakland ment' was held Monday evening, August 3rd,
named
Cottage street. .„d that no d.*..,., b.
ern? Searsmont Centennial.. Base Mayor Robert F. Dunton presiding:
allowed as the ownan of land to be
c
The Kronprinxessin Cieilie..
used have
The records of the July meeting were read
$8: iarV Wedding Bells... Secret
waived all claim for damage*.
and approved.
That the finance committee and
chairman of
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Ni'tes and Comments. .The
the Board of Awam be
authotiied to nettle
t i"i!‘ 0f Joseph Williamson. WashThe following roll of accounts were read,
with
P**
colleetora
Reand
Sargent
Knowlton and reWhisperings-Family
approved and ordered paid:
Bp0”
port at the next meeting of the city council
23
1,488
Mountains..PresiContingent....$
White
IN
COMMON
the
n
COUNCIL.
Highways. 1,152 42
i
\\i|gon and the Trusts. .An ExOrdered that the street commiseioner
de
Free Library.
289 65
be inCompliments. ..Max, A
e of
structed to investigate in the future the
4 50
School Contingent.
cost
f1 «ii'an Waif. Recent Deaths..Cape
00
Free
text
books
and
16
of keeping the city team horses
supplies.
Opened...Congress and the
shod; also the
61
and
5
School
insurance.
in
repairs
Music
Camp(poem)
cost of feed, and that the bill be
jlir Traffic..
itemized and
537 50
Paupers
cover all charges for the month
and be subHals.. The Belfast Fair.. News
50 82
Cemeteries.
mitted
i 7
each month.
.The
Churches...
ine granges..
50 86
Sewers.
Correspondence,
IN
BOARD
OF
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
368 83
Sidewalks.
County
!
65 81
sews of Belfast..
Voted that no damages be allowed on
| Fire Department.
peti*
96
944
a Maid of Colonial
tions
Bridges.
Prince,
presented
Ann
c ttv
previously by Geo. F Harri2 40
Park.
man and William A. Clark for
|S
story). Farmington Normal
to
their
damages
General school purposes.
381 20
Miller street property by lowering the
A Farm that Succeeded.. I
|
grade
of the street in the fall of 1912.
The Cape Cod Canal (poem).
Total.$5,258 79
Adjourned.
for Northport. .Pittsfield
pi
News Snapshots of the
The petition of Dutch Brothers for an exTHE bHOOT AT OAKLAND PARK.
News and Notes..
I tension of the sewer at the junction of Bridge
ReeK Literary
.The High
Maine
Regiment.
■v'Hili
and
125
feet
down
Pierce
Pierce
streets
street,
V_.'.r Living. .Canning Clubs for |
Clay pigeon shooters participated last Thursday in a cup shoot and optional sweepstakes
Fairfield Personals.... An Old j was read and tabled, council concurring.
at Oakland Park, given under the
Ex.Penobscot
Found.
Bay
t
auspices of
Fred W. Brown reported as tax collector for the Oakland
Ra
Gun Club. The teams participat1Q1Q
n#
«C.Q QOfk »Q
ortnr
1019
cursions.
ing represented Belfast. Cantina «nrt
.Born total of
^srsi' it. ..Stockton Springs..
$56,440.34. The reports were accept- and a mixed squad took part in the sweepstake.
Died-Market. ..County
The Oakland Gun Club offered a bronze and
uj. ncii..
“.
rulence..The News 01 ed and the time extended to October 1, 1914. silver trophy to be shot for
by visiting teams.
the council concurring.
Belfast and Castine competed, the latter win|
14 points.
The bronze and silver
Percy S. Edgecomb, city marshal, reported ning byfor the
team having the
would mean to us. total arrests 5—3 for intoxication, 1 each for trophy
largest score
j
went to the Oakland Gun
Club, which "killed”
assault and larceny of team, 9 lodgings and 14 14 more pigeons than Castine. The
summary
stv»n
Transcript.J
meals furnished and 3 complaints investigated. of these teams was as follows:
great Powers of Europe flying The report was accepted in concurrence.
ROCKLAND.
,li)(,
The committee on highways and bridges re- E. J. Wardwell...17 16 17 16 *7—82
guother'-' throats, a situation would be
to the imagination.
We
18 16
19 16—82
mO staggering
ported on the petition of James C. Durham S^irLwWoence.14 11
18 16 17-77
pr.W.M.Spear.15
vet begun to realize the dire signifl- and others for a road between Condon and
L. E. Wardwell.18 16 17 19 19—89
jfsuch an eventuality, yet as calm ob- Allyn streets, that a road was needed begin- W.H. Spear.16 10 16 15 15-71
«ibe people of this country should be ning at the southeast corner of Lot No. 41 on
79 71 83 84 84 401
KnffSiftie of the consequences. With Condon street, thence northerly on the westCASTINE.
it
the
behind
and
passions
View
line
41
and
with
of
Bay
rJ spirit
parallel
erly
F. Whitney.14 15 11
9 17—66
in these countries the calm voice of street to Allyn street, said road to be 49 1-2 W. A. Starr.15 16
13
17 18—79
be
excited
to
drowned
by
j ,ikely
feet wide and to lie easterly of above described E. J. Seybt.16 14 18 17 15-80
W. C. Brown...18 16 15 15 18 -82
is not counted and the effects line.
[ Ibe cost
Report accepted in concurrence.
O. L. Veague.16 15 17 16 16-80
‘ill until the death struggle is acttrusCharles
W. Frederick,
The petition of
jureJ :i to. It is true they are feeling tee of the Hayford Block property, that the
*
79 76 74 74 84 387
in anticipation, but not
Kgure even
BELFAST.
taxes on said property for the year 1914 be
as
yut we are, and thus far hardly
A. W. Read.. 18 16 18 20 17—89
abated, was ordered placed on file in concur- C.
R. Coombs.15 15 12 17 15—74
As long as they can call upon us for
rence.
N. Read.14 14 11 10 12—71
forced to respond, it is the
jsaft, are
The report of Charles W, Frederick, trustee R. H. Howes.13 16 13 12 15-69
States, having no direct interest with
C. E. Read.16 17 15 16 16-80
of Hayford block was accepted, as follows;
that will
pges f the far-flung quarrel,
90
in
Cash
National
Bank.$11,751
j
deposited
76 78 69 75 75 873
City
as much as those nations that are
Cash deposited in Waldo Trust ComThe competition for the handsome cup ofthemselves for the worst.
00
«psrmg
pany. 10,125
fered by E. J. Wardwell for individual high
360 63
,demand comes upon us at a critical time, Cash in hands of trustee.
gun was very brisk, and at the close of the
184 16
Estimated rentals to be collected.
millions
for
the
movemany
tea.m shoot it was found that L. E. Wardwell
^released
Totals. 22,42169 of Camden and A. W.
Read of Belfast had tied
[jfthe crops and the lubrication of our
The committee on new school houses, ap- 89. In the "miss and out" Mr. Wardwell
aaiis
processes. It was supposed
the
his
Belfast opponent fallproved
winner,
pointed under a prior administration, and the ing down on the fifth bird.
Be pi. rain upon us had ceased for the
trustee, have agreed, unless another plan
In the special handicap event of 20 birds for
jsm, inat-r normal conditions that supshould be given preference by citizens, that a a gold medal the following scores were made:
Ipwuu.ii have been correct, but should
G. M. Wheeler, 19; E. J. Wardwell. L. E. Wardschool building be built on Church street where 1
occur
the
iHeat-nd eruption actually
well, Mr. Brown, O. *L. Veague and A. W. Read,
the Academy school building, so-called, stands. 17 each; Glenn
of
the
seriousness
burden
that
Lawrence, Roy L. Knowlton, Dr.
b:
a schoolhouse can be erect- ; W. M. Spear and W. G. Hill, 16 each; C. H. Duff
that
It
is
expected
us
cannot
be
well
j fcf .11 [M.sed upon
ed there within or near the amount received 1 and Walter H. Spear, 15 each; Mr. Gray and
very great extent American
Eft.
Mr. Howes, 14 each; Dr. A. W. Foss and Mr.
from the sale of Hayford Block that will be a
e
thrown back upon us and
Hinds 13 each; A. C. AlcLoon, 12. Mr.Wheeler,
to
alike
the
and
donor.
The
the
credit
city
who represents the U. S. Cartridge Co with
exhausted itself we should
lie" I-!
his headquarters in Portland, was not eligible
>i with the precious metal. But trustee only desires to approve such plans as
;;r -;
for the medal by virtue of being a professional.
may be acceptable to the city, through practir.t- feature of the situation that
Sii
In the "miss and out" the contest narrowed
cal men of affairs and school officials, and not down to L. E.
Even
Wardwell, who thus added anittflrthough
apprehension.
to dictate as to style of architecture or fur- other valued prize to his large and interesting
rigm weather the drain with no more
collection.
nishing, But it would seem best that the
!c:r-• i-Tioes than a temporary embar-Mould be likely to And, as the -—^“---°
THE SEARSMONT CEN1ENNIAL.
than the sum likely to be in the hands of the j
ru : '..t-ii. that our commerce was being
trustee when the bills are due. If the matter
The town of Searsmont was incorporated
i.. >n M.-nzed. The cold-blooded optiis to be taken up early next season, as seems Feb. 5, 1914, but as that month is not a suitable
ifiir. w: .c;i some have regarded the outj
of
j one for a celebration it was decided to observe
probable, there should then be an increase
funds of about $800 in the meantime. The \ the centennial anniversary August
f;
11th, and
of generations the Atlantic
trustee also expresses the hope that as this is ; arrangements have heen rnmnleteH fr»r n>Kof
r.Jed comparatively peaceful
not a proposition for the gaining of profit or r
iteresting occasion. The
i:;
r mercial
operations and interdividends, our own citizens may be employed
im !'has been driven from the
in the building operations as far as practicable,
9 30 a, m. Street parade under the direction
iratct-riiig has ceased and even when
unless such a plan should be proved to be a of A. P. French.
in: r
ave been at war the rest of the
10 30 a.m. Call to order by Chairman. Prayer
of
in
the
cost
construction.
serious handicap
i.v
n-n greatly embarrassed in its
by Rev. J. Palmer. Historical Address, Prof.
et
for
a
W.
F. Phillips of Cambridge, Mass. Song, Miss
of
Edwin
The
als.,
But
Frost,
with six formidable
petition
fee--> rises.
j
street light on Miller street, midway between j Helen Cobb. Addresses by J. R. and R. F.
k.
’.he high seas it is going to be
Dunton of Belfast.
f..r neutrals, for, according to Church and High, was read and referred to j
2 00 p. m. Song, written by Prof. A. W.
1
Ipeerr.r-1 among nations, neutrals mu.-t the committee on lights, the Council concur- Keene of Camden, “Hurrah for Old New England,” by W. P. Chamberlain. Poem, “Primriband ware, either absolute or ring.
eval,” oy F. F. Phillips. Address by Prof. L.
The following resolve was read and passed C. Bateman of
fete
‘hey are to receive the benefit
Auburn, Maine. Piano solo.
t
Miss Mary Cobb, Dance, Negie, Cyrial Scott.
rtanes, which some financiers in concurrence; That it is the sense of the City
fe-. Furthermore, how is our commerce Council that the tax for the current municipal Reading, “Counsel,” by Miss Sabra B. Dyer.
Assigned by Mary R. Shipman Andrews.
\'l. there is no question to be year, assessed upon the Hay ford Block and adfemp
This will be followed ny a tub race, a bag
*•
i>w depend upon the ships of
joining property devised to the City of Belfast
race, and a game of baseball by the Camden
fct: :that will then be facing risks by Mrs. Lena Peirce.Frederick for the purposes

$e»

Journal.

KRONPR1NZESSIN

THE

CECIUE.

A North German Uoyd Uner Take* Refug.
at Bar Haroor.
Last Tuesday it waa reported on the stree
that an ocean liner carrying a large nmoont c:
had bean chalet
treasure end many peeeengera
into Bar Harbor by a war ihip, thue bringini
of the glee
to our own shore a realising aenae
in Europe. Thi
war now in ite initiatory etegae

evening brough
full detaili of the affair-an excellent piece o
Bangor Commercial of

that

waa tho flortl
newspaper work, the ateamer
German Lloyd steamer Kronprinseaain Gecilie
which sailed from New York July 28th to:
Bremen via Plymouth and Cherburg with $10,'
000,000 in gold and a million in silver, consign
ed to French and English bankers, and 380 firs'

class, 130 second class and 736 steerage passenfirst class pasgers. About one-third of the
Americana
sengers are Germans, the rest
When within two days’ run of Plymouth, England, the captain intercepted a wireless that
indicated the steamer was looked for and mighl
be captured, and Friday he called the men inti
the smoking room and made the following announcement:
1_J_1..A/1 katmnnr

■

ucuticuicu,

nr a*

uoa

-—--.

England, France, Germany and Austria; we
We have enough
are going back to America.

coal for

our

return home
not

hope that we shall
foreign war vessels.”
The announcement

was

and it is my earnest
be intercepted bj

received with

nervous

laughter, applause, oaths, congratulations and
protests. When the steamer was headed foi
America the electric lights were turned off,
head and side lights extinguished, and every
other illumination blotted out with can*
at full
speed, which was noi
vass, and
when
was
encountered,
slackened
fog
not
steamer
way,
the
sped on her
even sounding her
fog horn. This so
alarmed the passengers that the captain, with*
out reducing the speed sounded the fog horn.
The passengers did not know what port the
ship was headed for,but about 6 a. m. Tuesday
she dropped anchor in Bar Harbor. Arrange*
ments were at once made to carry the passengers and treasure to New York by special
trains, and the first train went over the Maine

Central Tuesday afternoon.

OBITUARY.

place Sunday at 10.10 o’clock, a. m Rev,
Ashley A. Smith, Universalist, of Bangor,
formerly of Belfast, officiating. The intertook

ment

was

in

Grove cemetery.

received Sunday of the death ol
Ellen, widow of the late Sherman
Patterson, at the home of her son, Albert C.
Patterson, in Springfield, Mass. She was bore
in Belfast April 19, 1740, the daughter of the
News

was

Frances

late aaiatntai u. XNicaerson.

uuring

ner marnec

she resided in Bridgeport, Conn., and ir
Baltimore, Md. She was a frequent visitor tc
her home city. She is survived by her only
son and one brother, Frederick A. Nickerson
°f Portland. The remains arrived by* boat
Wednesday morning for interment in the family lot in Grove cemetery.
life

Funeral services of the late Joseph Williamheld at 3 p. na. Saturday at his home.
53 Grove street, Augusta, in the presence oi
the
immediate
relatives and business asonly
Rev.
sociates, the services being private.
Clayton D. Boothby of tne South Parish Conofficiated.
church
Following the
gregational
services at the house, brief committal services
were held at the grave. The bearers were Dr.
Richard H. Stubbs, Byron Boyd, Lewis A.
Burleigh, Albert Pierce of Frankfort,Ernest L.
McLean and Sanford L. Fogg. Interment was
in the family lot at Mt. Pleasant cemetery.—
Kennebec Journal.
son were

Charles B. Haskell of Piltsfield, former postmaster and at one time deputy U. S. marshal,
died July 28th, aged 50 years. He leaves a
widow and four sons and daughters: Charles
B Jr., who graduated from Bowdoin last year
and is a teacher in the Central Maine Institute
at Pittsfield; Orin S, preparing to enter the
Naval Academy at Annapolis; Edith, a teacher
in the Institute, and Elsie, the youngest of the
four. He is also survived by one brother, Capt.
Louis O., of the Pittsfield Company of the
hecond Regiment, N. G. S. M., and by two sisters; one the wife of Dr. T. N. Drake and the
other unmarried.

The death of William H. Wight of Belfast
occurred last

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL

Miss Amy L. Wilson spent Sunday witl
relatives in Poor’s Hills.

Mrs. Fred Waldo, Brown returned Tuesday
from a visit in Ellsworth.

Miss Elva B. Prescott of Chelsea, Mass., is
the guest of Mrr. Fred R. Poor.

A. Cutter Sibley of Winthrop, Hass., arrirsc
a abort business visit

Harry Clark of Montvillo was
visitor in Augusta Friday.

cently

Haas.,

Hr. andHrs. Harold 8horey of Springfield
are visiting relatives at City
point

Harlan Davidson of Wolfvilie, N. S., is
guest of Kempton B. Craig.

Charles Clements of Washington, D, C„ it
the guest of his cousin, Capt. J. W. Ferguson.

Sunday with Mrs. F. I Wilson.

Mrs. Esther G. Davis left Tuesday to visil
relatives and friends in Rockland and vicinity.

Murray Craig of Medford, Mass is visiting
the families of K. B. Craig and H. J. Morris.

Edward H. Kelley of Brewer arrived Saturday and was the guest of relatives over Sun-

Rev. E. S. Philbrook and Mrs. Philbrook of
Sanford are spending two weeks in the White
Mountains.

Wednesday on

Thursday at his home on LinAn obituary will be printed

colnville avenue.
next week.

WEDDING BELLS.
Healey-Steeves. Milton Thomas, son ol
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Healey, and Mise
Katherine E. Steeves, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Morse Steeves of St, John, N. B., were
married at 4 p. m. August 3d at the home oi
the officiating clergyman, Rev. Walter F
bturtevant, who used the single ring service.
The couple were unattended. The bride wore
ei becoming travelling suit of blue with hat to
blend. They left at once for a brief visit in
Rockland and vicinity and on their return will

PERSONAL.

a

business

day,

Miss Louise Holway of Unity was the guest
last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Biggs of

Miss Mabel Butters of Bangor and Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon B. Hill of Exeter are visiting
Miss Maude E. Barker.

Miss Isabel M. Smalley returned last week
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. E. S. Philbrook, in Sanford.

Mrs. Hattie Tillson of Thomaston has been
the guest the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Ludwick.

Mrs. Wallace Worthing and Mr. Harry Worthing of Palermo were in Waterville last Saturday for the day.

Miss Rosa A. Jones of Washington, D. C., is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Nash, 62
Miller street.

Mr. and Mrs. William Farnh&m of Chelsea
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Fred E, Smvthe on

Misses Leverne Whitten and Winnifred
Sanborn will leave today, Thursday, for a
week’s outing in Union.

nrrivoH Katnrrlav

Capt. Wellington M.
at

to

resume

the

her duties

office of Stone &

Webster.
Parker and Gertrude Raleigh,
toll operators in the Waldo exchange, spent
the week-end in Camden with Mr. and Mrs,
Carl H. Hopkins. Mrs. Hopkins was formerly
Miss Stella M. Durgin, an operator in the local
MLses Alice

exchange.
Wheeler of the Wheeler Shoe
Angeles, Calif., is visiting his
father, Dr. George A. Wheeler, in Castine and
came to Belfast Monday to visit his uncle*
Edwin A. Jones of the Windsor Hotel. He is
now visiting in Lincolnviile,
George D.

Company

of Los

White

of Miami, Fla.,

j
I

street.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Greenhalgh of
Rockland announce the engagement of their
daughter, JVliss Faith Webster Greenhalgh, to
Mr. Edward F. Berry.
Mrs. Harvey Belt of Brooklyn, N. Y.. arrived
Saturday and with her aunt, Miss Mary A.
Bickford, will spend a few weeks at the Elwell
cottage at Little River.

Gray, who

Fred

electrician

in

has been

British

employed

Columbia

and

as

an

Yukon

sister,

Mrr'and Mrs. John S. Shuman and daughters
Bernice and Olive of Malden, Mass., arrived
last Sunday for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Shuman and other relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. George Littlefield of Wakefield, Mass.,
arrived Tuesday to spend August at the Eaton
home on Court street. Mr. Littlefield will join
her after a visit with relatives in Troy.

Mrs. J. W. Wallace and Mrs. Sidney Jones of
Rockland are guests of Mrs. E. C. Rockwood.
Mrs. Clarence E. Stafford has returned to
Rockland from a visit with Mrs. Rockwood.

;

Mrs. G. L. Taylor, Mrs. C. L. Taylor, daughter-in-law and chile. Dorothy Taylor, all of
Jersey City, N. J., will arrive next Saturday
morning on the steamer Camden and will bo
the guests of Mrs. C. C. Ford.
Mrs. Sidney P. Young and sons Thomas,
Sidney and John Edmund, arrived Wednesday

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Pen-

to visit

Young

Mr.

dleton.

for the

will

join

Saturday

them

trip home next Monday.
’Mrs, F. B. Johnson of Beverly, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. A. Ashbury Pitman of Salem*
Mass., aie guests of Miss Lou la A. Mason*
Mr. Pitman is principal of the Salem Normal
school anu has a summer home in Lincolnville,
leiurn

past four years, is at his heme in
South Brooksville on a short visit.

Carl Lampson, who has been in the West Ludies,Central anil South America the past year in
the interest of the Carter’s Ink Co., has joined

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stantial returned last
Friday from a business and pleasure trip to
New York, spending two days in lhat city and

and

territory

two

the

days in

Boston

on

been guests of Hon. and Mrs. James F. Taliaferro, left Monday to visit Poland Springs en
to

their

home in Jacksonville, Fla.

William Farrar, son of Charles B. Farrar of
Bath, formerly of Belfast, is the guest of his
aunt, Mrs. Wm. M. Thayer. He graduated
from Bowdoin College in the class of 1914.
Stevens and son Frederick of
have been at Ed. Colby’s.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen is with her sister, Mrs.
Ed. Colby, in Sunset.—Deer Isle Messenger.
Mrs.

Lampson, who is w ith her parents, Mr.
Franklin Wateiman, U7 Congress

Mrs.

street.
Walter

Mr. and Mrs, Thomas G. Porter, who have

route

Mrs.

their return.

John

Gonvick, Minn.,

and Mrs. Arthur Farwell and daughter
Everett L.,
and sister, Miss Florence Farwell, arrived at
Windermere Park, Unity, last Saturday for a
Mr.

chell

H„

of

son

home

arrived

Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Mitevening for

Monday

furlough, having spent

a

days m
Augusta, en route. He has been in Mexico
since April on the U. S, S. Nebraska, and has.
been transltrred from signal service to the*
month’s

two

deck.
Mr. anu Mrs.

Joseph Tyler

returned

Monday

Thev

with relatives in Vinalhaven.
went to Rockland and returned from

there

in their

from

a

shirt visit

Louring

car

panied Lo Rockland by Miss
fcpent Sunday with her uncle
Mrs. Frank O.

and

were

accom-

Doak, who
and aur.t, .Vir. and
Hazel

Haskell.

Phyllis and Mr. Farwell’s brother,

two

WALDO

weeks'vacation.

W illiam M. Bradley, president of the
!
Railroad Company, was a guest
Misses Katherine D. Kittredge and Geneva Portland
I Wednesday at the opening of the Cape Cod
Stephenson, who had been the guests of Mr. canal, He returned to this city Thursday.
and Mrs. Carl H. Hopkins in Camden, and Mies Portland Argus.
Margaret Thistle at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. George W. Miller, who has been conFrank O. Haskell in Rockland, for two weeks, fined to her home on Waldo avenue since last
in
their
homes
this
to
returned
have
city.
February by injuries received in a fall, was
Mrs. S. A. Reed of Minneapolis, who is a able to enjoy an automobile ride to Searsport
guest of Miss Sarah Gardner, entertained eight recently, and is gaining.
friends last Friday afternoon. They motored
Mr. and Mrs. S. A, Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
to Northport, The Battery, Searsport and
Charles E. Rhoades autoed to Washington SunMrs.
Reed
and
her
Stockton Springs.
daughday to visit Mrs. Blanche Moody Johnston, and
ter, Mrs. Boutel), are spending a few days in also visited Medomak Camp for boys, that has
Bar Harbor this week.
70 boys in attendance.
Miss Marian McMullin of New fork and
Mrs. M. J. Dow and daughter Jeanette of
Miss. Dorothy Blood of Newton Center, Mass,,
Bucksport arrived home from New Bedford,
were guests of Miss Maude E. Barker the past
Mass., on the Boston boat last Thursday. They
week. The former went to Bay side Tuesday had been
gone several months on a southern
and the latter to her home. Miss Barker gave
trip with Capt. Dow.
a dinner to Seth M. Milliken in honor of her
Congratulations are extended to Gustine
guests before his return to New York last Sat- Wardwell and wife of North Castine on the
urday.
birth of a son, July 26th; also to the grandpaMr. C. C. Pineo, who was to have sailed from »nta Frorl P Worrlwpll and vifp. thin heincr
Hon.

—

Havflna veaterdav for New York to ioin his

their forty-second grandchild.

wife in Belfast, cabled Tuesday that he was
unable to leave at present because of the financial conditions due to the threatened war
in Europe. Mr. Pineo is one of the managers
of the Havana branch of the Royal Bank of

Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hatch, who are visiting
relatives in Caribou, called on friends in
Presque Isle, July 29th. Dr. Hatch, formerly
pastor of the Belfast M. E. church, was for six
years the efficient superintendent of the Methodist churches in the Bangor district, but is
now engaged in educational work, having accepted the position of president of Montpelier
seminary, Montpelier, Vt.

Canada.

Mrs. Delia Hallowell, Mrs. Nina Henins and

Joseph Grant arrived from Brockton, Mass.,
Sunday morning to attend the funeral of their
Pierce, Hayward Pierce
Mrs. Horace Grant.

Hall, Congress

j

Mr. and Mrs. E. S, Johonnet of Palmyra, who
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E, Frost,
went to Hampden Tuesday to visit Rev. and
Mrs. C. ri. Johonnet.

have

the White homestead.

Mrs. Grace Thompson and daughter, Miss
Geneva, of Lynn,, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
John Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil L.

Gardner Lane is seriously ill with typhoid
fever at his home at Citypoint. He is attended by Dr. Elmer Small and Miss Spofford, a
trained nurse, from Bangor.

yachting trip.

----O- —I-

Messrs. George A. Hassall and T. H. Graham of Keokuk, Iowa, are guests of Rev. and
Mrs, Adolph Rossbach at Rocky Point, Pitcher’s Pond.

Wilson of Bath.

Bel-

party

campaign.

Mrs. Mary C. Colcord is taking a two weeks’
vacation from Hattie M. Black’s store and will
visit at Belgrade Lakef Belmont and West
Belfast.

and Mrs. Calvin A. Hubbard went to

a

a

Miss Mary Sweetland of Bangor, formerly of
Pittsfield, is employed by City Clerk Eben F

Mr, and Mrs. Charles Eaton and sons Dane
and Clyde of Brunswick were guests over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Blackwell at Bayside.

George’s Lake, Liberty, Tuesday and were
guests for the day of Rev. and Mrs. David L.

people on

on

Jennie Harrington returned Tuesday to
her heme in Revere Beach, Mass., accompanied
by Mrs. C. C. Chapman, whom she had visited.

and Mrs. Albert
Frankfort and Miss Ada C. Williamson of
Boston were over-Sunday visitors in Augusta.

Mr. John Ingalls and Miss Carpenter of Boswere guests for two days last week, when
on their way to Burnham,of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Ludwick.

Sunday night to Boston
as private secretary in

of young

inin Vlia a.-ifa and Hanohtap

Mr.

Rev. Ashley A. Smith is a nephew of the
late Charles Smith of Troy, whose widow’s
death is reported in our Troy correspondence.

Miss Mabel Cushman, who had been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Durham in
Church street for the past week, returned last

tn

of

Misses Katherine and Victoria, daughters of
Dr. and Mrs, George Jennison of Lowell, Mass.,
are guests of Mrs. James F. Preston.

Miss Mary E. Pierce arrived trom Boston
last Saturday for her annual summer vacation
Her mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce,
in Belfast.
and sister, MrB. Essie P. Carle, are with her
this week at the Wells’ cottage, Little River.

Miss Blanche Hill of Banger called
fast friends Tuesday. She was with

Miss Myrtie Pendleton, matron at Goodwill
Farm, Hinckley, is spending a vacation with
relatives and friends in this city.

Mrs. Edith Bartlett Berry and George Pooler
of Boston are guests of Mrs'. Berry’s mother,
Mrs. L. M. Orff, Congress street.

interred in Grove Cemetery Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Parker of Waltham.
Mass were called to Belfast Sunday to attend
the funeral of William H. Wight.

)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend will leave
the last of the week on a business trip of several weeks to Mount Desert.

were

Mies Hilda Mulholland of Bangor is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker,
Union street.

Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
guests Saturday night at Camp Wilson,
Quantatecook Lake.
Mrs. Minnie Knowlton and son from New
Hampshire are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Whitten in Searsmont.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Nickerson of
Portland autoed to Belfast Tuesday, called
here by the death of Mrs. Frances Ellen Patterson of Springfield, Mass, whose remains

street.

Rev. and

Mr. H. P. Smart and Mrs. E. S. Bennett of
Hubbardston, Mass., are guests of their sister,
Mrs. A. O. Stoddard.

Mrs. P. D. H. Carter, who was operated on
some time ago in Boston, and came home improved, was obliged to return again and left
Mondav. accompanied bv her husband.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carll of Orange, N. J.,
guests of Mrs. Charles Baker, Congress

are

Miss

were

a

Mias Margaret
guesta of Roy EL

and
are

Mr. and Mra. W. F. Douglass of Attleboro,
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Millard F.
French.

avenue.

j. noyes or nowara, k. i„ is spendthree weeks’ vacation with his father,
James F. Noyes.

siacey

Mr.

Mrs. Emma Barrett

Young of Skowhegan
Youog.

Waterville,

Northport

re-

Alton Andrews and Raymond Young return*
ed Friday from a visit in Lincolnville.

a

Miss Bertha Tardy of Foxcroft is spending a
few weeks with Mrs. Alwilda Strout, East Belfast.

ing

Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker went to Newport
to visit Mrs. Fred Philbrick.

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Morse of Camden spent

ton

Krtherine M„ wife of Horace Grant, died
July 30th at her home, 159 High street, aged
33 years, 1 month and 10 days. She was born
in North Searsport, the daughter of Herbert
G. and Ellen S. (Nichols) Scribner and had
lived in Belfast several years. For some time
previous to her marriage she clerked for L. S.
Shiro, where her courteous attention to patShe had been
rons won her many friends.
critically ill for several months, but for a few
days before her death seemed to be improving,
^ he
was a member of Emma White Barkei
Tent, Daughters of Veterans, and was much
interested in the order, although taken ill soon
after her initiation. Four brothers and twc
sisters survive: Herbert E. of Ellsworth, Fred
A. of Bangor, Percy L. of Searsport, Ralph E,
of Portland, Miss Lillian of Roxbury, Mass.,
and Mrs. A. E. Dutch of Belfast. The funeral
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Mr. Peter Gallagher returned last Friday
from Hartford, Conn., where he had been to
We are glad to
see Mr. Maitland B. Smith.
make their home with the groom’s parents cn
learn that the alarming reports concerning Mr.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers, pastor of the Belfast
Church street. Mr. Healey is employed in the Smith's condition are unfounded. He is a sick
Methodist church, will leave Sept. 7th for
sales department of the Dinsmore shoe store man, confined to his home, but his wife is carBrooklyn, N. Y„ where his marriage to Miss
and the bride has been employed in the Smith
ing for him and his many friends hope for and • Grace Lillian Ferris will t,*\ke place Sept. 8th,
ex*
friends
cigar manufactory. Their many
expect an early recovery.
I at the residence of their former pastor, Rtv.
tend best wishes and congratulations.
Robert Williamson, younger son of Hon. and Christian F. Reisner of the Grace Methodist
Mrs. Joseph Williamson, who had just arrived church of Manhattan. Miss Ferris has been
SECRET SOCIETIES.
at Camp Quantabacook, Dr. O. S. Vickery's in California the
past year and is now with
The Odd Fellows of Knox county and invited camp for boys, and Donald Burleigh, Mr. Wil- relatives in Long Branch, N. J.
guests will hold a field day at Oakland Park on liamson's nephew, and one of the camp counWilliam Dyer of Boston and his brother,
Saturday, Aug. 22nd. All lodges in the county cillors, were called to Augusta Thursday after- Bion Dyer of Los Angeles, Cal., were recent
of
noon
the
sudden
death
Williamwill
by
Joseph
be
exwill participate and and invitations
guests at the home of their cousin, George A.
tended to all the elective grand officers to par- son.
Woods, in North Troy, coming in their auto.
ticipate in the event as guests of Knox Odd
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Knowlton, assisted by Later they visited their cousin, Mrs. Alphonso
Mrs. Nathaniel Robinson, entertained^ThursFellows.
Dyer in Pittsfield, their cousin, Mrs. Minnie
day evening, the South Belfast Social Club.
and were guests at the home
H. L. Bucklin, D. G. C installed the follow- Guests from
Allaton, Farmington and Augusta Lane, in Belfast,
ing officers of Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., were present. Select pieces on the Victrola of Mrs. Walter B. Knicht in East Troy, where
Wednesday evening, July 29th: C. C., S. W. were rendered and an original poem was read 13 relatives enjoyed a fine dinner, with ice
by Mrs/Ricker. Instrumental music and old- ere am, cake and all that help to make a most
Durost; V. C., F. O. Whiting; P.» F. A. Nicker- time
songs were sung by alL Refreshments
*
son; M. W., P. S. Edgecomb; M. A., H, L. were served and a good time enjoyed.—Ken- enjoyable occasion.
Bucklin; I. G., C. T. Littlefield; O. G., C. R. nebec Journal.
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
Stevens. After the installation ice cream and
Richard E., son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. have been guests of Belfast friends several
cake were served through the courtesy of the
Shaw, a graduate of Bowdoin College, who has days, Mr. Smith was called here to attend
There was a good attendance.
new officers.
been connected with the International Bank- the
funerals of
Mrs. R. F. Patterson,
ing Association for five years in Manila and one William
Wight and Mrs. Horace A. Grant.
Family Reunions.
year in Japan, arrived home Wednesday. He The cottage Mr. Smith has bought in Holden
Simmons. The si mm one family will hold their visited Paris and London on the way and ar- is only ten miles from Bangor, with four
reunion at the Simmons Grove on the east rived Sunday in Ead Bridgewater, Mass., trains daily, and is on Holbrook's Pond, one of
shore of Scnebeck Pond August 11th. If where his mother ana sisters Florence and a chain of ponds, stocked with perch and black
stormy on that day, the first fair day.
Marjorie are visiting. His fathe r joined them bass, and with trout streams near at hand. As
For notices of other family reunions see find Sunday for the first family reunion for some Mr, Smith has many calls outside his Bangor
PH«*
f yearn.
parish he finds this location a desirable one.j

POMONA

CHANGE.

Waldo County Pomona Grange met July 8th
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo. The

with

grange was opened in due time with W orthy
Master Howes in the chair. The roll call
officers found the Master, Lecturer, A. Stew-

ard, Chaplain, Secretary. Pomona and L. A.
Steward present. After the opening exercises,
a class of three was instructed in the fifth degree. One hour and a half was then taken for
dinner and social chat. When the Grange re
was rendered by the Sprague
family. By request Edward Evans exp ained
the working of the Farmers Union.

assembled music

A very fine

address of welcome

was

then

given by Mrs. Herbert Paul and was ably responded to by Grade Bowen of Honesty Grange,
Morrill. The topic, 'What must be done to
a fair share of our
boys and girls will be expected to stay on the
farm? was discussed by D, O. Bowen, J. EEllis, S. W. Shibles, Mrs. S. W. Shibles, Joseph
Ellis, Edward Evans and C. M. Howes. Then
followed a song by Rubie Sprague, who
responded to an encore; a recitation by Esther

make life attractive that

Evans, and

a

song

by the.Sprague sisters.

granges were represented.
The next meeting wiU be

Ten

with Tranquility

Grange, Lincolnville, Sept. 1st. (Tranquility
Grange and South Montville Grange have exchanged dates for the Pomona meeting. ) The
program will be as follows: Opening exercises;
conferring fifth degree; recess; address of welcome by Sadie Knight, response
by NettieMarriner of

Mystic Grange; question

for dis-

cussion, Resolved, That to sell farm produce
ttiF/inrrk

('n.nnor'ih’iTO GnpioHofl

nrernmzpd

on

Farmers’ Union plan would be of more
financial value to farmers than to increase the
production of his farm; tovbe opened by Joseph
S. Mullen; remainder of program by host

the

grange.
The field

meeting will be held August 18th.
Centennial Grove, Montville, the place that
it has been held in the past few years. The
speakers will be the National Master, the;
State Master and the State Lecturer. The
Lincolnville band will dispense music throughout the meeting and there may be other entertainment. The public are cordially invited to
in

attend this meeting.
Poor’s Mills. Mrs. John Shea and son.
James of Boston are visiting her sister, Mrs.
Henry Wentworth.... Mrs. Mabel Ware and
Lillian Starr of Middletown, Conn., who have
been visiting at Mrs. O. A. Wade’s, returned
home last Friday.... Miss Amy Wilson spent
Sunday with her father, M. O. Wilson.
Newton Strong of Boston is stopping with
friends here for the summer.... Mrs. Inez Frohock of Lincolnville is a guest of Mrs. O. A.
Wade....J. F. Sheldon, W. A. Banks, Herman
Merriam and Orrin L. Wentworth motored to
Rockland and Thomaston last Saturday.
Mrs. Jane Cole, who has been in Dr. Tapley’s
hospital for medical treatment, is at Richard
Merriam’s, but it still in poor health... .Wilbui
Collins of Howard, R. I., has been visiting at

Irvin|J*cksoa’s.

for governor,

WILLIAM T. HAINES,
^WATERVILLE.

F.

In every package of Harveioua Exo for. Feet is
free box of Ext for Corns. Use the free Exo
for Corns as directed for three nights. On the
fourth night lift out the corn and throw it in
the fire. That’s all there is to it
Ezo for Feet is a refined ointment, just rub
it on and all swelling, soreness, burning and
foot sweating is speedily banished. Exo for
Feet, including a box of Exo for Corns is but
5 cents at druggists., Ezo for Corns, if bought

a

revenue; the American farmer was forced
to compete with foreign producers, to
whom much American money was sent

FOR STATE AUDITOR.

CALLAHAN,

Kent's Hill, Readfleld, on the nigh t of
Aug. 17, 1906, by persons unknown. As
a result of his efforts, Mra. Elsie Hobbs
\ Prominent Augusta Lawyer Found Dead Raymond was indicted by the grand jury
of Kennebec county in April, 1912, and
In Office Thursday.

which used to be

--

financial strength.

enough._

BY FOREIGN LAYERS.
OUR HENS LAID-UP
into AmerIn 1911 there were imported
no eggs; in
countries
ica from foreign

were imported.
importations, hut as
two distinct
chat period is covered by
for the first
‘ariif laws, the importations
more pertinent.
are
of
1914,
five months

the same number

1912

In 1913 there

were

of the
During these first five months
law, three
tariff
new
the
under
rent year,
one
million seven hundred and ninety
four hundred and twenty-two (3, i91,422)
tariff
were imported. The old
cur-

dozen eggs
five cents per
law set the duty on eggs at
in free.
dozen; under the new they come
the
for
consumer,
Eggs are no cheaper
is going
but the market for Maine eggs
soon
to be well filled with foreign eggs
of a job,
and our Maine hens will be out
their owners out of funds.

PRENDERGAST’S

DECISION.

is wideCongressman Prendergast, who
ins

.1

tori P.nl.

Roosevelt on the floor of the 1912 Chicaturned
go convention, some months ago
bis face deliberately toward the Republihad been some
can party, from which he
He made a notable
time estranged.
statement upon reaching his decision,
the substance of which was, that he believed the Republican and Progressives
to be two organizations with one purpose
and he knew the Republican party to be
the stronger and better instrument with
■jvhich to accomplish the purpose, and he

therefore would in the future give his
entire support to the Republican party
in order that the inifuence he had should
•count for the best object in the better
followed his
-way. Thousands have since
and acted in accordance with

example

COLONEL ROOSEVELT’S DECISION.
Colonel Roosevelt, the most prominent

Republicanism living today
and one of the greatest exponents of
Republicanism in the last generation, has
set his face toward the Republican organization in New York State. He has
issued a statement in which he gives an
unqualified endorsement of Mr. Hinman
of

his candidate for governor. Senator
Hinman is a Republican and is now the
prominent candidate for the Republican

as

nomination in the coming Republican
"all
primaries. Colonel Roosevelt asks
Prowhether
Republican,
citizens,”
good
gressive, or Democratic in inclination, to
join with him in helping to elect Mr.
Hinman. The same course should be folowed the country over, and indications

that it will be. All good citizens
join in electing the Republican candidates, the only candidates who can be
ejected in whom are fast bound the printow

are

will

ciples

that will return to

-stable

government.

us

our

usually

THE

j

Belfast Fair
Maine’s

Big25c. Fair

UNDEK NEW MANAGEMENT OF THE

BELFAST FAIR ASSOCIATION

August 18, 19, 20, 1914.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, i ecretary

W. J. CLIFFORD. President.

—

Hall’s Stave Jojni(

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

courage
Brass and
up to 100 lbs
But in the brilliant career of this
The annual reunion of the
Crockett.
splendid citizen an attack of melancholia
Iron
worked sudden disaster. Every charac- Crockett family will be held at Penobscot
teristic of his life and convictions was View Grange hali Tuesday, Aug. 25th.
violated in the unexpected mental exon Your
Let Us
Smalley Tne annual reunion of the Smalplosion that directed his last act.
meet with Mr. aod Mrs Fred
Mr. Williamson was a successful law- ley families will
St. George, Maine
yer, had been an active, earnest, clear- Smalley, August 19th,
headed law maker, always a consistent
The twenty-first annual reClements.
Democrat, honored and respected by h s union of the Clements family will be held at
oarty, had been a conscientious county the grange hali at White's Corner, Thursday,
ittorney and, above all, was a loving and Aug. 20th
;
MANUI’ACTI liKRS OF
ndulgent husband and father and good i
Hills The annual reunion of the Hills
:itizen.
He will be missed and mourned
Builders' Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Sash Weights,
Our community is sad- j family will be held on Wednesday, August
is few men are.
Nuts and Brake Weeels.
lened by a bolt from a clear sky. And to 26th, at the home of Mr. Frank Lenfest, in
Mr. Williamson’s family goes the sympa- i Union; if stormy then, first fair day following.
|
of all Kinds, Shafting, Boxes, Collais, CoiplirjOrates
:hy of all.
Prescott The annual reunion of the Pres- t
Pulleys end (fears. Mtge Potary Mill Paris.
At the time of his appointment by
3overnor Haines as a member of the cott family will be held at the home of Mrs.
Maine Public Utilities Commission, the Nancy Colby in South Montville, August 8,
following brief sketch of Mr. William- 1914. Picnic dinner.—Orren W Ripley, Sec’y.
jon’s life was published and was widely
The annual reunion of
Wilson and Teei
topied, for he was widely known:
Teel families will be held at
“The naming of Hon. Joseph William- the Wilson and
the home of Mrs Mark Marshall, Glenmere,
ion of Augusta for membership in the
Public Utilities Commission, is gratifyi- Tuesday, August 11th. If stormy, the next
and a fair
ng to Democrats all over Maine
day
lost of Republican friends and admirers.
to
he
which
has
Trade
beet
Free
Watts. The third annual reunion of the
Democratic
given
new tariff, sugar
pulp
“Genial Joe’’ is known all over Maine.
th°se foreign nations the employment \ staunch Democrat, he holds the entire Watts family will be held at Oakland Park.
uses by the car load and formerly obdinner will be served at |
tained from American factories, now formerly belonging to us, thereby dis- -espect of political opponents, who know Aug. 11th. Picnic
11.30 o’clock. Coffee will.be furnished by the j
lim
above
and
politics.
workmen
is
more
party
of
faithful
costly
comes from Germany,
placing thousands
“Mr. Williamson was born in Belfast, society. Take dishes.
of poorer quality. On the other hand, a and making it necessary to ship much
Me., Feb. 14, 1869, the son of Joseph and
Gay. The annual reunion of the Gay family
unsix
action
butter
from
Is
not
this
of
He
the
abroad.
in
reduction
duty
gold
A.da Hortepse (Peirce) Williamson.
will be held Aug. 20,1914, at Frederick Ritchie.
in
school
graduated from Belfast High
cents per pound to two and one-half cents American ?
Hall, Waldo, Address of welcome by
i 1884, and from Bowdoin College in 1888. Grange
the market price
per pound, has lowered
He was a newspaper reporter in Augus- Lylia Sprague; response by Emma Woodbury.
Combination Pneumatic
consumer
the
He studied law at Boston —C. A. Levanseller. Secretary.
paid to the farmer, though
ta in 1888-9.
bar
to
the
admitted
was
and
received no benefit. In the last three
University,
DUNTLEY
'X'HrS Swiftly-Sweeping,
Birthday Party at West Wlnterport.
in 1891. Practiced at Belfast,
months of 1912 and the first four months
Washington, D. C., August 3, 1914. at Belfast,
without raising dust, and at the same time p
as a
cleans
since
at
1893,
and
Augusta
1891-3,
of 1913, under the old tariff law, there Army and Navy officers may not always member of the firms of Williamson &
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milk was $225,082; in 1912 the value was my regiment
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tried at the November term of the supreme court of that county. She was
Wilacquitted.
In this case he was associated with
liamson, Thursday morning, carried Buch Hon.
W. R. Pattangad, then the attorseldom
as
it
experia shock to Augusta
of Maine, add was opposed
ney
general
ences in the passing of a well known
by Congressman McGillicuddy and Hon.
citizen. Comparatively few knew that Frank A. Morey of Lewiston. The trial
most
he had been ill. Many had exchanged lasted 10 days and was one of the
sensational in the history of criminal
greetings on the street with genial, smilprocedure in this State. Mrs. Raymond
ing, big-hearted “Joe,” within two or was acquitted, but the manner in which
His apparently splendid Mr. Williamson arranged bis case and
three days.
to a presented the evidence won for him the
physique and fine mind had seemed
host of friends as almost to defy disease. the highest praise, both from his assoSome, however, of Mr. Williamson’s ciates and those opposed to him.
friends’have noticed and commented upTRIBUTE FROM FRIEND.
dn the fact that for the last few months
Waterville, Me., July 30, 1914.
he did not seem to be enjoying his usual
Waterville Sentinel:—
health, and a letter left by him and dated
It is with deep sorrow that I learn of
an the morning of his death, made it
clear that his action was due solely to the death of Hon. Joseph Williamson. I
to his
failing health and mental fatigue, and regard it as a great loss not only
in no way due to family or business family and friends, of which he had so
many, but also a distinct loss to the State
troubles.
Few men in Augusta, if any, or in the of Maine and the nation. Such men as
State for the matter of that, had a wider he are seldom found; honest, large heartthe attriacquaintance or a bigger circle of ad- ed, capable, lovable with allthe
big man
mirers and friends than had Mr. William- butes that go to make up
son.
In college and law BChool,, as news- that he was. I had the honor of serving
with him as sheriff of Kennebec county
1
icjwi
and had
maker, as business associate, he had when he waB county attorneyuiui
uiwigathered friends and had held them by me opporiuniiy Ol kiiuwhih
honest and loyal friendship. His smile oughly. The community cannot afford
|
and kindly words were contagious. Al- to lose such men as these.
Charles M. Richardson.
ways a gentleman of cordial yet dignified bearing, his presence lent optimism
FAMILY REUNIONS.
and
to any cause or gathering.

July 31,1914.]
The sudden death of lion. Joseph
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plosion. It was a short word, but its and it is fair to say that the majority of
mingled growl and roar voiced revenge the textile mills are running shortComments.
Political Notes and
for treason at Baltimore and all the pent handed. Some of, the mills running full
force full time say that they aie keeping
up hate of two years' reflection.
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have
the House heard the Speaker’s their forces at work and paying them
When
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The Massachusetts
to run Mr. Bird for vote and recalled the events of the last wages rather than shut down and leave
neen accustomed
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Mr.
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plause seldom equalled in that body.
a man of high
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much
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man
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very
that decrease be admitted by all parties, however,
He will not run again. There tariff law, both by imports
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Progressives in the value of their product and imports j that there is a great body of unemployed
is consternation amongst
the party is deep- that increase the cost of things they in the textile industry and it is evident
Massachusetts, because
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getting out of buy. One of the best known dairymen to the intelligent that in France, Geriy in debt without hope
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political
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porter both
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potatoes. On these importations of nearly twenty-five times the total of the like
period of seven months a year previous,
the government received not a penny of
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potato
great State. This is paragraph 581 in
the Free List schedule, providing free
entry to potatoes. In October, November and December, 1912, and January,
February, March and April, 1913, there
were imported into this country one hundred and fifty-six thousand three hundred
and forty-flye (156,345) bushels of potaThese importations were under
toes.
the old tariff law. The government obtained a revenue of twenty-five cents
per bushel of sixty pounds, nearly $40,000; the American farmer was given protection and potatoes soldjat a fair price,
.-so that Aroostook county was prosperous
and many sections of Maine received
markets
money from the country’s big
for their potatoes. In October, November and December, 1913, and January,
February, March and April, 1914, there
were imported into this country under
the new tariff law three million five hun- the Underwood tariff
claims will retain its illuminating
hands of the ventor
dred and forty-one thousand five hundred evident that.the working
ten to twelve yean.
from
to power
.-and ninety-nine (3,541,599) bushels of German textile milla would be willing
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the charm of my big, calm,
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blur
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of your space has been used. I will only add
that I find myself as I become better acquainted in the house to be among men and women,
typical New Englanders, whose long association with Crawfords has given to their characters something of the strength and firmness
of the hills; whose constant intercourse with
the most polished and cultured people has
attuned their manners to perfect courtesy, and
given them a keen edged wit which keeps a
freshman” like myself rather on the “anxious
seat,” but who are most delightful companions,
a 5 all work together earnestly for the best good
of the house which for these few months takes
the place of our homes.
And now I will close my letter with my best
regards to you and to all my friends.
R. T. Newell.
Crawford House, N. H., July 25, 1914.
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days,
air is crisp and cool and
which of late have been
,111 burning brightly in the
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treated*""

be forgotten but must lire on in the
memory as a symbol of eternity, an inspiring
and uplifting influence. Returning, we descended the. Profile hill, which is three miles
long, passed through the pretty town of Franconia, where the elder of my two friends delightedly recalled the "Franconia Stories”
which she had read and loved years ago,
Bethlehem which proudly boasts its thirty hotels and is a very pretty town, and finally reachDark
ed Crawfords in time for luncheon.
Harbor and Islesboro Inn and David Smith
have lured away from Crawfords my two companions of that pleasant ride—but I know that
the memory of that day and the "Old Man of
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great agricultural section of this country
some farmer, banker, lawyer, merchant
or manufacturer might have been found who
was not a director in the organization of the
most oppressive enemy of Agriculture and the
The
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The rummer clouds lay pitched like tents
In meads of heavenly azure;
And each dread gun of the elements
Slept in its bid embrasure.
The breeze so softly blew it made
No forest leaf to quiver,
And the smoke of the random cannonade
Rolled slowly from the river.
And now, where circling hills looked down
With cannon grimly planted.
O’er listless camp and silent town
The golden sunset slanted.
When on the fervid air there came
A strain— now rich, qow tender;
The music seemed itself aflame
With day’s departing splendor.
A Federal band, which

eve

and morn.

Played measures brave and nimble.
Had just struck up, with flute and horn
And lively clash of cymbal.
Down flocked the soldiers to the banks,
Till, margined by its pebbles,
One wooded shore was blue with "Yanks,"
And

one was

grey

1

with ’Rebels."

Then all was still, and then the band,
With movement light and tricksy,
Made stream and forest, hill and strand.
1
Reverberate with "Dixie.”
The conscious stream with burnished glow
Went proudly o’er ita pebbles,
But thrilled throughout its deepest flow

With yelling of the Rebels.

And yet once more the bugles sang
Above the stormy riot;
No shout upon the evening rang
There reigned a holy quiet.
The sad, slow stream its noiseless flood
Poured o’er the glistening pebbles;
All silent now the Yankees stood.
And silent stood the Rebels.

A

No unresponsive soul had heard
The plaintive note’s appealing,
So deeply "Hor®e# Sweet Home” had stirred
The hidden founts of feeling.
Or Blue or Gray, the soldier sees,
As by the wand of fairy.

A

The cottage ’neath the live-oak trees,
The cabin by the prairie.

Typewriter Bargain

Oliver Typewriter, direct from the factory,

new

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold at

Or cold or warm, hi9 native skies
Bend in their beauty o’er him;
Seen through the tear-mist in his eyes,
His loved ones stand before him.

a

discount for cash.

May be
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giving
ii tier side carpeted with
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trees

The
Buzzards Bay, Mass., July 29.
Cape Cod Canal was formally opened
today, federal and State officials assisting in the dedicatory exercises, while
thousands of sight-seers lined the banks
and thousands more took their first trip
through the new water-way. The canal
unites Buzzards and Cape Cod bays and
shortens by 70 miles the water route between New York and Boston.
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Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboard;, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issoliclted. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON,

FTsst
/

The nimrods in this city and vicinity
looking for a big game season this
year as reports from up country are that
deer and moose were never more plentiful than this year. Several moose and
deer have been seen on the island, and one
morning last week a well known out island
farmer was surprised to find a large doe
peacefully grazing in his oat pasture
about noon time.
Eastport Sentinel.
—
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EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin. Sec’y.
IDA A. MAHONEY.Cor. Sec’y.
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MARCELLOS J. DOW, Aient,

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

Brooks,

Tobacco Salesmen
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MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1914,
STMR, GOLDEN ROD will Run Every Week

Day

I

j
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Orders Solicited

& PATTERSON
E. H. BOYINGTON, DOAK

f

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Haie

Always Bought

from Belfast and have 4 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2 45 p. ni. f- r Belfast, giving
1 hour to shop. Returning, leave Belfast 5.00 p,
m.
These excursions have always been very
popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
8w25
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.

COOMBS BROS., Managers.

NOTICE
O. S.VICKERYjM.D.
PRACTICE LIMITED TO

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
and Refraction.
During the months of July and August I
will ^be in my office, corner Church and
Bridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.
m., J2 m. to 3.00 p. m., and by appointTel. 149-13.

ment.

From 4

CO.,

p.

until 9.

m.

Quantabacook, Searsmont.

at Camp

m.

Tel. 23-2.

mnnil

h

/\

a.

btu. l. junnauN,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST. MAINE.
Courts.

Practice in all

Prcfcate

p'actlce

2tf

specaltv.

TRUCKING.
am prepared to do all kinds cf trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Wain and Crosu
streets, and they will receive prompt atten

I

tie

Telephone

n.

connection

126

14

W. w.; BLAZO,
Waldo Avenue, Beelfast

H. C. HofTses
CLEANING.
S TEA 31PRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.

Eye-Sight Specialist

BOYINGTON

Follows:

Brooksville.
AGENTS—Fred Patterson. Belfast; ,’James
Richards, Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P. Tapley, Brooksv lit-.
Parties desiring a pleasant sail or. Penobscot.
Bay can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a. m

o

Rockland-Belfast

as

Leave Brooksville, 6.30 a. m.; Castine, 6.45 a.
m.; Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.10’;a. m.;
arrive in Belfast, 8.00.
Returning, leave^Belfast, 8.30 a. m. 2
Leave Brooksville, 2.15 p. m.; Castime, 2.45
p. m.; Warren’s
Landing, 3.10 (in time for
boat to Boston.)
Returning, leave .Belfast,
m.
for
Warren’s Landing Islesboro),
5,00 p.
Castine and Brooksville.
Connections will be made with the Eastern
Steamboat Co. to and from Boston. Maine
Central Railroad to and from Boston. Steamer
Stockton to and from Camden. Connections
Sunday with Eastern S. S, Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing (Islesboro), Castine, and

THE
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Eastern Bay Steamboat Go,

November. 1887.

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eiigib'e. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.

y

DIRECT LINE

Fraternal and

Insurance Order for Men and

Women.

l

E.

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

and Progressive

An Ideal

^o

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.
will

New England Order
of Protection
Social

Proprietor.

let YOUR CROPS DECIDE
They
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Big Game Down East.

While the world has watched with intense interest the great work of cutting
the Panama Canal across the Isthmus,
comparatively little has been said about
the Cape Cod Canal. Yet the canal across !
the Cape Cod peninsula may even compare with the great canal at Panama in
point of traffic.
It is estimated, for instance, that the
Panama Canal will have, at least in its
initial stages, only a tonnage of 10,000,000; that of Suez in 1912 was 20,275,000
net tons, while the freight annually passing around Cape Cod, and practically all
of which may be expected to use the can- i
al, is more than twice the estimate for

united efforts in his behalf.
We finally protested to the manager,
en masse, against any more cruelty being
practised, and we obtained, by our determined mien, at least neutrality and tolerance, if not liking.
We feared, however, for the fate of
our dear Max (whom we all loved by
now), when we should each and every
one have ldft the Scented Isle and gone
After
our separately diverging ways.
much inquiry and search we found a
the
beautigenuine lover of animals in
ful young daughter of the owner of the
rival hotel, a Corsican from Vizzavona.
We were fairly jubilant, and delighted
beyond expression. For here, indeed,
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at Suez.
That there will be a strong inducement
to have all freight now shipped around
Cape Cod sent through the canal is readily
t.;
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seen when it is stated that for the last
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; need of something to regulate the
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stances.”
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scene.
Pinklets, the new laxative,
Far, far below us
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medicines
Constipation Causes Sickness.
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His coquettish whimper of satisfaction nity of a hundred years from invasion.—
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take one dose to-night. 25c. at your Druggist.
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1 to feast my eyes upon for their own good, but surely to the welfare the body of which he is a
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.
to escape his attention, i personal liberty that the American people
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MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
Lincolnville Avenue.
Tel 137-2
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WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, GenT Manager
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AUGUSTA, MAINE.
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Summer Coughs are Dangerous.
Mountain House, Fabyan’s vived by his wife, a son and daughter, Charles woodcock Btart to migrate about Sepolhers we passed and admired E. Andrews of Nevada and Mrs. J. Norman tember 25. The season begins in MassaSummer colds ere dangerous. They indichusetts a few days after this. Thus cate low vitality and often lead to serious
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American farmer.
The President talking anti-trust legislation
and at the same time trying to foist upon the
country the instrument of one of the greatest
trusts,and being beaten in his attempt,was like
the bank burglar who, after having bound and
gagged the cashier, looted the bank, but tarri-
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Company.

His company was denounced by name in the
report of the Underwood Tariff bill.
It is being prosecuted under the anti-trust

with which she

convinced

pj;

al Harvester

THOMPSON.
Two ormfoo covered hill and plain.
Whore Rappahannock'a watere
Ran deeply erimaooad with ita a tain
Of battle’s recent slaughters.
BT JOHN RANDOLPH

As fades the iris after rain
In April’s tearful weather.
the
in
was
held
he
highest
integrity
The vision vanished, as the strain
esteem by all the townspeople. He was i
And daylight died together.
an especial favorite with the children, for
But memory, waked by music’s art,
whom he never failed to have a kindly
Expressed in simplest numbers,
word of greeting and a cheery smile. More
Subdued the sternest Yankee’s heart,
than 52 years ago he married Wealthy
Made light the Rebel’s slumbers.
P. Hatch, and their long life together
And fair the form of music shines,
has been one of ideal happiness. He is
That bright, celestial creature.
also survived by one sister, Mrs. Wealthy
Who still, 'mid war’s embattled lines,
P. Gilkey of Islesboro, besides several
Gave this one touch of Nature.
nieces and nephews. The funeral services were held at 10 a. m. Friday at the ;
g;Never can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
residence, under Masonic auspices.
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared. Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas’ ElecOPENED.
COD
CAPE
CANAL
jic Oil. Your druggist sells it. 25c and 50c,

which he almost wagged off his amiable
body in his joyous contortions. His eyes
were
most expressive, and of a deep
dark brown. From his teeth, and because he was already a bit grey about
the lips, we judged him to be at least
seven years old.
All day long he willingly followed us
for the twenty-five miles’ jaunt, up hill
and down dale, through the odorous
Corsican maquis, always silent ar.d unobtrusive.
v
At luncheon, taken al fresco. Max
behaved like a gentleman. We all commented upon it. He sat near us, but
never once asked for anything, though
Whatever
his eyes had a wistful look.
we gave him he took gently, but it soon
disappeared into his capacious stomach
The dear
with
surprising rapidity.
His
fellow was half-starved.
police
attitude
showed
and
unassuming
ways
all too plainly that at some happier time
he must have belonged to a kind master
He came back to the hotel with us, as
a matter of course and conscience, and
haunted the gardens for two months,
despite vicious kicks, buckets of water,
energetic chasings, and other sundry annoyances which the hard-hearted Swiss
manager of our hotel saw fit to inflict.
Max was fed surreptitiously by us, and
he remained devoted in spite of the
persecutions. He would appear suddenly from under some shrub, or from behind a palm-tree, to curvet about us, and
protect and beguile our long promenades.

Much has t een
Washington, July 27,
said about President Wilson’s holding Congress in session through the summer to finish
is w ell filled with guests,
his trust program. The trust bills are in the
llSt
increase
marked
..wing a
Senate for ,action. but they have been lying
time is spent in automo- | there without action while Mr. Wilson has
,i g and mountain climbing, !
taken up a great many days of the Senate’s
rroquet and whist, read- time attempting to force through the confir;ir.e free library, listening
mation of Thomas D. Jones as a member of the
iiiiicing. conversing, resting Banking and Currency Reserve Board. The
.tiriiidas, drinking in with Senate did not approve of Mr. Jones. Why?
He was the only proposed member not from
beauty of the hills.” In
could be seaboard States.
•jnu that no place
He was the only proposed member from the
l fitted to please “all the
than the Crawford House.
great body of the country where farm products and live stock are largely produced.
mg list of attractions are
m which the gardener is
He was the second heaviest contributor to
j,, ,,
-autifying and improving; the Democratic Campaign fund, his contribujUIlchained in the grounds tion being $40,COO.
He is a dummy director of the Internationmuch amusement with
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MUSIC IN CAMP.

RECENT DEATHS.

[The Animals Friend, London ]
Capt Nelaon H. Weed died July 24th
p*“'°n ot Pity i« a noble paasion. •t hie home in W interport after a long
Happy the one* who feel it in its fulness illness with diabetei, aged 60 ye»r«. He
and highevl" 't but ones in a lifetime.
was a kind husband and father
The Ajaceian
dogs are such dear crea- ly esteemed by all who knew him and the
all
in their
,0 fnendly,
cleanly, and self-res- family have the sympathy of
“
pectmg. It was always a pleasure to bereavement. Capt Weed
have them with us.
They were charming pected member of Garfield lodge, I. O.
companions on a walk, all so plump and O. F. He is survived by his wife, a
*pparently not generally ill- daughter, Mrs. Laura Jordan of WalL. of Boston,
tham, three sons, George
Whenever I started out alone, three or Edward of Dover, and Herbert, and one
four would obligingly follow
The funeral
me, as if, sib ter, Mrs. Albert Snow.
seeing me unaccompained by any human was held Tuesday afternoon, Kev. A. J.
being, they felt that the duties of Lockhart officiating.
the proverbial Corsican
hospitality devolved upon them. It was most
The funeral services of Edward G.
agreeable, for these dogs are exceedingly in- Ladd, who died July 20th, were held laat
telligent, being of mixed breeds. One Wednesday afternoon at the residence
or two usually went on ahead to
show on Spruce street Rev. W. L. Pratt of
me the way, another
lingered by my the First Baptist church othciated.
side, while a fourth followed in the rear ! Friends and relatives sent many pretty
At mv whistle all would
congregate floral offerings. The pall-bearers were
about me, with tails
a-wagging, and Francis B. Fullerton, Fenno St. Clair,
honest faces fairly beaming with kindli- Alfred L. Nickerson and Eben D. Mills.
ness and good nature.
They were indeed Mr. Ladd was a native of Stockton
a
most ingratiating lot of
subhumans, Springs and 62 years of age. Prior to
whom we took to our hearts at once.
cencoming to this city, about a quarter
number of
I never saw a maimed or diseased one !
tury ago, he resided for a
!
was employed
among them.
years at Vinalhaven. He
Many a pleasant ramble have I enjoyed in the blacksmith shop of what was then
thus attended.
's
Cobb, Butler & Co. shipyard for about
Boudiano, which in Corsican means ! 10 years, and since then had been with
tiger, since he is yellow with black : F. B. Fullerton in trestle work. He restripes nere ana mere, was one or my tired about two months ago on account
especial favourites. Then there was of ill health, and went immediately to a j
Lncr.it.oi
tithoro fharp followpd an
snow-white Cinto; and sagacious Golo,
named after one of the tempestuous toroperation which told the surgeons that
rents of his native land; the dog of the
he was suffering from an incurable malgoat-herd, Ettore Cacciaguerra. His ady. He was held in very high regard
thrilling story I have already told in by all with whom he was associated, and
these pages.
to the family his death is a great beBut this is the tale of Max.
reavement. He is survived by his wife,
We started out for the Pozzo cli Borgo whose maiden name was Annie Chase;
chateau that bright March morning, a and three brothers, Hiram of Bangor,
merry party of seven persons and two Emery of Vinalhaven and John of Stockdogs, English all, with the exception of ton Springs. Rockland Courier-Gazette.
one American, myself.
At the corner of the Cours Grandval,
Capt. William C. Hatch died July 29th
where we arrived at 7 a. m., we were
after a linfurther reinforced by the presence of an at his home in Dark Harbor,
illness of many months. He was
Ajaccian dog, hitherto quite unknown to gering
born May 4, 1837, and followed the sea
us, who thrust a cold muzzle into my
of years, retiring about 20
a
hand, and fell into line as promptly as for number
years ago. He was a member of the
if he had been expressly invited !
a long time treasHe
was
smooth-coated
and black- Islesboro church, for
He belonged to Island
urer and janitor.
all
over
with
haired, splashed
tawny
and A. M., and was tyler for
streaks, and with but a stump of a tail, Lodge. F.
more than 25 years. A man of the strict-

it with voice or horn. Next we came to
the Profile House, and shortly afterwards
we sat with awe-struck faces, and hushed
breath, looking up at the "Old Man of
the Mountains.” There he was hundreds of
feet above us, outlined against the sky—the
perfect human face, that through all the centuries since man was must have inspired awe
in the numan heart, and which once seen is

—

oa>, “F“"

max. A CORSICAN WAIF.

Guaranteed work In Chirjrody, Manlcurno and Shairccoleg. Alto Feclel Work.
Fall line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
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MISS EVIE HOLMES.

holding that she is bound to aid Austria
only when the latter is waging a defensive war. Russia. France and England form the Triple Entente.
tUELFAST, THURSDAY. AUGUST 6, 1914
The comparative strength of the
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
European countries involved, in armies,
ships, aeroplanes and dirigibles, shows a
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
large preponderance for Russia, France
and England as against Germany, Ausof two
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, j- jjUBjneS8 Manager tria and Italy—in warships alone
to one and in army strength of 25 per
cent. Japan will be with Great Britain
one
ADVERTISING Terms. For one square,
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week if the latter country’s interests in the
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Far East are attacked, and Canada is
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
60 cents for three
yeir; $1.00 for six months;

preparing

It is of

Cape Cod is now an island. Some years
Breton was diago the island of Cape
vided into two islands by the St. Peters
the Gut of Canso with
anal
connecting

the Bras d’Or lakes, which

move, as

postponement is a political
administration has enough to
m the jNOvemut'r

answer

the

might

Wilson-Underwood
severely felt in New Eng-

Maine, than
and
the
of
country,
section
other
it: any

and,

and

particularly

hi

in
yet the two Democrats

Truth,

a

Boston

weekly,

rouse

themselves and drive from office their
Democratic Congressmen who have so
the
shamefully betrayed their trusts,
fabric of enterprise, industry, progress
and nrosperity built up by the practical
will
wisdom of Republican government
this
have vanished before the close of
reign of inefficiency and rainbow' chasing.

j

membership of 3,400 boys.
The Episcopal Mission will hold services at
he North Church vestry Sunday, August 9th
t 3 o’clock p. m. Rev. James Goodwin of
Christ’s church, Hartford, Conn., will officiate.
Sunday morning a-- 8.30 o’clock, Rev. Mr.Gooden will celebrate the Holy Communion at
he home of Miss Gammans, 6 Church street.
ity that has

tragic and untimely
Joseph Williamson of Au-

death of Hon.
Belfast, his birthgusta was received in
his boyhood and
of
home
the
pi ace and
with deep regret and
young manhood,
for
with warm expressions of sympathy
As a boy Mr.
those so sadly bereaved.
was a general favorite with

Williamson
his associates, and in the vvider acquaintin the practice of his proance
his

and his activity in politics,
of purpose
genial manner and honesty
and
won for him State-wide popularityonfidence. A Democrat, as his father

fes sion

c

had been before him, he
enemies in his political

grandfather
personal
He worthily filled
career.
and

had no

choolhouse Sundiy at 2 30 p.

every position of honor or trust to which he was
called and had won a high place in the
His death is a loss to

The

T4 auco

Rpv

H«r»dpn

Pearl, pastor. Summer services: Sunday,
L0.45, morning worship and sermon; Thursday,

j

friends.

i 30 to 8. p m., prayer meeting. Other servces and social activities omitted during the
nonth of August. Subject of sermon for
iext

Sunday,

The

J

Imagination in
worshipping elsewhere

Place

of

Judge Mer- teligion. All those not
Portland, Me., July 29.
re cordially invitied to unite with us during
rill of the Municipal Court handed down
an
he summer. Mr W. B. Woodbury will have
important decision today in the case
10
of Joseph Gilman, who was alleged
harge of the mid-week meeting this evening,
have made 15 single sales. The State
rhe Bubject is “Recreation.”
he
sold
instance
each
in
alleged that
An interesting meeting of the Woman’s Aux“whisky.” Sheriff King F. Graham
and Deputy Sheriff Henry L. Hunt had j liary of the North church, a missionary societestified to'the effect of the liquor on one ; y, was heldW’ednesday afternoon and evening,
Judge Mer- uly 29th, at The Barracks, the summer home
wan as they observed him.
rill said that he was perfectly satisfied 1 f Hon. John R. Dunton at the Battery, Mrs.
that Gilman did sell intoxicating liquor,
Dunton and Miss Margaret Dunton, hostesses.
but that the State having failed to show
it 4 30 the meeting was called to order by
that it was whisky, would order the disMrs. Henry
charge of Gilman. Had the State al- 4rs. Charles M. Craig, president.
leged the sale of “intoxicating liquor” loyt Hilton of Chicago led in prayer, after
in a general sense, he added, it would
phich a number of summer visitors at the
nor have had to prove the sale of any
Jattery were introduced and each spoke inparticular kind.
ormally in regard to mission work in their
This is another illustration of the fact ocalities. The first speaker was Mrs. Sleeper,
enforcement
that the chief obstacle to
vife of Rev. William W. Sleeper of the Wellesof the prohibitory law is the courts.
ey. Mass., Congregational church, who with
What matters it whether the admitted- ier family is spending the summer at the Bat“intoxicating liquor” was labeled ery. She talked of the work done in her home
ly

whisky, rum or gin? In some cases only
sold in
an expert could name the stuff
violation of law. Another evasion of the
law is the “concurrent” sentences. An
old offender is sentenced to 60 days in
senjail on three or four cases, —but the
tence further reads that they shall be
which means that

served concurrently,
the offender serves only 60 days, instead
Time and again when the
of 180 or 240.
sheriff has done his duty and the grand
a
jury has found an indictment against
the court on some
n otorious offender
flimsy pretext, or none at all, has ordered a nol pros. With the law administered as it stands on the statute books
Maine would be as dry as Plaisted’s
covered bridge.
What promises to be a war involving
all the great European powers is now
When it became evident that such a
on.
conflict was imminent the world s mar- |
kets were brought to a standstill, stock

exchanges were closed, many
failures reported, and the sailings of
transatlantic liners under the flags of the

and cotton

countries involved were canceled. The
effect of such a war in this country is
conservatively stated in an editorial from
the Boston Transcript in another column,
and it hardly need be said that it must
involve a sacrifice of life and money that
will be felt in every part of the world
and will be a tax upon industry for years
Yet, despite the apparent prohas
gress of the peace propaganda, it
been evident for some time that the
Great Powers of Europe were preparing for hostilities, and Germany has deliberately fired the train that has set the
hostile fleets and armies in motion. The
cause of it all is said to be racial jealousy
between Teuton and Slav.
to come.

Each race wishes to gain a footing on
the Mediterranean. Servia, backed by
Ru ssian influence, through her advancement by victory with the other Balkan
States in the Turkish War, preved the
The other
ma tch that started the flame.
reason
gre at Nations became involved by

their political alliances. Germany,
Italy form the Triple Allianc e.
Italy has declared herself neutral,
of

An stria and

imong the children,
good time. Mrs.

principally in giving them
Sleeper cited many in-

itances when the children had been made
lappy in this way and fier talk was very prac;ical. Miss Mabel Patton of Woburn, Mass.,
:old of the work for children in the Congregational churches in her home, and
Mrs. Allen Benner spoke very interestngly of settlement work in New York.
VIre. Norton of California told of the Union
of Foreign and Home missionary work, its
methods and accomplishments, giving a most
interesting insight into the work. Miss Sher_

nn/>;ni

Pattee Morton at Portland. Oregon. July 23rd,
Mrs. Morton was a native of this town and
went,

Elmer

The Eastern Argus Publishing Co, of Portand have given a subscription to their daily
| >aper to be offered as a premium
Jelfast Fair
1
,

operated

the

grounds will

be among the attracions this season, and will be operated under
he management of Benjamin C. Hill of Farm-

N. H., who was in this city Tuesday
nd closed the contract.
A liberal number of horses has already been
ntered for each race, and some interesting
( ontests are assured.
During the past week the track has been
| ilaced in good condition, the harrowing and
| •rushing down having been done by W. J. Clifj ngton,

ord.with his Ford automobile. A harrow
i owed behind the car until the track
, eady for brushing and then the
brush
i aken around in the same manner.
j

will be

was
was
was

umrliar in

Nnrt.li Carolina.

spoke of the work done among the children and
mountaineers in the Carolinas. Her talk was
most interesting, for her personal work has
given her a large fund of experience of which
to speak. The auxiliary will begin at the next
meeting to take up the study of the neweBt
book on child work, written by Mrs. B W. Lab
This
aree, entitled. The Child in the Midst.
book is said to be the finest thing on the market for mission study in this department of
work, the child. The next meeting will be held
PillsAugust 26th at the home of Mrs. John C,
afterbury, Northport avenue. Following the
and
was
served
noon program a picnic supper
a pleasant social hour passed.
The Waldo County Association of Congregational churches and ministers, by invitation of
the churches at Brooks and Jackson, met at
the church in Brooks last Tuesday afternoon
the exama qd evening as a special Council for

*

esting meeting
ittendance.
:onferred

last

The

on

a

*

Ice

rROY

)ort.

Beware of Ointments for
Catarrh that Contain Mercury
J

lept on prescriptions from reputable physicians
is the damage they will do is ten fold to the
food you can possibly derive from them. HaU*B
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
contains no mercury, snd is
k Co., Toledo, O
taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
ind mucous surfaces of the system. In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made in Toledo,
[)hio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Price 75c per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
LIBERTY.
Manly Turner of Boston, who has been passing a week in town with his sister, Mrs. Marlton Knowlton, returned home last week....
Rev. Mr. Snow of Winsted, Conn., arrived last
week to join his family at the White Cottage
of
on Millstone Island.Master Ira Sherman
Methuin, Mass., is the guest of his aunt, Mrs.
Beaulieu... .Rev. David L. Wilson and family
of Bath are passing the month of August at the
Hamlin Cottage, Beaulieu Park. .Mr. and Mrs.
William R. Laidlaw and two sons, William R.
1

T>

i_A.

r__

XT...

Vn.lr

orrivuH

A

11(7

will
2nd. making the journey in their car. and
at U-need-A-Kest
pass the month of August
of
cottage. They have as a guest Mrs. Ramsey
Mississippi. Mr. Laidlaw is president of the
Laidlaw Co., 126-132 WeBt 46th street. New
York_Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Brier of Detroit,
Michigan, and Mrs. R. S. Brier of Winter Hill,
Mass., who are passing the summer at the
Brier home in Belfast, were guests at C. M.

Hurd’s for
Mrs.

a

few

Philips and

days

two

last

week-Mr. and

daughter,

Madam

of. and be sure to have your work done

W. M.

THAYER,

Jeweler,

Philips,

Mr. Bear, Mr. Lamp, and Miss Lamp, all of
in the Philip’s
Net* York, arrived Aug. 2nd,
at the
i nation and ordination of William S. Carne, a car and will pasB the month of August
seagraduate of Bangor Seminary in the elate of Sherman bungalow. This is their secondMass.
E. Honars of Lynn,
1914, and acting pastor of the churches issuing son here.A. in town last week the guest
spent several days
the invitation. The roll call showed all the of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young. He was acchurches in the association represented by pas- companied home by Mrs. Honars and daughter,
a few weeks at the
tor and delegates,and after prayer by Rev.Chaa who have been passing
residence_Allen Knowlton from BelMrs
Harbutt, the Council was organized with the Young
fast was a Sunday guest of his parents...
moderator of the association presiding. Mr? John Ayer is at home from Howard. K. I., to
Harold D jnnell
Carne’s paper was clear, thorough and earnest, pass a two weeks’ vacation....
and Sunday in town with his
and following its presentation questions were spent Saturday
W. L. Cargill
home-Dr.
the
at
Ayer
family
ssked the candidate which went more partic- and Miss Fannie Gilman motored from Pittsthe
be
field Sunday and spent
dq/with his father,
ularly into detail. It was what might
Moody and family and
termed a searching examination, and was met G H. Cargill....Will
Miss Ruby Hurd were Sunday ghosts in town,
in a beautiful and consecrated spirit by the
making the trip in Mr. Moody's car....Rev.
licentiate. In executive eession the Council, and Mrs. T. P. Williams of Houlton are at
without dissenting voice or query.unanimously Saints Rest cottage for the month of August.
voted to proceed with the ordination. This This is Mr. Williams fourth year at Saints
of
took place at 7 p. m., Wednesday before a con- Rest. They have as a guest Miss Small
gregation which completely filled the church.
Freedom.
D.
N.
President
was
sermon
given
by
The
Beach, D. D., the ordaining prayer by ProfesA Big Derrick.
to the
sor John J. Martin, D. D„ the charge
the
and
right
Chss.
Harbutt,
Rev.
pastor, by
John L. Goss has erected on his quarry at
band of fellowship by Rev. H. S. Pearl. Rev.
the past week what is said to be
Stonington,
was
and
the
lesson,
prayer
is
Harry I. Trust read
the largest derrick in the world. The mast
offered Rev. F. S. Dolliff. Two solos by Mrs. 118 feet long, of Oregon pine, and the caststick
Helen T. Wells, were much appreciated. At
The
ings are of mammouth.proportions.
the conclusion of the exercises the moderator itself cost Mr. Goes, in Boston, $686. The
declared the council dissolved. A bountiful derrick ie capable of lifting one hundred tons,
chnrch
supper was served in the vestry of the
—Deer Isle Messenger.
by the ladies st 6 o’clock.

Mrs. Emmeline Smith, widow of the late
Charles Smith, whose death had for days been
expected, passed away July 29th, aged 75 years.
She leaves four daughters; Mrs. James Pendleton and Mrs. L. L. Pendleton, both of Isiesboro,
Mrs. Frank Rollins and Mrs. Arthur Sargent,

LAST SEAKSMONT
Mrs. Ella Messer and

MONROE.

Rev. James Dingwell, pastor of the Central
Falls, R

here

I

a

.heir

church, will arrive in town this

His wife and two children

week.

week.

He

her parents, Mr. an
nings... .Joseph S. Mai.
Mass., is the guest of inMrs. Francis Gelo ...^t
lephew, Robbie MacKer
are the guests of her fa i.
....Mrs. Annie Thomas
urned to their home

will speak in the village

..

Ellingwood is spending a vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Elfingwood....
Mrs. Lizzie Stearns was in town last Sunday
old

called on friends....
Ferry and family from Massachuvisiting her mother and sisters-

from Massachusetts and

Few

days' visit

with

Mr.

and Mrs. E.

setts

Florence Young is gaining slowly from a
Her infant child lived
recent serious iiiness.

W

only
tis

few hours.... Mr. and Mrs. Frank CurNorth Carolina are passing a tew

Curtis, last week_Beverly Staples ana wife
from Belfast were in town Sunday.Miss
Carrie Durham has gone to a summer resort
for a few weeks.... Mr. Arthur Knights has a
upon
Fjrd touring car which is
streets each day-Mrs. Susan Dawson has
been in Belfast a week, visiting her sisterMr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer, who have been at
their cottage in Northport, are at home for a
few days_Mr. Frank Littlefield is gaining
quite fast since his return from the hospital..
Miss Minnie Spearing is at her mother’s for a
short stay.... Mrs. Cora Strattard Pierce, husband and daughter, will visit her father, John
new

Tasker nor his party received seriou
injury but the car was put out of commissioi
for the time_Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Luce cfNew
burg visited their aunt, Mrs. C. W. Nealey, las
Thursday.... Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlet
at

a

from

months in Maine and visited hi3 uncle, Jackson

Mr.

the cottage

ire

Camp Etna for th

of the village-Mrs. E. N. Bartlet j.
was hostess for the Ladies' Club Wednesda;
afternoon, July 29th. Eleven members wer
present and Mrs. Austin of New Brunswic.
Clements

guest, A delightful
spent and at the close ice
were served.
was

Troy. In her home with Mrs. Sargent
deceased was faithfully and tenderly cared
for, and everything was done that could possibly add to her comfort or lighten her suffering. Much sympathy is felt for the home
circle, where she will be greatly misled and
from which she was seldom absent, especially
during the past year when in failing health.
Her kindly nature and pleasant disposition
made friends with all who knew her, and she
could not have had an enemy in the world.
Funeral services were held Friday at her late
home, Rev. Arthur Linscott officiating. Beautiful and abundant floral offerings spoke of

a

afternoon
cream

weeks’stay a:
ayside_Mr. and Mrs
rejoicing in the birth of >
after

Mrs.

Bartlett... .Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby, Mis:
Louise and Lewis, were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Horace Croxford in Dixmont Sunday-Mi
ind Mrs. Fred Austin of Cbipman. N. B„ wer.
recent guests of E. E. Ritchie and wife...
Homer Tasker met with an accident recentl;
while driving his car. A dog ran in front o
the car and it was turned on its side. Neithe

at

Will

Mr.

our

seen

wa

and cak
j

fi

home in Massachu.-f

vith

have been

church Sunday afternoon, August 9th-Har-

WHITES CORNER (Winterport.)
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bartlett of Dorchester
weeks with re.viass., who are spending two
stives in town, went to Pittsfield Friday for

were

Walter J. Nickerson has an automobile-Mr.
Wm. W. Wilson, wife and daughter Helena of
Somerville, Mass., came in their automobile
and are guests of Mrs. W.'s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Nickerson.

were

mercury will surely destroy the sense of
jmell and completely derange the whole sys,em when entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such articles should never be used ex-

Besides her husband she

I

Jewelry I1
by
Phoenix Row !

and

Clocks

and sale at Comet Grange hall this,
week-end.... Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley am [
rhursday, evening. Entertainment, grab bag Miss
Phyllis were gu.'sts of Miss Harriet
and parcel post. Ice cream and cake will be
Patterson at Swan Lake, Saturday-C. C
Web3erved later in the evening-Mr. Simpson,
Strattard, for awhile.... Miss Gertrude
Clements and family, with other members o J
the carpenter, has had to suspend work on the
ber, who came from Massachusetts for an inPar]
Penobscot
were
at
the Clements family,
ihurch for a short time, but we un derstand is
definite stay with her mother, Laura Ricker,
for an outing Sunday. The party was carrier I
sxpected to resume work next week....Mr. in the cars of G H. Clements and Elme is now at Austin Ricker’s... Charley Little-

and

is

Watches,

Mora Hanson of

3upper

served and the evening was greatly
■njoyed by all. The grange decided not to take
It will have
recess through haying as usual.
( pic ric Aug. 15th at Penobscot Park, Sears:ake

Sanford is the guest of he
Coombs.
Lukie
Mrs,
lunt,

YOUR

BUY

>f

>f their youngest daughter, Katherine, wife of
dr. Horace Grant of Belfast. Kate, as she was
'amiliarly called, had a very sweet, sunny disposition which endeared her to the hearts of

main for the week, the guest of his cousin, Mr.
A. S.

very inter-

cream

MORTH ISLESBORO
Miss Daisy Foster has returned to her home
Mrs
n Burnham after a visit with her sister,
VI R Trim_Miss Luthera Leach is the guest

iWANVILLE.
The many fri nds extend their sympathy to
dr. Herbert Scribner and family on the loss

McKinley Damm....Don't forget the L.

Monday night with a good
3d and 4th degrees were

class of six.

j

mm

She leaves

Kenneth of Hampden came with Mr.
Ryan in his automobile and were guests of her
sister, Mrs. W. E. Damm and family. They
returned Sunday night,taking little Miss Hazel
Nickerson with them. Mr. Kenneth will re-

The annual field meeting of North Waldo
>omona will be held at the fair grounds in
The National
Monroe, Friday, Aug. 28th.
Master, the State Master and the State Lecturer will be present and the program will be va^ ied, with music, recitations, etc, Bring a lunch
or a picnic dinner.
a

Hiaiimgc

son

^

Comet Grange Swanville, held

UCI

eaves her parents, two sisters, Mrs, Altana
Dutch of Belfast and Miss Lillian, who was her
:onstant attendant in her last illness, and four
prothers—Herbert and Fred of Ellsworth,
Percy, who lives on the home place,and Ralph,
vho has employment with the N. E. Telephone
Do....Much sympathy is felt for Mr. Owen
Viarden of North Searsport, who fell from the
parn last week and sustained severe injuries.
....Sunday Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Greeley ar.d

an

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

ui

with friends*n town....Mr. and Mrs. Ra;
Hollins and children of Brighton, Mass., are ii
summer... M rs
;,.wn for the remainder of the

ill who knew her.

exhibitor in the poultry dej >artment, showing a number of varieties of
he Rose Comb Black Minorcas.
] ''alls

UIIIC

her friend Miss Nettie Heal-Capt O. F
Hoombs is spending a few days at home....
a
clean
vhicti was pronounced
Show,” j
“good,
VIiss Ethel Parker and Miss Emeline Warrer
ind his work with the ponies something re/isited Mrs. Amos Colcord in Belfast last
narkable... .It is expected that all roads will
seek ...Ralph Brown spent a few days las
ead to Searsmont August 11th because of the
seek with Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pendleton..
ientennial celebration. The Belfast band, which
Vlrs. Albert Hall and son of Southville, Mass,
s said to be the best in this and adjoining
ind Miss Erma Coombs are visiting their par
will
be
furnish
music.
will
There
:ounties,
.Clarenci
snts, Mr. and Mrs. E G. Coombs...
ipeeches, readings and sports.
Paul of Morrill recently spent the week-em

S. Whitehead will act as
the gate for the three days of the

on

lUC

William Morton, who
sisters, Miss Fannie Pattee of Berkley,
Dalif., Mrs. Ella M. Whitcomb of Lowell, Mass.,
ind Mrs. Edith L. Carey of Landsdown, Pa....
Dharles G. Hemenway is confined to his house
>y illness_Elmer N'.ss gave an exhibition
vith his trained horses and ponies last week^

on

ever

at.

CARLE & JONES.

:hree

the second

The first Ferris wheel

west,

survives her.

races.

ifficer
air.

YOURS TRULY,

■

Ornrinoton

m.

■

t

he

Congregational Church, Church

,,pAnrf

legal profession.

he State, to the protession ne auorneu,
to his family, and to a wide circle of

First

Rlark

Benson P. Hall of Lincolnville Center, has
>een engaged as the marshal on the track for

a

The subject of the morning sermon at the
rlethodist church next Sunday will be, “Lead
In the evening
is not into Temptation.”
Jeorge Lewis Olney of New York will give
he picture story of “The Wayward Boy,”
sing over ICO beautiful pictures from life
nodels. \ ou should not miss it. The story is
ull of song, word and thought. A silver offerchorus
r.g will be taken. The young people’s
/ill meet Friday evening at 7.15 o’clock. Rev.
lorace B. Sellers will speak at the Brainard

given in Dirigo Hall, July 30th
the Belfast Male Quartette, with Misses
Helen and May Cobb of this place at the
piano, drew a full house and was a rare treat to
Mrs. Ralph P. Fowler is in the
music lovers
Waldo county hospital for treatment-News
has been received of the death of Mrs. Celeste

department.

n a

m.

Emory F. White of New York, who is visitE.
ng his parents, Deacon and Mrs. George
Vhite, will sing at the baptist church next
iunday. Mr. White is musical instructor in
he Dewitt Clinton High school of New York

thA

Please Remember that the Goods in this Room
are to be Closed Out.

The concert

premiums in one of the departments.
The Bangor Daily Commercial has offered a
/ears subscription to the daily for a premium

m.

,t 7 30 p.

raafi

DISCOUNT

%

33s

b$

is

.15 p m., Friday; Sunday, at 10.45, morning
vorship; Sunday school at 12; evening service

The news of the

acquired

as

week at the Methodist
The services for
:hurch will be as follows: This, Thursday,
he prayer meeting; young people’s chorus at

says:

Unless the people of the North

will be

the

Maine, Senator Johnson and Representative McGillieuddy, voted for this measure.

services

'.30 p.

from

Congress

The

:hurch

Via

IS GOING AHEAD FINELY AT

SEARSMONT,

jock which won the first prize in all the State
fairs last year. Every poultry exhibitor is
nvited to make an exhibit and entry blanks
will be furnished on application.
The Technical World of New York has
lonated two years subscription to be offered

for the w7eek at the Baptist
follows: prayer meeting this,
rhursday, evening; morning service, Sunday
it 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chrisian Endeavor meeting and evening service at

additionally embarrassing.

will

Cloak and Suit Room

Loren Small of Belfast is cutting the hay on
his farm and James Brown is helping him.
Jambs Murphy of Waldo is helping George
Scott get his hay-Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Toothaker were Sunday guests of his sister,
Mrs. John Innis, in Searsport.

black, white and buff, Plymouth, Barred Buff*
White Partridge, and Silver Penciled. In this
ivhihif

SALE OF THE GOODS IN OUR

OAK HILL. (S«"nvllle )
T. S. Ford has returned from a short fishing
trip in which he bad good success. He also
called on Mr. L. O. Hanley and family at South
Thomaston and says that Mr. Hanley is doing
an extensive Business in a large store and is
well liked_While Frank, the twelve years
old son of L. D. Holmes, was raxing bay last
week the horses became frightened and started to run and threw him under the rake and he
was carried for several rods before the horses
could be stopped, but fortunately escaped with
a bad shaking up and several scratches....

try.
That the poultry show this year will be one
of the largest ever seen in this section of the
State is demonstrated from the fact that entries have been coming in from all points. One
of the largest exhibitors will be H. B. Heagan,
of Norridgewock, a former resident of this
zounty.who is to show the Orpington breed in

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
it 2 30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.

for

to success

that will
the fair
the management are booking something new
and the patrons who attend the fair this year
will feel that they have certainly -got their
moneys WQrth, and a little more.
Norman Littlefield, U. S. N., who is enjoying
a thirty days’ furlough at home from Mexico,
will act as assistant secretary during the. fair,
which position he has held in past years.
Edwin L. Colcord of this city has donated a
setting of White Wyandotte eggs, valued at
$3.00, as a premium in the department of poul-

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

The effects of the
)

midway

Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, followed
ay Sunday school.

-—

enftuui«>

this Colombian treaty

more

Belfast

weekly

ments.

The Senate Foreign Relations commitwhen
tee is to give Roosevelt a hearing
for concomes
up
treaty
the Colombian
it and
sideration, but it is said that both
the Nicaraguan treaty will be postponed
1st. The
until the session beginning Dec

are

a

The primary room of the Methodist Sunday
school is undergoing repairs and improve-

of the sea.

lation of

impossible

for

for the coming
Fair, and the manner in which the
space is being sold would indicate
be one of the most attractive sections
ground has ever offered. Every day

Everything points

“Full Steam Ahead*

about 40 acres under cultivation this year. He
has seven horses, eight cows ahd keeps a large
number of young cattle, &c._

BELFAST-FAIR.

THE

The Churches.

really

are

course

has been
Get it today.

tested forty years.

details which fill page after page of the
dailies. Yesterday’s papers brought the
news that England had been forced into
a declaration of war by Germany's violation of the neutrality of Belgium.

D id you ever hear of a place called
Pass Christian.—Boston Globe.
is a well known
Yes! Been there,
Southern watering place on Mobile bay.

tariff

general debility.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla

to furnish
newspaper whose mission it is
the news of the local field to keep up the

trade tariff.

prove

medicine because of its reliable
character and its wonderful success
in the treatment of the common disand ailments—scrofula, caeases
tarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss
of appetite, that tired feeling,

tne mom-

>

MORRILL
Rat. and Mrs N. R. Pearson.and two daughter* of Pittsfield Maine, antoed to Morrill,
July 28th,and spent the night as guests of Rev.
and Mrs, F. H. Morgan....Mrs. Amy Vickery
and son Donald with his wife and little son
Clifford from Providence, R. I., are visiting
relatives and friends in town-Rev. P. El
Miller visited his daughter, Mrs. Charles
White, recently....Mr. and Mr*. Charles
White spent a few days in Camden recently a«
and
guests of her sister.... Mrs. Roy Gurney
Mrs. Jonathan Berry spent a few days in
has
Paul
Delbert
Bangor last week....Mr.

Purify your blood by taking
This mediHood’s Sarsaparilla.
cine has been and still is the people’s

er

With the record breaking crops this
would
year how prosperous the country
have been but for the Democratic free

arms

to lend assistance

to

VVI

V/VUIll/

WAKES PURE BLOOD

to
country, thus adding considefably
the army and naval strength of the
Triple Entente as above given.

months.

c
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RepuDiican journal
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CENTER MON • VILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Reason Cie>
the

congratulations

on

tl.

.4

Pauline.... Mrs. C, R. R‘
Miriam of Chevy Chase, \

|

parents. Mr. and
_Mrs. Almeda Morse 1

|

l

ing her

Carter and infant

|

daugh;

East Boston
A. Bartlett
O. Bartlett..
cousin. J.
and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. 1‘

j

of

J

3f Rhode Island are gue
Elijah Gay and other relat
Needlework Club" met J
The
Volney Thompson.
will be held Thursday ai
nett’s_Mr. and Mrs. Per
week-end in Belfast.

»

j

|

I

|

dr

bought a live-year-old
Church of Montville-M
of Freedom is visiting

j

field is at home for a short time from SearsMrs. Ada
port, as he is unable to work....
Ritchie
Simpson Newcomb visited Mrs. Lewis
is
recently_Most of the hay in this section

tnandel Morse-Mrs. i
daughter of Rhode Islai
Mrs. Oscar Cushman
is scheduled for August

j

harvested... .The interior of the town house
is receiving a coat of paint and other work is

become

being done to improve the building.

ing

]

j

■

a

county

from year to year

?

j
j

reun:

j

as an

old friends.

\

Doth of

Better
Toll Rates

the

love and esteem for the deceased. Mr. Fairbanks in his usual easy and pleasant manner
performed his duties as undertaker. The bearers were Messrs, M, V, B. Mitchell, f. W.
Hawes, George Shibles and Israel Stone. The

tali
New telephone toll regulations provide that unless you
FOR THE TOI.i
person asked for there will be NO CHARGE

was in the Hathaway cemetery.The
interesting and appropriate remarks made by
the officiating clergyman. Rev. Arthur Lin-

burial

__

4

41

f.innvol

aavwina nf

Mrs

was ureduced rate was charged when the number called
talk.
to
though the person asked for was absent or not ready
toll points to which calls ;
N. B. The above does not apply to two-number

Smith

Formerly

with deep interest by his old
neighbors and friends. He is the son of Mr,
and Mrs. William Linscott of Troy, and one of
whom they may justly be proud. He is a graduate of Bates college of whom Pres, Chase
speakB in highest praise. Soon after graduating from the theological seminary and bewere

listened to

ed persons

ginning his life work as a pastor he was taken
seriously ill and spent the past winter in the
hospital at Hartford, from which he recently
returned and we trust that his summer at
home on the farm will completely restore his
health. All are wishing that we may listen to
a sermon from him at the Troy church during
his stay at home_Fred Bagley and family
and Mr. and MisB Brown of Detroit, spent Sunday at the home of Roy Bagley-Mrs. Ethel
Whitney Lears of Augusta is visiting old
friends and neighbors in Troy_Mrs. Hattie
Pendleton, who has been assisting in caring
for her mother, the late Mrs. Smith, returned
to her home in IsleBboro Saturday....The
principal subject of conversation is “going
raspberrying and blueberrying." These berries

are

very

plentiful.

ImTISM ARRESTED

Many people suffer the tortures of
lame muscles and stiffened joints because
of impurities in the blood, and each succeeding attack seems more acute until
rheumatism has invaded the whole system.
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as important to improve your general health as
to purify your blood, and the cod liver oil
inScott’sEmulsion is nature’sgreat bloodmaker, while its medicinal nourishment
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities and upbuild your strength.
Scott’s Emulsion is helping thousands
every day who could uot find other relief.
Refuse the alcoholic substitutes.

are not

Why

;

a

|

j

accepted.

call now to some
No talk—no charge.

not make

a

one

who would like

from you today?
Wouldn't it be worth the, price?

a
ino cuarge iui
Toil operator,
If you don’t know the rate, ask the
a completed
of
cost
actual
the
to
you
If you want the Toll Operator to report
“
order for the call.
the
when
cjive
her
you
notify

;

■

*

I

and
A toll call is more satisfactory than a letter or a telegram,
because you get the messa^
Some instances is more economical,
the answer for one price.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
ANE TELEGRAPH COMPAM

Don't forget to go to the North church
Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 12th, to buy fbod,
c indy, etc.
the North Congregations I
|e of
1
Mrs.
L
with
There will be a tale of hand-wrought leathers
afternoon
Tbe
vegterday
stencils and jewelry from the studio of Alice,
MUler street.
G, Welch, Bangor, August 8th to 14th, inweek’
sol reported lost in last
; elusive, at the room of the Belfast Woman's
aite
Tit*
returned to the owner soon
Club, 66 Church^street.
It pays to advertise ii
Ji*r"a!
, issued.
Mrs. J. G. Paul, who has been residing in the
the Psper
Gardner house, 43 High street, has taken the
Ifet‘JoU*®®
1
confirmed by th(
second floor tenement in the Small house, 29
the nominations
■W,<’ng
uncil July 30th were those o
Miller street, and Clarence E. Hall, who has
Frankfort as justice of thi
been occupying it, will move to the Gardner
j y;in of

Belfast

fh7 News of

|
|

IF—

e^JI’wn.

I

V

of Rocklam

Simmons

iawrenceN.

j

)

has presented to the Sen
of the Department of Maine
favor of amending the pensioi
widows who married since Juni
be eligible to receive pension

*■

orleigh
s

0
IS'

vernment.

o

a

K

Ct

18th.
"^Tuesday. August
Milton,

The program for the lawn party to be given
had been in Port
Aug. 12th, by the Ladies’ Circle of the North
j
husbam
I church will include vocal,
v eral
wg,ekB, where her
piano and violin
blind factory
vment in a sash and
solos, readings, duets and Living Advertise;
lielfast last week to pack he
ments.
The entertainment will be given in
Mon
„i9 and they were shipped
I the vestry. During the afternoon there will
maki
Port land, where they will
! be
sale of food, candy and ice cream.
Mrs Milton left Tuesday.
Veterans all over the State should not forI
I
Stewart Mitchell has returnei I get the annual reunion of the
y
boys who wore
anada, where she had been fo
the blue at Windermere Park, Unity, which
j
D
H.
Mrs.
her
daughter,
with
j takes place this year August 13th. Come and
L. S
is with her sister, Mrs.
| bring your families. There will be good
shore
Cottrell
the
w cottage on
speakers, good music, a ball game and other
I
Har
and
S.
her sons, Linwood
sports and a dance m the evening. Come and
j
summer
own Saturday for the
meet your friends and talk over your experi1
ences when fighting the battles of your counA. R. Savage of the Supremt
other judges
tfyno approval of the
and commissioned masters it
B. B. Greenlaw, an expert cabinet maker
j
foi
R. S. chapter 79. Sec. 10,
for 29 years in the employ of Mathews Bros.,
|
of th<
years in all the counties
; for ten years foreman of the cabinet work denimissioners for Waldo countj
and for two years in the door de; partment

J>'

who

y^pstt

|

j

j

..

beiiasi,

tun;

aiu

j

Johnson,
partment, has opened a shop at his home on
I Northport avenue and is
uerport.
prepared to do cabiWhite, who is spending th< j net and carpenter work. He has contracted to
th<
build a six room house and bath for Frank A.
last, has received word of
j
,ther, James Keistead of For S Riggs on Mayo street, to be ready for occu- |
causec
was
death
:! years. His
pancy this fall.
from injuries t< j
i
mg, resulting
Advertised Letters. The following letters j
,,.j in an automobile accident
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
|
N. B., hii
were taken to Sussex.
for the week ending August 4th: Ladies—
j
; or interment.
I Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, Mrs. Howard F. Moore, ;
Salem
Pearl Moor, Miss Carrie Reding, Miss Emily Piowes, treasurer of the
Sherman, Miss G. Thomas. Gentlemen Ar- j
fund turned the amount raised
Slugg, President of the Boart j thur L. Burse, Dustin Cunningham, Lord,
Thursday. About $10 had beet j Stone & Co., 1. M. Martin, Rex Mousell, Outlet
enerit of one of the Salem suf : Clothing Co. Charles Otis, Victor E. Reed,
farm
veil in Belfast on his way to hii j Arthur Ridley.

j

j

j

and applied to Rev. H. S
with which to continue hii

alais
,nev

•

—

The Portland Evening
tion

with

article

an

Express, in
the buying

on

of

normal,

the

v

to

Shiro’s

UNO?

On complaint

Station Sheriff

Boston.

\,tsses

Games
ice

played

were

cream

and cake

unti
were

Ethel Dexter and Elizabeth

that they had a deWentworth Woodhouse and 2
The housekeeper showed
:nve.
state apartments and explained
iding a beautiful portrait of the
to

boy. On the way
a
Peterborough and Cambridge,
1 he suffragettes had succeeded ir
the picture galleries, but they saw
a

dear little

nportant things—Westminster AbBritish Museum, the Tower, the
Parliament,
Holland.

■

etc.

They

left

England

tor

The “Gipsy” party
Battery July 27th for a hike
-y and a life in the open returned
the GIPSIES

■'

receipt

from 4

Tweedie. The

the

night,somewhat tired but pleased
experiences, They spent bul

>vel

and that was because
Wednesday. The first two night£
on
Marshall’s shore. Liberty,
•he ground and cooking their meals
ier cover,

WredneRday they hiked tc
Camp Quantabacook
and Mrs. O. S. Vickery entertained
night, and a most enjoyable evening
'-nt with dancing in the “lounge” and
Ring of their experiences before the
pen.”

and arrived at

1

>pen fire.

Friday

case was

and

heard in the

municipal

fcleld

to await

Tweedie

was

the action of the grand jury in the

sum

of $200.

The U. S.
Civil Service Examination.
Civil Service Commission announces an examination for stationary fireman on August 24,

1914, to fill an existing vacancy in the position
fireman-laborer, custodian service, postoffice
building, Belfast, Me., at $600 per annum. No
educational test will be given, and applicants
will not be assembled for mental examination.
The examination will consist of the subjects of
of

physical ability, and training and experience,
Applicants must be 20 years of age or over on
the date of the examination, and citizens of the
United States. No person will be appointed in
the Custodian Service who is 50 years of age,
except persons honorably discharged from the
military or naval service of the United States
by reason of disability resulting from wounds

received

duty.

or

sickness incurred in

Persons

applying

for this

the line of

examination

should have been actually employed either as
stationary, locomotive, or marine fireman, as no
applicant will be eligible for appointment who
fails to obtain a rating of at least 70 per cent
in the subject ot training and experience. For
application blank, form 1800, address Mr. Frederick W. Brown, Local Secretary. Belfast, Me.
or Mr. Edward E. Stebbins, District Secretary,
141 Postcffice building, Boston, Mass, with
whom application must be filed in complete
form on or before August 24, 1914.

B. 0. Norton
AGENT

Belfast, Maine.

fertilizer
sold

}
I
|

by

we are

Mr. Cushman sent

of a report showing that they ran
85 to 5 per cent alcohol, Mr. Cushman
again went to Thorndike and arrested Mr
On

court

Frost writes

ir

premises

of John Tweedie.

Stockbridge potato

Arthur

three bottles to the agricultural experiment
station at Orono to be analyzed,as Mr. Tweedie
claimed that it was under the three per cent of
alcohol, which would not come within the law

i, h -r*'<4ge.

..

Deputy

A.iyn shore, entertaining Dorothy
Maude and Edna McLeod, ElizaKatherine Frost, Arline Curtis
H*on, Katherine Getchell of Auby Bruce of New York, and Betty I
when

e

Cushman and

reckoned

fertilizer

and

The value of
who says it.

1

Bradley’s

These fertilizers are
& Hall of this city, to whom

a

!

JONES &
Plumbing

and

“

“

2.69

3.49

“

“

2.19

i;
!;

2.98

“

“

“

1.79

ii

H.

At

Order Rates. Postmaster
Carleton has received notification from Washington regarding a change in foreign money
order rates. The reduction is made in order

son

J

B.

3.

FLAKES.8e

GREENLAW,

CABINET MAKER,

.....

Belfast, Maine.
Telephone 211-12

Dental

Bank,
Savings
22,1914.
Belfast,

LIBBY,
ERNEST S WEBBER,
W, JENNYS,
G. P. LOMBARD,
C.

April

A. M.
A. O.

Howes, President.
Wilmer J. Dorman, Treasurer.
Elon B. Gilchrest, A?st. Treasurer.
rRUSTEES—James H. Howes, Arthur I Brown,
Ben D. Field, Ralph M. Johnson, Orlando E.

A

1868.

CAR,
RUNABOUT,

TOWN CAR,
F.
In

O. B. Detroit, all cars fully equipped.
the United States of America only.

Further, we
efficiency in

will be able to obtain the maximum
our factory production, and the
minimum cost in our purchasing and sales departments if we can reach an output of 300,000
cars between the above dates.
And should we reach this production, we agree
to pay as the buyer’s share from $40 to $60 per
car, on or about August 1, 1915, to every retail
buyer who purchates a new Ford car between
August 1, 1914, and August 1, 1915.
For further Particulars regarding these low prices and
profit sharing plan,see the nearest Ford branch or Dealer

Ford Motor

Company

LIBERAL

17
100,000 00
32,317 94

Deposits.$1,893,873

rere

down

on

the program,

were

unable to

part owing to the postponement, which
nterfered with previous engagements. Depite the postponement from Wednesday, neeesitated by the rain on that day, the fete
vas successful and enjoyable in all its features
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
10 cents cigars are darker than other cigars,
rbat means quality. Imported clear Havana
rigars are dark but mild and aromatic.

COMMISSION.

PERRY’S
ORANGES

ORANGES

15c. PER DOZEN.
Just recqjved, twenty boxes nice, sweet,
fine flavored oranges, which we shall
close out at 15c. per dozen while they last
A
few boxes of nice, large lemons at 25c. per
dozen. Large cocoanuts, full of milk, 7c. each.
We still continue to sell those large bananas at
19c. per dozen,

juicy,

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.
The

only strictly cut price store in Waldo Co.

TO LET
cottage at the battery.

Ashore
Has three
and

a

sleeping

kitchen, also

Apply

a

rooms,

a

large piazza.

living

room

to

LOUVILLE J. POTTLE, Belfast, Me.

For Rent

For Sale

j

Office in Hayford Block up one flight, ver
desirable. Also store on Beaver Street. In
PERRY’S MARKET.
quire at
Notice of First

Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Court of
the District, of Maine

the United States for

In the matter of the partnership of Young &
Cox, the individual co-partners in which are
Walter H. Young and Edward (j. Cox, and
they individually, Bankrupts, in Bankruptcy.
To the Creditors of the partnership of Young
& Cox, the individual co-partners in which
are Walter H. Young and Edward G. Cox,
and of them individually, of Brooks, in the
County of W’aldo and District aforesaid,

Bankrupts:
Notice is hereby given

that on the 1st day of
August, A.D. 1914,the said partnership of Young
the
& Cox,
individual co-partners in which
t look No. 14,764, issued by this bank, has
are Y\ alter H. Young and Edward G Cox and
j
for
1 een lost and application lias been made
they individually, were duly adj udicated Bankand that the first meeting of their Creditj duplicate book according to laws regulat- rupts;
ors will be held at the office of Dun ton <£. Morse,
books.
new
j lg issuing
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine, on the
I4th day of August, A. D. 1914, at ten o’clock
VVILMER I. DORMAN.
in the forenoon, at which time the said CreditTreasurer.
ors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
3w32
Belfast, August 5, 1914.
Trustee, examine the Bankrupts, and transact
such other business as may properly come be| fore said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, August 3, 1914.
A girl for general housework in a small

Mr. Melvin Knowlton returned to Westboro,
New Advertisements. The big Red Tag
Hass., last Sunday after a two weeks’ vacation
lale of Harry W. Clark &Co., the Main street
it home. Mrs. Knowlton will remain for a
ilothiers, is now in full swing and for the
jext week they are giving some remarkable ] anger stay and left Monday for Islesboro to
raiues in men’s and boys’ suits and furnish- j isit her mother, Mrs Edw. Pendleton.
ngs. See prices quoted in their advt....The t
The Ladies’ Aid of Mason’s Mills chapel held
price of Ford cars has been reduced, effec- f supper and social at the chapel last Friday
Live from Aug. 1, 1914 to Aug. 1, 1915, and ^
light and netted $7 30. The' evening was
guaranteed against reductions during that f pent socially and everything edible was
lime. B. O. Norton, Belfast, is agent for the (
pread upon the tables and a general good
Ford Motor Co.Call on him for further particuime was had.
are_Mrs Lottie Wight and Mrs. Josle
The ladies of Trinity church are making f imily. No washing. Apply at
with
of
thanks-House
card
a
Wight publish
for their annual midsummer
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
jam, 41 Miller street, to let. Enquire at City 1 •reparations
and entertainment, to be held at
Drug Store.... F. E. Elkins offers for sale the ■ ale, supper
two weeks, the exact date
well known former Heagan farm, only three I he church within
The sale will begin at 2 p.
miles out, 120 acres, lots of timber and wood, I o be given later.
as usual, followed by a supper from 6 to 8,
food buildings, etc. Make an offer....Don’t a.,
House with barn, 41 Miller
< fter which a program will be given by local
one store in town
is
only
there
that
forget
itreet.
t
Inquire at
talent. Mrs. A. K. Fletcher, Mrs.
that sells the genuine Holeproof hose; and < nd visiting
1 Vm.
and Mrs. E. O. Pendleton will
DRUG STORE.
Vaughan
CITY
Mrs.
store-Mr.
and
is
the
DinBmore
that
Useful
iave charge of the entertainment.
I. E. Bowker and Mrs. Annie P. Ryder publish 1
< rticles of various kinds will be on sale and
> card of thanks_Girl wanted for general
ladies will sell lemonade, ice cream and
housework in a small family. No washing. 3 oung
1 lome-made candies. Mrs. Chas. Hall is the
Second hand furniture suitable for
Apply at Journal office—See statement of
of the society and is trying hard to c ittage.
Apply to
the Belfast Savings Bank....Savings Bank 1 •resident
sake the affair a decided success.
31 tf
No. 43 High Street.
book No. 14,764 lost.
>

SALESMEN
CASH

Address H. H. 3URNEY & CO., Nurserymen.
Sales office, Auburn. Me., U. S. A. Nurseries
in both Canada and United States.
3w30

Farm for Sale.

ake

|

PEW MORE

LIABILITIES.

fund.
Jndivided profits.

LOTHROP,

STODDARD.

WANTED!

Frost.

Reserve

our ottieea
the months of

W. C.

H.

Organized April 30,

Saturdays.

on Saturdays at noon,
during
July, August and September.

Belfast

BELFAST.

to Close

We, the undersigned, agree to close

Belfast Savings Bank

TOURING

Noon

at

j

i’red T. Cleqnents; ice cream, Mrs. J. G. Aborn,
Irs. Gerald W. Howard and Mrs Fred E.
toward; fancy work, Misses Frances A. Sargent and Bernice Holt; candy. Misses Mary
layes and Doris Clifford; punch, Mrs. George
lolt; flowers, Mrs. L. C. Putnam. In the evenng the following program was given: Piano solo
dr.;Harlan Davison of Wolfville, N.S.; reading,
lisa Helen G. Brier, Kent's Hill, ’14; vocal solo,
\ W. Chase of Newtonville, Mass.; violin solo,
lussell Cook of Somerville, Mass.) vocal solo,
drs. Kempton B. Craig; reading, Claude Nut
er; soprano solo, Mrs. Charles B. Ames, who
;indly consented to assist, owing to the failire of several who were to take part to be
•resent. Owing to the death of his wife’s
irother, Emery F. White of New York was
inable to sing, and W iUiam Lower, clarionet
oloist, and Arthur Johnson, tenor soloist, who

Offices

3m32

Statement of the Condition of the

G. Russell of Brookline, Mass.,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Black.

min.

*

17 Norihport Avenue,

no

j

auu

|

Fancy Sugar Cured Bacon.....19c lb
Grape Juice, 25c size .23c
Grape Juice, 10c size. 9c
Large Queen Olives.
32c qt.
Fancy Prunes. 3 lbs.25c
Plain Marshmallows.15c lb.
‘Superba” Canned Soups. 8c call
‘Campbell's” Canned Soups.
9c can
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs.25c

j

UUU,

I

KELLOGG’S TOASTED CORN

PERRY’S CASH MARKET,
only strictly cut price store in Waldo Co

$2,026,191 11
RESOURCES.
Mr. Edward Brassey-Brierly arrived Tues00
day morni ng from Boston where he spent the 5ublic funds of Maine.$ 45,000 00
246,000
5ublic funds out of Maine.
I :
winter.
00
146.845
lailroad bonds of Maine.
987,850 00
lailrca'V bonds out of Maine.
Mrs. Leon Gilpatrick of Cambridge, Mass.,
00
222,100
bonds.
is a guest of Renworth Rogers,
cents;
«pou,
performed
Searsport Corporation
cents,
$1U
72,500 00
lailroad stock.
when the infant son
avenue.
00
Hospital,
Waldo
County
10
1,000
cents.
Patrons
should
bear
lank stock.
rate-increasing
was
26,000 00
joans to corporations.
in mind that the rates on domestic orders will of Mr, and Mrs. John Frame of Searsport
Misses Myrtle and Evangeline Larrabee and
7,500 00
joans to municipaiites.
christened by Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of the Miss Louise Tasker spent the week-end at
remain the same as formerly.
119,388 90
] joans on collateral.
North Congregational church of this city. The Swan Lake.
90,163 00
1 joans on mortgages of real estate.
A Swan Lake Cottage Burned. J. Austin
22,000 00
child was born two week: ago in the hospital ^
teal estate investment.
Miss Mary Temple returned to her home in
24,072 17
McKeen’s cottage at Swan Lake was totally | and was christened George Marshall. Her son
j Cash on deposit.
Olamon last Thursday after a visit with Mrs. { Cash on hand.v.
15,772 04
destroyed by fire about 2.30 a. m. Saturday- John was also christened. The family and a I
R. G. Mosman.
Mr. McKeen was alone at the cottage and was few friends were present. Mrs. Frame re$2,026,191 11
Mrs. and Mrs. Eugene Bryant of Westmin- J
deeping on the veranda in front of the open turned to her home yesterday-Miss Ella
HARRY M. SMITH,
lining room window. He had left a lamp Greeley of Montville, who was operated upon »ter, Mass., will arrive Aug. 9th to visit Mr.
Bank Commissioner.
3urning in the diningroom and it is thought for appendicitis July 27th, is rapidly recover- md Mrs. Byron Rogers.
to have exploded. When he discovered the
Fortell returned yesterPauline
S.
Mrs.
P.
and
three
of
sons
GreenYoung
ing_Mrs.
ire he ran to the Lake House to give the day to her home in Searsport after a surgical
ville arrived Tuesday to visit ber parents, Mr.
adwere
darm and on returning to the cottage found it
md Mrs. E. O. Pendleton.
operation ...The following patients
n a blaze.
People from the hotel and cot- mitted to the hospital the past week: Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hamilton of Mansfield,
his
but
of
to
the
furmedical
came
assistance,
treatment;
;ages
Smith of 5 Cross street, for
'he justly celebrated Robbins-Frank BerryMass., arrived Tuesday to visit the former's
chair
and
a
stand were
couch,
fishings only
George Pitcher of Northport, medical; Grover cousin, Mr t. Fred N. Savery.
1 leagan place; three miles out only, and
his
arm in saving
laved and McKeen burned
Dunton, Mayo street, medical; Mrs. Ralph
mong splendid neighbors; 120 acres splenFrank Allen and Abbott Johnson of Quincy
;he couch. Most of the furnishings had beFowler of Searsmont for surgical treatment;
will arrive August 10th for a visit at < id soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
onged to Mr. McKeen’s mother and were William Whitehead, accident to head, a scalp Mass.,
Make offer
he home of Mr. and Mrs. George Innis
< lone worth over $5,000.00.
>rized beyond their intrinsic value. The cot- _i. u» C.Patterson Shaw medical.
F. E. ELKINS. Belfast, Me.
32tf
age was his home, contained his personal beOwing to the death of the wife of ore of Hiss Edith Strout. Miss Villa
ongings, and was one of the best at the lake,
Tardy will armembers the concert by the Belfast band, I
the
best
with
hard
the
wood
material,
luilt of
1 ive next Saturday to join them at the Strout
was postponed
last
night
for
Friday
scheduled
included
the
veranda,
loors,and the roof.whicb
ottage.
intil Tuesday night when the program arovered 35 by 40 feet. There was $1,100 in
Nearly 200 Bred Sowa for August and SepAmos F. Bailey returned home to Lynn,
There was
was given.
that
for
night
ranged
urance on the cottage and $300 on the conembpr farrow, including O. I. C. Yorkshires,
Mass., last Friday after a visit at the home of
audience
enthusiastic
present,
and
•eland Chinas, Essex. Chesters, Berkshires and
large
ents. Fortunately it was calm at the time and
Hrs. F. C. Osgdod. Mrs. Bailey and her mother, ] dulefeet.
rhere will be a concert tomorrow, Friday,
he fire was confined to this cottage.
About 125 young boars two to six months
1 drs. Osgood, will remain for a longer visit.
>vening,beginningat 8 o’clock, with the followId, O I. C Poland Chinas, Essex, Yorkshires,
A Successful Lawn Party. The Baptist
Mrs.
P.
Snow
of
and
Mr.
Harry
Brooklyn, N. < Ihesters and Berkshires. Pigs shipped at two
ng program:
awn party, given last Thursday afternoon and
Holtzman
f., are visiting his father, Capt. A. N. Snow, r lonths old in lots to suit purchaser from one
March, “Spirit of Independence,”
Auber
We do not get fancy prices, and
vening on the lawn of Walter J. Cliffoid, Dverture, “Crown Diamonds,”
•earsport avenue. Mr. Snow is first officer on * o a carload.
re guarantee shipment of nice stock. We have
tforthport avenue, was a very pretty affair, Vocal solo, “When the Twilight Co '.ies to
he steamship Princess Ann, running from
Petrie
pproximately 5,POO head to select from.
Kiss the Rose good-night,”
’he attractive grou ds were enclosed with red,
New York to Norfolk.
NEW ENGLAND
Mr. Chas. Hammons
ififite and blue bunting and in the eveningwere
LIVE STOCK COMPANY,
i
March, “Mac’s Winner,”
M^cFall
Last Sunday an auto ran over and killed a
the
Yradie
with
afternoon
electricity.
During
2m32
Peabody, Mass.
ighted
Spanish Serenade “La Paloma,"
the
( og owned by Walter Bowen.
“Hunter,”
R'ollinson
the
of
and
Past,”
"Visions
articles
were
Waltz,
fancy
ood, ice cream, punch
Hall
rictim, was 19 years old and had been a faithold. The tables, made attractive with floral March, Dunlap Commandery,
Finale, America.
ful dog to the children, who much regret that
lecorations, were in charge of the following
J. Lee Patterson, Conductor.
te came to such a tragic end.
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
dUiea.

j

A FEW SUMMER SPECIALTIES

We offer Atlas EZ quart jars at 6ic. each
V'e have two hundred dozen, but they will not
ist long at this price.

|

Effective from August 1, 1914, to August 1, 19l5,
and guaranteed against any reduction during
that time:

ii

PERRY’S

j

Buyers to Share in Profits
Lower Prices on Ford Cars

HOWES,

D. Southworth, 12 Main Street

Ralph

’he

Mrs. Wm.

scale
greater uniformity
of fees charged for money orders issued on
Mrs. Chenery was assistthe house veranda.
internation il forms and in the interest of better ed
by her mother, Mrs. H. A, Lloyd, Mrs. Jas.
and cheaper service to the public
Such fees ; F. Preston, Miss Katherine C. Quimby and
will be effective on and after August 1, 1914,
others.
and will be as follows: $1 to $10, 10 cents; $10
Hospital Notes. A pretty ceremony was
to $20, 20 cents; $20 to $30, 30 cents; $30 to $40,
last Sunday afternoon at 4.30 at the
id
to
dd
on each
the
the

ii

d

PERRY’S

j

court and later ice cream,
games in the squash
cake and cocoa were served at a long table on

PRICE,

AT HALF PRICE.

ames

of

ii
i;

ALL STRAW HATS

Heating, No. 60 High Street
EAST

ii

“

JAMES

I

>

SKIRTS

ONE-HALF

j Edwin Frost will go to Verona Park today
for a few days' visit.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Peter Olsen made a business trip to
Horace Chenery, observed his fifth birthday ;
Brooks last Saturday.
a party of about 25
with
afternoon
Monday
Mrs. Unrich of New York is a guest of Rev.
guests, including the mothers of the children
and Mrs. Wm. Vaughan.
and a few friends. The little ones enjoyed
Richard, the little

Foreign Money

in

3.98

“

\

,

The remainder of our stock of SUMMER
SUITS and COATS at

SNOW,

ue 1
The survivors of the 14th M liie R
will hold their annual reunion at Windermere
Park, Unity, August 13th.

|

$3.98 Skirts, Sale Price $2.69

We positively guarantee each and every job that we
do to be of the highest standard and quality in material
and workmanship. We stand ready to cheerfully make
good this, the strongest guarantee that any one can give.
We are always ready
figure with customers,
Tel. 14-11
nutter how small or large the job may be.

indebted for the photographs.

secure

“

TO BUY YOUR JARS

guarantee is not what is said but

to

meeting of the Belfast Woman’s
Club Wednesday afternoon Mrs. James S.
Harriman, Mrs. Essie P. Carle and Mrs. J. C.
Durham were made a committee to ascertain
wbat terms could be made for leasing the
Robbins house, at the corner of High and Miller streets, for a club house.
The location is
excellent and the house one of the oldest in
the city and ideal for the purpose.
The committee is to report at a meeting called by the
vice president, Mrs. Essie P. Carle. The
president, Mrs. Amos Clement, came up from
Seal Harbor to conduct the meeting.

to

“

WASH

GUARANTEE

used.

were

Jackson

“

NOW IS THE TIME

At the

1

5.98
3.98

this

Some excellent photographs of the 140 acre
potato field at Pearl Brook farm show what
may be done in this line in Maine. The ground
is covered and the plants reach above the
knee6 of the two men standing in the field.
The views show 70 to 75 days’growth. The

Thorndike

Beach went to that place about a week ago and
found some six dozen bottles of beer on the

:

I

citizens at

\!er, third daughter of Mr. anc
•
Dexter, celebrated her 9tl
ursday, July 30th, at the Dextei

j

t:

or

He

crop at one-fourth the
but thi berries have held out longer

expected and he will have half a crop.
He supplied Ben D. Field with strawberries
every day last week.

j

presented
party adjourned

avenue.

$7.50 Dresses, Sale Price, $4.98

strawberry

than

McLellan homestead on upper High street by
citizens to hold it until the city is ready to
urter Burke of Redlands, Calif
take it over for the North Primary school,
the summer in Belfast, wai J
I prints a picture of the residence that i^ not
a Colonial theater party Iasi
recognizable by anyone familiar with the
Eeli
Ije consisting of Mrs, Abhie
The house shown by the Express
Robert E. Boutelle of Minneap j premises.
has two front entrances, a French roof w’ith
\1 rs. Esther G. Davis, Miss J. A I
dormer windows; and there is a large building
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper- The Klarkadjoining that looks like a church.
“The Chorus Girl.’
-ty the

Waldo

on

season’s

connec-

>

Crepe,Cordeline and Ratine Wash Skirts ii
DRESSES^

Holeproof

The lower bridge is undergoing repairs and
ij closed to travel by team and auto, which is
diverted to the, upper bridge. Autos cannot
use
the shore road through the Robbins
neighborhood as it is too narrow for passing
teams.

<

MDSLIN,CREPE and LINEN DRE3SE?

mending

The Resolute is evidently to be the cup defender and Carle & Jones are showing miniature models gt the craft that it iB hoped will
keep the America's cup on this side of the
Atlantic, The little boats are fully rigged,
ready to sail, and are for sale.

the announcement o ^
field meeting for Waldo Count,
Th
<rate Master C. S. Stetson.
is in Montville, not ii 1
Grove
Remember th 5
the notice reads.
in

error

all

AVGUST MARK DOWN

“Twenty”

rent.

“"'^h and game warden.

P*-1

A party of momboro of the Bangor MotorAnother of tho idle float of oool eerrien hi*
clab'kaade the ran to Belfeejt ^iet 8und*y
succeeded in getting a charter, the fire-muted cycle
with ton machine* and tried out the race track
schooner Oakley C. Cuttle, which hu been at
at tha fair ground*. If aatiifaCtory arrangePortland elnee May 18th.
ment* can be made the dab will give*an exhiThere will be a meeting at the Republican bition and enter for a race at
the fair on tho
“Forty” should talk to
headquarter* tomorrow, Friday, evening, with 18th, 19th and 20th of this month.
Robinson of Camshe would say—
an address by Hon. Renel
The Pioneer Auction Club and their eubetide J. Refreshment* will be served.
“Don’t start your married
tutes,
making four tables, are spending a few
The Gladys Kiark Co., which was to have
days at the Quimby and Howe* cottage* at
life
at the Colonial Theater the
play*
stockings.”
presented
Pitcher* pond. The company i* divided nights
first three nights of neat week, will be un- and breakfast where they sleep. For the other
Buy the original non-mendthe
of
illness
Min
of
on
account
come
able to
meals they alternate cottages, making better
ing
Kiark but expect to come later in the season. opportunity for the game and social hours.
Mrs. Ada Swan enterUined the History Last year they viBited the Burgess cottage and
class, of which she is a member, Monday af- Rocky Point.
ternoon at her home on Upper High street.
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the
The class has j ust finished reading the second A. R will gives dinner in Memorial Hall TuesBelfast.
volume of Williamson’s History of
day, August 11th, for the members of the 26th
Yes—tor both of you “and
The following change has been made in thg Me. regiment and their ladies, price 25 cents.
Carnival printed in The menu will include
all the others.”
beans, brown bread, cold
program of the Northport
The Journal last week. The fireworks will be meats, salads, pies, cookies, doughnuts and cofNot expensive, for instance
instead
of
Friday fee. All the sisters are requested to contribSaturday night, August 15th,
6 prs. Men’s Hose,
and the concert by the Belfast band will be ute. The next regular meeting will be held
£1.50 and $2.00
6 nrs. Women's Hose, $2.00 and
the first Tuesday in
changed to Friday night.
Septejnbei^
Oub Foreign Tourists. While the condi$3.00
Mra William H. Quimby hu received a let6 pis. Boys’ and Girls’ Hose, $2.00
ter from Dr. Foster of Portland, who say* that tions in Europe, the sue pension of stesmship
Walter Whit 'ey, who was recently operated traffic, and the refusal to cash letters of credit,
All Guaranteed Six Months withis improving
on in the Children’s Hospital,
may cailfie temporary embarrassment to some
out holes, or new hose Free. Three
and that they expect his leg will be straight of our people abroad, and they may be delayed
pairs Silk “Holeproof’ Guaranteed
when the cut is removed.
in returning home, there can be np doubt but
for Three Months for Men and
Mra. Lulu Carter-Hills returned to her home that all will be cared for. It so happans that
Women, cost $2.00 for Men and
in Hut Northport Tuesday after auisting Miss an unusual number of Belfast people and peo$3.00 for Women.
Georgia Blake for several days in the Tapley ple well known here, are on the scene of
Hospital. Mias Louise, the 9-year-old daugh- impending war. Miss Mabel Craig, elder
Only one store in town that
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gray, wu operated on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Craig of
sells the Genuine Holeproof
for appendicitis last Saturday.
High street, who has been in Germany with
relatives, studying music and languages, was
and that is
At the meeting of the City Government lut
Monday evening Francis X. Pendleton and to have sailed last week on the steamship CinJames E. Jackson were drawn as grand jurors cinnati from Hamburg for Boston, the steamer
for 1914-15 and Frank E. Wiley. William C. being due in Boston August 8th. Miss Maude
Vose, Percy B. Redman and Albert B. Smalley Milliken .accompanied an invalid friend abroad
who was going to Carlsbad to enter the baths.
as traverse jurors for the September term of
Miss Zadie Carter of Redlands, Cal., formerly
the Supreme S. J. Court.
of Belfast, who had been in Kissengen, GerThe Ladies Sewing Circle of the North
for some time receiving medical treatchurch wilt have a sale and entertainment in many,
ment, intended to leave the sanatorium July
the church parlors, Wednesday afternoon,Aug.
The sardine factory is having a good supply
25th to travel before returning to America.
Food, aprons, fancy articles and candy
of fish and it is expected to continue until the 12th.
Mrs. Emily Hyams, daughter of the late Arwill be on sale. The entertainment will conend of the season.
Monday’s pack was 1,350
nold Harris of this city and New York, when
sist of music, violin and piano solos, readings
c ises.
last heard of was taking the baths at Vienna,
and Living Advertisements. The sale begins
The Northport Ladies’ Aid will have a sale
Austria. Miss Melvena V, Parker, first assist- !
at 2 30 p. m. Admission to entertainment, 10
of cooked food, aprons, etc at E. H. Haney’s
ant in the Belfast High school, sailed about a
cents.
week ago for London and Paris. Mr. and Mrs. j
store, Baysi^e, Northport, next Thursday,
The apportionment of the school and mill
E. P. Frost when last heard from were leaving j
August 13th, beginning at 10 a. m.
fund for 1914, as provided by Chapter 15 of the
England for Holland. Mr. and Mrs. T. Georcre
The H. H. CoombsCo. has placed some very
Revised Statutes, has been made by Treasurer
Dodworth of New York and Northport, J. W.
attractive signs advertising their millinery and
of State Joseph W. Simpson of York, the total
Dougan of New York, Misses Frances and
dry goods departments across the base of the amount
Isabel
common
Robbins of Lawrence, Mass, Misses
The
school
being $781,789
show windows of their store in Masonic Temfund also provides a total of $717,511,79. Waldo Florence, Annia and Evelyn Fitzsimmons of
Boston
and Dr. George B. Phelan of Montreal,
ple. They are of ebony with gold lettering,
County receives $20,792.88 of the school and son of Rev. and Mrs. D. b. Phelan, is taking
covered with glass and mounted with brass.
mill fund and $18,399 32 of the common school
post graduate work in Germany are also on
"the other side.”
A. B. Stantial is building a storehouse for fund.
fruit and vegetables, 24 by 30 feet, at his truck

1

WANTED

TO LET

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKSIt is with hearts full of gratitude and appreciation that we extend our thanks to the neighbors and friends who rendered us assistance
and

sympathy

in our recent bereavement.
MR. and MRS. J. E. BOWKER,
MRS. ANNIE P. RYDER.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to; thank the kind friends and
neighbors for their help at the time of our recent bereavement and for the beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
MRS. LOTTIE WIGHT.
MRS. JOSIE WIGHT.

Betty Ann Prince,

a

Maid of

Colonial Times.

Witch Hazel Oh

The Prince family lived on the edge of
the great green wilderneas-green in
summer and gray in winter—but always
thought of as “the green wilderness.
To be sure, there were many evergreens
in the forest, but even they did not look
frost.
■o green afteT as before the
About the Prince’s plantation—which
the homes
grew tobacco mostly-were
of other colonial planters, and all dealt
in neighborly friendship and sympathy.
savThey all had a common enemy—the
Many wars had been raged
age Indian.
between the red men and the early colonists, and even though peace treaties
had been made there remained in the
red men’s hearts hatred for their whits
brothers, and in the hearts of the civiliz-

(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids.
External or Internal, Blind or

.

Burning
Eleeding, Itching
One application brings reliel
Two sizes, 23c. and $1.00, e.
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Semple of Oil to

10 years of age. They attended school in a little log cabin on the edge
of their father’s plantation, where all the
children of the neighborhood assembled
each morning during the school season,
which was mostly in warm weather.
During their recreation hours the children would play at fighting. Indians,
some of them representing the savage
red man. They as often carried away
the children who played at being the colonists as did the colonists take them captives or slay them. It was a rude, savwere living
age way of playing, but they
in a rude, savage wdrld, with little of
«l..iltnnt!nn

n

Ivon

tlium

One morning when Betty Ann

Humphreys'
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
156 William St... New York.

own hunting
away —to never leave their
rrounds.
Why are you here-alone?”
=
The Indian only groaned for answer and
reached out for the gourd from which he

drank again.
“I’ll go for help,” said Betty Ann.
He
And she turned to leave the Indian.
called out in a husky voice: “White paman 10 aui
poose go get wicked wnite
hurt
Big Brave like wolf kill eagle with

wing?”
“No, 1 shall bring a good white man
started
to look after you,” promised Betty Ann.
Henry

for school she was alone.
she ran every step of the mile and
But Then
was ill and confined to his bed.
a half home, and rushed into the living
alto
At first she did
Betty had pleaded with her mother
room, all excitement.
low her to go to school as usual, though not notice that there was company
alone.
“quality folks”—in her mother’s best
“I’ll call Jackson to follow behind you room. And she cried out to her paMrs.
said
Prince,
stepping
all the way,’’
rents, who were both seated there:
to the back door of the one great living
a poor,
dying Indian in the
who “There’s
room and calling to a negro servant,
thicket behind the schoolhouse! Come,
Jackwas chopping wood in the yard.
and fetch Jackson with you.
all father,
son came and followed behind Betty
The red man must be cared for.” Then,
On
arriving
the way to the schoolhouse.
noticing the company of two gentlemen
there Betty found only two pupils, who and two ladies, little Betty Ann was covand
for
her
told her they were waiting
ered with confusion. She began to withHenry to explain to them that the teach- draw, her head down. But one of the
the
on
horse
his
from
prefallen
had
er
visiting gentlemen, tall, stately and
hand to
vious evening and had been badly hurt,
splendid, rose and held out histell
us of
and that there would be no school until her.
“uome, my little friend,
he had recovered from his injuries.
Do not be
our wounded enemy.
this,
more
“And now there is just, one
afraid to speak before us—your visitors.
scholar to come, and that is Sarah My name is Washington, and these laBrady,” said Betty Ann’s informant, ( dies are my wife and niece.”
Gertrude Smith. She and William Smith, !
Then Betty Ann courtesied very low
her brother, had been requested by the to Mrs. Washington
and her lovely
teacher (who lived at their home) to re- niece, and both ladies became much inmain at the schoolhouse till the last pu- terested in Betty Ann’s story of the inpil had arrived, and to tell each the news
jured Indian.
of his injuries and the postponement of
“Go at once, my friend,” said Mrs.
school till the following week.
Martha Washington to Mr. Prince, “and
Wilin
“I do wish she’d come,” put
give aid to the suffering red man, for
liam, a restless little fellow, who was though at heart he is our enemy, we
run
he
where
home
might
to
anxious
get
must—in time of his need-befriend
and play to his heart’s content.
him.”
remain
to
wish
don’t
if
you
“Why,
Mr Prince, with Jackson, the negro
here till Susan comes, I will do it for servant, and little Betty Ann-the latter
“Susan goes
you.” said Betty Ann.
go'ng to show them the spot where the
right past my house, and we’ll go away Indian lay hidden—hurried toward the
others
the
all
together. Did you say that
schoolhouse in the farm wagon. They
have been here and gone away again?” found the Indian; put him into the wagof
Gertrude.
him to
she asked
on against his will, and carried
“Yes, the Goodman children, the Hol- the Prince’s home. The Washingtons had
combs, the Davises and the Clarks,’
remained to see what they might do for
“And you were so late.
said Gertrude.
the red man, but their great splendid
But Susan is worse than you.”
coach was at the door, waiting their
“She has farther to come,” explained
pleasure to start to Mount Vernon, their
Betty Ann. “But you and William go home. They had been visiting some relshall
I
and
on your way homewards,
atives in the adjoining county, and had
wait for Susan.
at the Prince plantation torestopped
so
be
will
if
agreed
good,”
“Well,
you
fresh themselves and their horses.
chance
the
of
also
haying
glad
Gertrude,
The Indian was foumi to have a badly
to go home at once.
fractured
leg, and told the story of bow
After the Smith children had gut out he had climbed into a tree to look about
of sight by a turn in the thickly-wooded the
“clearing” —which surrounded the
roadway, Betty Ann began to feel a bit schoolhouie—when the limb gave way and
her
in
time
first
It was the
nervous.
he fell to earth. Mr. Prince, being somelife she knew that she was the only liv- thinir of a surgeon, and Gen. Washington
a long diswithin
creature
human
ing
was the most noted Indian tighter m
Gertrude and (who
tance of the schoolhouse.
the colonies) soon had the red man s leg
William were putting extra acres besplintered and bandaged, and Big Brave
tween the schoolhouse and themselves
in a white man's bed, served with food
very rapidly, and after a few minutes and drink. Then a doctor was sent for,
their
shouts
Betiy Ann ceased to hear
and he rendered all the services his proand laughter.
fessional skill could render to the comlittle
a
brave
was
Ann
girl,
Betty
mon enemy.
to
on
the
sat
down
and
doorstep
though,
The Washingtons departed, and the
Prince family gathered around the dinbeen quite sure that Susan would come
ner table an hour later to discuss the exby the big road which ran by her own citing events of the day. ‘‘Well, I
on
home, Betty Ann would have gone
haven’t seen Gen. Washington since I
homewards, meeting Susan on the way.
fought beside him in the Indian war,”
that
Susan’s
often
But it
happened
“And that was when
said Mr. Prince.
father went to mill early of mornings,
he and 1 were both youths, so to speak.”
and the mill-road ran about half a mile
‘‘Oh, and did you notice Lady Martha’s
west of the schoolhouse, but in a thicket
satin mantle?” asked Mrs. Prince of
On such
which cut off all view of it.
Betty Ann. (Mrs. Washington was often
occasions Susan would ride in her fath—or oftener—called Lady Martha than
er’s wagon, and would get out at the
given the title of Mrs. Washington.
run
and
point nearest the schoolhoustj
“Yes, and the pretty green gloves of
across fields to it.
“But,
her niece,” observed Betty Ann.
After some minutes had passed Betty
mother,” she added, “I think the most
was all so
It
nervous.
more
a
bit
got
which happened today was
She was exciting thing
still in and about the cabin.
finding Big Brave in the thicket behalf inclined to hasten homeward, leav- my
hind the schoolhouse. And—that makes
ing Susan to find out for her tardy self me think, Susan did not appear on the
that school had not “been taken up”
scene.”
that morning. But her promise to the
"Susan’s father called here this mornSmith children made her abandon the
after you had departed for
ing-just
idea.
school—to say that his wife and daughA noise in the underbrush near to the
ter had gone over to Alexandria to spend
schoolhouse caused Betty to jump to her
So that is why Susan did not
the week.
feet in alarm. Then a low vocal sound!
So explained Mrs.
some to school.”
Betty Ann stood fixed as stone, terror in Prince.
her heart. Had some Indian stolen upon
"And through her visiting Alexandria
her there? She listened intently. An[ found that poor suffering red man,”
other vocal sound, as of some one in
observed Betty Ann. "I hope he will
pain. Betty began thinking very hard. get well.”
the
was
some
one
from
it
neighSuppose
And Big Brave did get strong and well,
borhood? It could hardly be an Indian,
ind many months after he had departed
for an Indian would not make a loud
From the home of the Princes he came
noise for fear of being overheard by the
sack again, carrying a huge bundle of
enemy. Betty Ann decided to go and Ine fur with which to make Betty Ann a
So
see who was suffering in the thicket.
robe for her coach and a rug for her bedshe walked boldly round the corner of
And besides that he came
■oom hearth.
unthe log shanty and peered into the
ivith peace and love in his heart for the
under
so
which
derbrush
thickly
grew
“lil’l white papoose,” who had saved his
heavy spreading trees. As her eyes fas- ife. And being
a favorite with his chief
tened upon a dark form lying on the
his influence to bring about
le used
and
a
startled
she
cry
gave
ground,
jeace between his tribe and the white
would have run away with all speed had
nen, for he never, until his dying day,
not the form put out a hand in a suppliBetty Ann’s great kindness to
cating gesture to her. Then a voice, ’orgot
lira when he was at the mercy of the
asspeaking very bad English, asked for
memv.
sistance.
out

the evidence of busy ir.dustry. The summer kitchen, ell, shed, shop,
horsebarn, cowbarn, are all connected
with the house 'so that when the snow
lies deep and drifted without, the good
and
man within can do his work snugly
in comfort; while corncrib, henhouses and j
of
side
thirtl
beehives form the irregular
;

The treatment of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Docs and Fowls, is given in
Veterinary Manual, mailed
Dr.
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It

was

ground,
standing,
leer in

a
an

great Indian lying on the
immense fellow, who. if

must

neignc.

FARMINGTON

have measured over six
nis lace was strung

The oldest Normal school in Maine will
lelebrate its semi-centennial Monday,
August 24. Fifty years ago that exact
iate the first class of the new Normal
ichool assembled in Beal’s hall, Farmingion, to begin its work, Ambrose P.

anu

He was dressed in skins and
feathers, in the garb of his tribe, which
Betty Ann knew very well, and which
the colonists all feared more than* any
other tribe.
“I much hurt, lil’l white papoose,”
“Lil’l white papoose
said the Indian.
give Big Brave water or he die.”
Betty’s heart was touched. Here was
an enemy asking succor of her—a little
white girl. Should she get the water at
the spring near by and fetch it to him,
or leave him to die—as doubtless he deserved—in the thicket where he had fallen. She quickly decided. She remembered a recent Sunday school lesson,
“Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you.” She ran to the
fierce.

schoolhouse, got

drinking gourd and

a

hurried to the spring, where she filled it
with water and hastened with it to the
injured red man. He lifted his head and
drank deeply. Then his eyes, so fierce a
few moments ago, looked into Betty
Ann’s face with gratitude. "Big Brave
much hurt. Big Brave got leg broke.”
And he pointed to his left leg, which he
endeavored to bind about with some bits

of strong thong.

that the poor

Betty Ann could see
was suffering

creature

agony.

“What are you

doing about here?’’

asked Betty Ann.
promised the white

“Your chief hss
men to stay far

NORMAL SCHOOL.

Kelsey, principal.
ichool building on

The

new

Normal

the site of the old
was not ready for
iccupancy, hence the use of Beal’s hall,
rhe first class graduated in 1866, thirteen
n
number, and so far as is known all its
nembers are now living and many of
[hem will be at the anniversary gatherng.
The school has sent out almost two
It is hoped that
ihousand graduates.
iundreds of graduates, former pupils,
teachers and friends of the school, will
return August 24 to renew old associations and assist in the observance of the

Farmington academy

;

A feature of the occasion will be the
presentation by the alumni of a bronze
las-relief of the late George C. Purington, for twenty-six years the efficient
principal of the school.
It is expected, too, that the new
dormitory which is the latest addition to
the material equipment of the school
plant will be dedicated at that time.
To feel strong, have good appetite and digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system tonic.
Price. *1.00.
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ANOTHER ABANDONMENT.
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No
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passed, noticed the old place,

o c.

saw

unoccupied, drove up the'road
dooryard and looked around.
was

tkm-

that it
to the

The view from the front door immedlately attracted their enthusiastic attention. They helped themselves to some
cherries that hung crowded upon a tree
by the kitchen door and could not forbear
plunging the bucket into the well from
the long wooden sweep.
“Who owns this place?”* said Sedgwick.
“I don’t know, let’s ask at the next
house,” was the answer.
The next house was nearly a mile distant, but inquiry there disclosed the information that, “That!
Why, that’s
Used to be
the old Cy. Warner place.
lots er folks there years ago, but they’re
about all gone now. W’y, Cyrus Warner, he hed six sons and six darters,
did’n he Abby (to the witness’s wife)? I
know two o’ the boys went into the
army and was killed and Jim he went
out to New York some whars and he
don’t never come back here, and Clum—
’s name ’s
we alius called him Clum;
Columbus—he was alius a drinkin’ man
nothin’.
to
and he never come
George,
he had'the place when the old man died,
but George, he never seemed to do much
with it and naow Henry has it. He’s
George’s son.. Works in the city sommers and, I understand, wants to sell it.
Used to be a good farm years back, but
then. Laws! Farmin’! farmin’ don’t

pay!”
Sedgwick

He
went back to his work.
told his sister about bis visit and about
All that fall
“the old Warner place.”
and winter he read in the copy that
came under his eye a great deal about
the high cost of living and the possibilities of farming. He kept thinking about
that old house. He talked about it to
bis siater evenings- and Sunday afternoons, carrying always in his mind the
serene and sturdy air of home in which
it rested. He thought of that view from
the front windows and told his Bister
about it till she had become as anxious
as be to see it.

But Sedgwick was a practical fellow
and he was dependent now entirely upon
bis own exertions for what he received.
Tbisllbad ;not always been the^case, for

a

u

n

tsvruv

ihv.

£
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r )r five dollars and his seventy-five dol|. ir purchase, as she then cost him net,
y ielded an average of twenty quarts of
n dlk a day for the next ensuing three
Of these he sold daily sevenn lonths.
t ;en quarts, or two cans, which brought
j, im in sixty-four cents a day, or fiftye ight dollars for the three months, and
j, ad had two quartB a day for his own
The feed in the pasture and
u 3e besides.
a round the door yard was much more
t lan one animal could consume, and he
His pig, however, or
j. ought no grain.
r Either his "saouw,” which had cost him
t ight dollars at the time of the cow purc hase, now presented him with a family
0 f six little pigs and it was necessary to
s pare some of the milk and to buy a little
rain for her and them. As soon as posa ible this interesting family were turned
j ito a plot of four acres, enclosed at one
where grew two
c orner of the pasture
t igantic oaks, and under the stimulus of
j our barrels of spoiled com, scattered
udiciously and at intervals, they rooted
j judly for the farm and so made ready
, eady next year’s potato ground.
“My dear,’’ said his sister, one day,
‘I think there's money in hens.” “Prob, ibly!” he answered, “let’s see if we
( an’t get some out,” and they did. Their
, idventures here, however, form a diap( er by themselves.
Suffice it to say that
, he net results were encouraging at the
( nd of the year.
And so summer wore
, m.
They sold five bushels of green peaB

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

a

|

art.

island gladly greet!
splendid Bay to Plymouth

we—as an

cross

fleets.
And throws the flag of Progress to the breeze!
So Hail! to this new highway of the seas!
Cut

through
trails;

the

pines,

where

the arbutus

—

Which in the future countless lives will save,
And quicken life along the shores it joins,
Ana wake old towns,like Wareham, from their

sleep

To reap the fruits of needed enterprise,—
While giving to prosperity a spur.
All welcome as u boon (’ape Cod’s Canal !
A boon the nation, with New England, shares !

Second-hand
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furnitUH
a specialty. If yoi
have anything t<
sell drop ine r
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. OOMHS,
Corner Cross and Federal Mr ts. Belfast,

Insect Hites Dangerous.
Mosquitoes, flies and other insects, which
breed quickly in garbage pails, ponds of stagInfection aad

water.barns,musty places,etc.,are carriers
of disease. Every time they bite you, they in-

nant

ject poison

into your

system from which

drops will

I

I
I

I

caused by
Sloan’s Liniment

afford to be without it in

Money

back if not

satisfied.

Only

You

your
‘2.5 -.

can-

home.
at

your

Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sor.s.
The Lonesome Cow.

Yes, it is sad anil true that Aroostook
does not keep nearly enough live stuck.
Why, a Fort Fairfield farmer some time
at all for
ago who had kept no live stock
several years, except horses, thought he
would branch out by keeping a cow. In
less than three weeks the cow had died of
Look as tar as she could
lonesomeness.
in any direction, she could see no other
animal of the cow kind and she hadn’t a
strong enough voice to reach any other
low either. —Fort Fairfield Review.

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami
for the Ctuntvof Waldo, on the 14tli day of
July, A. 1) 1914.
F. THOMPSON, administrator < n
the estate ot Chester B. Stephenson, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying tfiat a
license may be granted to him to sell and convey certain real estate belonging to said estate
and described in said petition, tor the purposes
therein set forth.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at nelfast. within and for said
County, on tlie lltli day of August, A. I). 1914,
at tell of tlie clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have.why the prayer of said petitioner snouid not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
artiu k \V. Leonard, Register.

CHARLES

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
the County of Wabio, on the second Tuesday of July. A. i). 1914.
4 certain
instilm ent, purporting to be the
A Iasi will and testament of Edwin (>. Fogg,
late of Jackson, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

X

1

I

__

§

j
j

mauds against the estate of saitt deceased ar-de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to in.ike payment

immediately.

Belfast.

|

oi

nenasi,

m

I

Ordered, That notice there a
weeks successively, in The Ke|
a newspaper published in delta
that all persons interested ma>
hate Court, to l»e hehl at Belfast.
of Allgust next, and slew iMie
have, w li\ the said account slum
.lAMKs l.l
A true copy. Attest:
s
A in nt it W. I.i

I

■

1

Ur

j

j

a i.do >s. -lot oui t of i*i
last,on the 141li day of .lul.

Quigley adiiiiniM; an i.\ m ..
Quigley, late «d " ini- p -: t. in
ceased, having present- d liei In
admuiistrati(»n of said

count ot
ance.

Ordered, that notice tin « f
weeks successively. Ill Til
Hep
a newspaper published in )'•*-:t,i-.
that ad persons intei- st. .i n,
bate Court, t" no held at
day ot Augu-t next, and si u
t hey havwby the -am nee, -uit
allowed
.JAMES l.li
A title copy. Attest:
AitTiiri: W I.H'.na
..

1

;

!

JOHN R. DENTON.

f

a nee.

1

ELLSWORTH H. DENSLOW, late of Stockton
springs,
in the County of W.ihlo, deceased, and giver,
bonds as the law direols. All pei sous having de

!

count ol administration of said

Tuesday

4 DM IN IS I R A TOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that be lias been duly
appointed administrator of the .estate of

late

trainmans.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by eausing a copy of this ord- to be
published three weeks sueeessively ill I lie Republican Join mil, published at Belfast, that they

A

1

ceased, having piesented her tii

interested

may appear at a Probate Court,to he lie d at Belfast, within ami for said County, on ibe second
ot August next, at ten of the eloek
before noon, ami snow cause if any they have,
why the same should not lie proved, approved
ami allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Leonard. Register.
Akthi'R

j

Yjr A LOO *s.— in court or run
V» fast, on the 14tliday of ,h.
(iammans, executrix on the c-'

At a
tor

Ale., July 14. 1914.

j
I
;

S
j

DiMlMsl IfAioifs MU il I
-t•’
A er hereby gi\*
duly appointed admimsti aim
MARY (i. IM.-sSKL. in the .St
*

NOTICE.,

l’he subscriber herelias been duly apwill and testament

IiXECHTOR’S
by gives notiee that he
of the last
pointed executor

of

FRANK E. WHITCOMB, late of Searsport,
All persons
in the County ot Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present ilie same lor settlement, and ail indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
FRANK C. WHITCOMB.
Searspon, Me.. July 14, 1914.
TAX ECU T BIN’S

NOTICE.

The

«

■

ment

>

j

[

!

j

-ubsenher

x 1.( I I KIX

S

x<n h 1-

'li..

£j n\ gives notice ihat -be 1..,
pointed executrix ot the last w

of

incut of

JOHN E. CLARK, late of

Prospect,

.JAMES LAW HEME, late of <•
deceased, and given bonds a- t
Ail persons having demandot said d* ceased aie .1. sir- d t-*
tor settlement, and all imlebti .i
quested t" make pa> in. lit minid agent
I. Moi se, my at it hoi
Maine
( A KOI I N K ES I E 1 1 1Groton, .Mass., .June b, lbl4.

the County of Waldo, deceased and given
All pel.sous havbonds as the law directs.
ing demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment
immediately to Harry K.
Bangs, Sears port, Me., my authorized agent.
MARTHA F. CLARK.
Cambridge, Mass July 14, 1914.
in

MISS

|

j latent lower Me rum, in the
vama, deceased, and giver t
diice's. A.i pel sons bavin*.
1 the estate of said deceased ai
sent the same tor settlement.
tlieii'to arc requested to make
diately to Hiram I*. i- arrow ot !
I authorized agent,
('ll A 1
Wayne,lYun., .line b, lbl4.—

j

Xi hereby gives notice that she nas been duly
appointed executrix of the last will and testa-

IT

r-

¥
¥

u!^B

A certain instrument, purportim
ft will and testament of Cline
of Montville. in said County of W
having been presented for probai*
Ordered. That notice be given
interested by causing a copy of f
published three weeks success*
publican Journal, published at Bmay appear at a Probate c.u:it.
Belfast, within and fr»r said <
second Tuesday of August m w
clock hefoie noon, ami show ca
have, why the same should m
proved and allowed.
JAMES I I
A true copy* Attest:
A in in i: W
I.i c.N

successively

Bargain j

!

!y special arrangement with the
of McCall's

rs

Magazine,

ashion Authority of

___________

w

K

At a Probate Court l»et*i at m*
for the County <»t Waldo on'!
day of July. A. I), lfc 14.

Our “Home= Readers’
DON’T

...

t

Ordered, That the said petition.*!
all persons interested by causing
order to be published three wt.
in The Republican Journal, a ne\v-|
ed at Belfast, that they may app.-ai
Court, to be held at Belfast, wiihi
County, on the 1 tin day of Angusat ten of the clock before im.
cause, if any they have, why t e \
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES I I!
A true copy. Attest:
AHTHITC \> I.KO>

neutralize the infection

insect bites or rusty nails.
disinfects Cuts, Bruises and Sores.
not

some

may result. Get a bottle of
Liniment. It is antiseptic and a few

disease

Sloan’s

ill

never

^

-,v

'

At a Probate Court, held at he it.-,
for the County of Waldo, on t
July. a. D. 1»!4.
QAKAH F. KMCHT of l.inei'ii
Cl County, guardian of Path II. i,eolnviile, in said county of Wa
seated a petition praying that a
granted her to sell ami convey
tale of said minor described in
lor the purpose therein set forth,

—

Uread

3.,

protect

Company,

!

HAN CORNWALLIS.

continent

over

,

the Cape in ships that sail the sea,—
A grand achievement of our grandest age,—
Which adds new charm to Massachusetts Bay;
Which voids the perils of a stormy cape.
And speeds—by shortened distance—trading

k

_A

The Centaur

him for

bottle,

size

babies.

Rock,

We

j

1_I

this vast

Buzzard’s

From

J

The
These were faithfully studied.
| iest seed obtainable was bought and
| hough he did not know how to use it
! ( /ith the wisest skill and economy, Sedg- :
, /ick was able,
by the first of May, to
j loint to three acres of potatoes coming
j L p evenly and well, and which representt d an outlay in cash of fifty-eight dollars
! \ or the seed and
seventy-two dollars for
j , he chemicals. The formula used was,
i | ier acre: Nitrate of soda, 150 pounds;
c ricd blood, 300 pounds; sulphate potash,
i ] 50 pounds; acid phosphate, 400 pounds.
They were so far in the country that
t ntil an automobile could be afforded a
c aily trip to the city was not practicable,
[ ut the market man had told them of the
g teady demand there was for all the sura, rer
vegetables and they, therefore,
j lanted peas, sweet corn, beans, string j
t eans and limas,bought some tomato and
and
t abbage plants and set them out,
fter thoroughly pruning and fertilizing
, /ith house waste some discouraged old
discovered in what had
t urrar.t bushes,
c nee been "the garden," found their
t ands full of pleasant out-door work,
'he neighbors began haying about the
f rst of July.
.Sedgwick offered to help
In
t hem if they in turn would help him.
t hat way he paid what he owed for his
a pring plowing and got his own hay in as
v /ell.
He judged that on some thirtyf ve acres cut over, he harvested twenty I
f ve tons of witchgrass and herdsgrass,
nd the weather being particularly hot ;
a nd favorable for the purpose, it was all
f ut into the barn in first-class condition.
He had noticed that his neighbors kept
He
c jws and sold their milk at the door.
j, iquired the price they received and
f jund it was thirty-two cents a can of
e ight and a half
quarts. Careful search
a ided by the shrewd judgment of his
n eighbors, resulted in the expenditure of
dollars for a large high-grade
e ighly
j lolstein of some four or five years old
v hicn presented him with a bull calf two
This was
v eeks after he bought her.

mi re
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otherwise; to

or
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lived a young lawyer. There
came to visit him over Sunday a classmate at Harvard who was at work on a
He lived with his
Boston newspaper.
unmarried sister in Everett and came in
daily to his work. He sat at his desk ten
hours a day for six days in the week and
felt that with his salary of thirty dollars
he was doing very well.
His health, however, was none too
good, His eyesight had begun to fail
him and almost every winter he had the
grippe. Still he was fond of books and
felt that in time and with economy he
might reach a position where he would
have more leisure to enjoy them and better health, and would earn money enough
to be able to marry and set up a home.
But it seemed to cost a good deal to
live. His sister supported herself to be
sure, but careful as he was Sedgwick
found that his board, room, washing,
light and heat cost fifteen to eighteen
1
dollars a week and that car fare and incidentals brought his weekly outlay to at
least twenty dollars. Some times, as
he took his sister to an entertainI when
ment or bought her a present, it came to
He had been able to save for the
more.
last two years very nearly five hundred
dollars a year and felt encouraged. He
was thirty-two years old.
Sunday afternoon Sedgwick and his

Sold only in

feasibility.

bt' its

J

city

prepared by

What ! Twenty-five dollars a ton? Why,
Lhere is five hundred dollars worth more
And ail
>n the right side, isn’t there?”
this is as much or more than you used
to earn on the paper in a year,” said his
sister. “This is the first, and, of course,
the hardest year, too. We ought to do
is well or better next year.
“Do you remen ber,” said her brother,
“that at first you thought you would be
lonesome, and that your neighbors would
be impossible, how have you found it.
“That will take more time than l have
I'll tell you about that
to answer, now.
some other evening.”
This is not a piece of fiction. It is a
record of facts, a chronicle of accomplishment. Being such, it is one tangible
answer to the problem of how to live less
i\r
Thp main chance of relief
from high prices lies in more farms and
better farms, in the stimulation of agriculture. This is an object lesson in proof

j

THE MAN WHO SAW HIS CHANCE.

castor rJ

£800; total, $1138.
“And besides,” said Sedgwick, “there
ire six well-grown pigs, and in the barn
Look
ire at least twenty tons of hay.
n the paper and see what hay is worth.

j

I

GENUINE

As October drew along into Novemthe open wood fire in the “settin’
room” was necessary in the evenings,
ind by its side brother and sister cast
and
jp their accounts for the summer
found their gross receipts had been as
follows: Vegetables and fruit, $108; milk,
£100; eggs, $50; apples, $80; potatoes,

INVESTMENT.

jfl

that you have the

only guarantee

is the

per,

evidence of their thrift and care is apparent to the observant eye in the roomy,
comfortable and handy arrangement of
sheds and outbuildings; while within the
• larriet Sedgwick’s authority, provided
house, the size of the timbers, the an- 1 he necessaries for a beginning.
cient wainscoting and cornices of the
It was a happy day, when with all their
! rooms, the deep-mouthed fireplaces and
* urniture, their food, clothes and themthe wooden shuttered windows all tell of
s elves loaded on to the delivery wagon, a
long ago when houses were built for a tart was made for their new home. But
I lifetime’s use by man and wife and famhe cold boisterous wind, the cloudy sky
ily. But the young fellow who inherited
nd the soggy drenched roads with snow
the farm found it “lonesome” and havere and there in the fence corners bore
which
the
bank,
sum'in
a
savings
tidy
ing
ather a discouraging aspect. This fact,
he had also inherited, determined to
owever, they kept clearly and constantmove to the city and get a job as a salesIt is
s’ in mind: It is not fun or frolic.
He anin A store somewhere.
man
1 usiness that we are on,
nounced that “farmin’did n't pay.'’ His
was
March
month
of
The
nearly all
wife also confided to friends that there
Of the fifty
1 onsumed in getting ready.
"was more chances for Henry in the
trees there was time and strength
1
city.” The job which he found as sales- 1 ipple
o prune, cut out the dead wood, scrape
man in a hardware store paid him eigh- ;
1 nd whitewash but twenty; and digging
teen dollars a week and the hours were |
tbout the roots of ten of the best of
from seven in the morning till six at j
hese, the contents of ancient henhouses
night, with an hour out at noon. Two nd outhouses was turned under the
evenings a week the store was open till j
Back of the house a plot of exSo the farm was for sale. ! [round.
nine o’clock.
three acres was measured. The
1 ctly
Warner's
old
of
last
the
years
During
hired and the con1 eighbor’s team was
I life and for the short time that his son
1 ents of the barn cellar whoily and comwas there, little was done in the way of
removed for probably the first
cultivation or care and the land was 1 detely
ime in its history, and spread on the
pretty well run out wnen it was pui on
neasured land. Tnis then was plowed
the market.
inder and the new surface harrowed and
No one seemed to want it.
I J
arrowed until the soil was so pulverized
Six miles was a good ways from the
Then all the
: s almost to resemble dust.
The
to
climb.
bill
a
was
That
long
city.
|
rrass roots were carefully raked off.
land was good,“Oh. yes," they said “the I
Vliat few stones were turned up were
land was good, but farmin, ye know, j
and the whole made to resemble
farmin’ don't pay.”
Finally the cattle, j 1 emoved
This result accomplished,
garden.
hens, sheeps, hogs, all the stock, were j
iedgwick owed his n i'liber for foir
sold off and with the old horse and what
e'orres1 iive' use of his team and tools,
furniture and “things” they thought
londence with the Department of Agriwould “do in the city,” Henry and his 1
had
1 ulture at Washington
brought frewife shut up the place and departed.
formulae for
1 uent bulletins containing
For two or three years it continued to
fertilizers with caiefully 1 re1 hemical
The hay was sold to be cut
be shut up.
ared instructions for their use.
by the purchaser and ail cultivation was 1
abandoned, because “Farmin! farmin’
don’t pay.
SOME PRACTICAL FARMING.

In the

]jH

OF L.

TOWARD THE H. C.

Anxious debate was prolonged till a
1 oliday gave opportunity for another visThen inquiry at the Bosi t to the place.
t on markets decided them.
When they learned at what price farm
j roduce could be sold they decided on the
t xperiment, and though wholly without
[ iractical experience and with nothing
t ut good sense to guide them, made the
( lunge and bought the farm. The price
i or it was $1800 and that included everyt hing there. Sedgwick had that amount
i o the bank representing the savings of
t early five years; he paid $800 down and
rortgaged the place to Varner for $1000
He kept his own thousI t 5 per cent.
* nd dollars in the savings bank.
They moved in on the first day of
larch. In the shed was dry wood enough
1 o keep them for two or three months
of seventy-five dollars at
1 nd an outlay
he house-furnishing store, made under

nearly a hundred years the same
family had occupied this farm and the

Babyl
The Signature of I

For Your

ave

THE

For

I

|

savpH it- nnw three vears. and it is
the bank. I believe I can save as
r ruch or even more there, for you know,
t is not what we earn that counts. It is
^ vhat we save."

the square "dooryard.”
The approach is by a road of halt a
mile or so in length leading under ancient
maples and chestnuts to the south door.
The first thing you see as you drive in is
the wellsweep and under it the grindstone. At the back there is a middleaged orchard of some fifty or sixty trees,
mostly Baldwins. It has been long neglected. The pasture starts from the
back barnyard gate, and covering some
twenty acres, stretches west to and
across a little brook that hurries down
the hill. The general character of the
tillage is a strong clayey loam with not
much stone. Most of the stone was
built into walls years ago. There is a
small woodlot of fifteen or twenty acres
of young hardwood. The pine and hemlock have long been cut.

i
a

In January there came a shake-up on
is newspaper. Some of the men had
heir salaries reduced, others bad their
laces changed, some lost them altoether. Sedgwick was not one of the
itter, but he had new duties assigned
im and bis hours were a little longer,
is work a little harder, and the memory
f the Warner farm grew more and more
isistent. One day he wrote to HardiicK, his lawyer friend. The answer
I have seen Mr.
ame back, "Yes.
Varner. He wants $2,000 for the place
nd what there is there. I think you
an buy it for a little less and on your
wn terms.”
,
Long consultations and calculations
sister.
nsued between brother and
‘Walter, can you make it pay?” she
^ muld ask.
"I know we would like it
ummers, but what would we do in the
^ winter?
Why. the nearest neighbor is
mile away, and Buch people as they
1 irobably are!”
“My dear, I can save out of my good
e
alary five hundred dollars a year. I

towers of churches and the
miles of brick walls that border the shin-

ing river

pushels of string beans and litnas at two
iollars a bushel. And from their sweet
;orn, tomatoes, cabbages, currants, all
together a total of one hundred and eight
Iollars was received. Harriet kept a
sareful cash account of receipts and expenditures, and the neighbor's horse and
wagon was used in exchange for such
vegetables and labor as formed a fair
equivalent. The telephone Drought word
from different markets in the town of
the things most needed and their price.
In October, of the twenty apple trees
whose regeneration had been attempted
the ten which had received most care
fielded two barrels apiece of No. 1
fruit, the other ten, but a barrel and a
laif apiece, while from the remaining
thirty but ten barrels were obtained,
rhe total of forty-five barrels carefully
packed and honestly graded were sold
for two dollars a barrel, and deducting
the cost of the barrels the orchard was
found to have yielded a little over eighty
Iollars. But the most encouraging remits appeared when the potatoes were
jug. Very careful measure was made
ind from the three acres eight hundred
pushels of No. 1 market potatoes were
pbtained and sold for one dollar a bushel.

o, had had "a country place, and durig his summers there, Sedgwick had
ome to know a little of actual contact
rith the soil.

huge front-door rock. By
the
day the smoke of tall chimneys,
miles and

Sick Animals

brother,
and Henry

aucceeaea.

away from its

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 William
St., New York.

upon.
There were two children in the;Prince
household, Betty Ann and her younger
Henry Wilke. Betty was 13

mat

The Actual Experience of a Man Who
Hought an Abandoned Farm and Made
Money Out of It
[Gordon Woodbury in the Boston Transcript]
Not more than six or seven miles from
a New England city of about 75,000 peoacres.
ple there is a farm of eighty-eight
The house on it was built just after the
Revolution, somewhere about 1786. It is
two stories high, painted white, has two
chimneys, fronts the east with its long
side, and standB on a high, wind-swept
hill behind a dozen or more elms, oaks,
At night the
butternuts and bickorys.
myriad twinkling lights of the distant

or

ed men was fear of the savage whose
word in peace could never be fully relied
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northport.
Owners Association and Its

„,d.

1*

t"1'

Object.
was made last week of
Pr‘:! * "L,j„n at Bayside of theNorthrOwners Association, whose
tke
iv;t
and
"~'t effect improvements
port
!*' it- [•ernient of conditions in that
tmvn occupied by cottage
jet
board con,s an executive
pt:t
Jv
resident, three vice presitreasurer and seven dilisi
m ided into four memberjo
,.,non

viz:
Contributing
ms.
:i;,| assessment, $25; ae-

Jl.i

mnual assessment, $10;
is, annual assessment,
•.embers, annual assessuembers have equal votofficers are as follows:

r

Ready!
To make

M. Cobe of Chicago; vice
.). Banton, Bangor; J. W.
Y ak; Frederick F.Dawes;

ini:

secretary,
usurer,

'■

;
tu

Percy Warren, BanS. Walls, VinalCross, Boston; Philo C.
York; W. Franklin BurnMass.; John Roberts,
William Kotman, New
1 >r.

s

I

rederick

i

V

\

v

F

[jr*.,.V

C. E. Rogers,

H. E. Collett,Banwith the following men

v'

v

iss

■

•

secure

•
1

THE

HIGH

COST OF LIVING.

An Old Wallet Found.

The

|

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in

Sardine Situation.

The Effect of the Democratic Tariff Law
Eastport, July 31. The fish supply
A wallet which is thought to belong to
The August number of The Theosophiin the local sardine factories continues
Washington, August 3, 1914. A1 1 N. E. Murray of Burnham was found in light and only broken time is being had
cal Path contains much of interest. The
I
the house at 89 Dutton street, Bangor, I by the small army of employes and the
Power of Prayer by M. R.; The Possi- who are concerned in the high cost o:
the
bilities of Life by Professor F. S. Dar- living will be interested in the results o:
wa3
!
house
indications are not promising for this
This
formerly
July 30th.
1
row, M. A., PH. D.; The Culture of an
which Congressman Charles ladies waiting room in the fair grounds week. It has been predicted by some of
inquiry
a
fheosophical Standpoint
Music, from
the veteran fishermen and weir-owners
Sloan of Nebraska, a member of th< and about four years ago, Hon. F. 0. that the summer schools of
by Music Lover; The Ancient Americans H,
herring are
|
moved
to
the
the
will
all
had
and
building
Means Committee, has jus! Beal, the owner,
appeal
Ways
due about the neighboring coast early in
by T. Henry,
re entirely).
as
The
illustrations
reader.
Dutton
street
entertainment commit- thoughtful
August and much depends of the chances
given out. Mr. Sloan compiled ihe im just outs de the park on
of their coming into Passamaquoddy bay
W. Franklin Burnham, usual are superb, and include several exand had it remodeled. It is now occupied
in ports of twenty-seven leading agricult
the
Sun
of
views
Midnight
Kensoon. There is yet four months in which
Charles
quisite
Rogers,
Mrs.
Brown,
Brown.
R.
ural
products. He found that in the firsl by Capt. John
to pack American sardines, but the pack
Sweden, and also scenes in Lapland,
Colburn of Lowell,
and several reproductions eight months under
the Underwoor while in the basement of the house, of fish since the annual opening on April
hold what will be known Tasmania,
in the Vatican Museum.
rt Carnival week, an- from statuary
(Democratic) tariff law importations oi noticed the wallet resting on the sill, and 15 has been small in this city and the
coast towns.
•t-ason has so far advaneauthor of these twenty-seven agricultural products took it down. Thinking that it was the neighboring
Hull
Winterburn,
Florence
<il' carnival will be held
I property of somebody that occupied the
of showed a collective increase of 149
“Principles
the
published
recently
pel ! house before she turned it over to Mr.
iates named being Aug.
Ekctr'city for Vinalhaven.
Dress,” believes that the Ameri- cent. One of the
The very attractive pro- Correct
greatest increases was Beal. After a little investigation, Mr,
can woman who does not care for dress
last
died in the Journal
The Vinalhaven Electric Power Co., orunfeminine, but “unpatri- in meat products, which were 1527 pei Beal found that many of ihe papers were
fail to draw large is not only
; nt
others addressed to, ganized at Rockland for the purpose of
otic.” A particular tenderness for old Cent greater than in the corresponding signed by, and some
N. E. Murray. Some of the papers bore
and selling electricity,
is shown in every station of life,deperiod of the year before the Repubiicar date of 1897 and others as late as 1902. It manufacturing
this association gowns
.on of
owning and dealing in real estate and
clares Mrs. Howe, “From the daughter of
Northport, which by the millionaire, who has a sentiment for tariff law was repealed, for the firsl ! is thought that the wallet must have transacting other business, with $50,000
,iural advantages and atmonths under the Underwood Law been stolen at the fair 10 or 12years ago, capital stock, of which nothing is paid in,
the Doucet gown she wore when John first eight
i- excellent steamer condown through the social as compared with the corresponding pe- and after the money was removed the has filed its certificate of incorporation
her,
admired
be one of the leading
thief hid the wallet.
Among the papers at the office of the secretary of State at
scale to the old West-Virginian moun- riod one year preceding together wist
if the Maine coast. The
were checks, notes and memorandums.
Augusta. Officers: President, Frederick
taineer who musingly whispered, as she
of
increase
M.
Ira
their respective percentages
:e
association,
The wallet is now in Mr. Beal’s posses- S. Walls of Vinalhaven, Me.; treasurer,
the mate to her one other calico
hung
is
the
igo,
largest propThomas E. Libby of Vinalhaven. Certision.—Bangor Commercial.
allers liked Cattle.
113 per cent
frock on the clothes-line.
N'nrthport, having main- this un better’ll any frock I have’ —that Horses. 300 do.
ficate fiied July 29, 1914.
villa on the South shore
157S
Penobscot Bay Excursions.
undercurrent of esteem for garments, as Sheep.
r-. and has just completed
Animals, other (including live
intimate partakers of one’s life, obtains
234
Home that with the furSteamers for the Pacific Coast Trade.
poultry)
The Maine Central Railroad has arin the minds of our women.”
70
Bread and Biscuits
cated to have cost half a
'*
a series of Penobscot Bay excur3908
Corn.
ranged
and is the show place of
The steamer Pacific, the second of the
“Lee Mixer's book,” is the in- Oars. 29612
sions for Saturdays during August. The pair built by the Fore River Shipbuilding
Mr. Cobe is
Maine coast.
written on a fly-ieaf of a leath- Wheat.
327
scription
and
of
rests
tNorthport
32
Sieur de Monts, leaving Rockland for Company for the Emerv Steamship Co. of
er covered book shown us by Prof. Geo.
Hay.
■e
The Atwas launched Tuesday.
helm the association is C.
Leavitt, says the Norway Advertiser. Beef and Veal .1
Dark Harbor and Castine at 10 a. m. B >ston,
Another pusher
iccess.
lantic is still at East Boston, but will go
His grandfather was owner of the book Mutton and Lanb.|
and
at
six
hours
Castine
gives passengers
ii of the Northport Inn,
to her loading berth in the Mystic river
and wrote his name in it Oct. 10, 1827. Pork.I 1 ozi
rreservea
ana
eight at Islesboro, while the afternoon this week to take on her first cargo for
urnham, who since coming The book was printed in Norway, Me., rreparea
sail
down
a
makes
Meats.
among
delightful
|
trip
wo years ago has done
the Pacific coast.
for the author, by Asa Barton, that year. Bacon and Ham.
the islands to the historic town of Casthings than any other This is the title:—An apology for be- Ali other meats.
on the other line is arThe
tine.
trip
Gov. Haines Has Done Good Work.
3
many years. He is making lieving in Universal Reconciliation; or an Sausage and Bologna.
ranged for people to come this way. The
Inn not only a most com- old
19
apueal from the Inferior Court of Sausage Casings.
leaves Sargentville at 5:30 a.
Pemaquid
and
confresh
: but a social center as well
and
Cream,
That Governor Haines is honest in his
Bigotry, Superstition, Ignorance and Un- Milk
m., touching at Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
107
densed.
ound.and with semi-week- belief, to the Supreme Court of I’ro|>er
efforts to have the law enforced is admit703
Brooklin, Stomngton and North Haven ted
Butter and substitutes.
the young people of
ties
Good
Underby nearly all except partisans. That
Candor, Sound Reason,
27
and gives passengers nearly seven hours
Cheese and substitutes.
id many happy hours. The
he has done good work in this county and
standing, and True Faith, also a key to Kggs. 547
in
Rockland.
the various committees, the book of Revelations,with Short Notes
in Cumberland county no one can deny,
Vegetables:
44
.rs, are all not only clear- on the Same, by Samuel
Hutchinson.
and that his experience in handling the
104
Beans.
-s men but have long been
49
Onions.
the title page is this:— “Whereliquor question during his term of office
Backing
30
are
and
cers in
will be of great benefit to him it he is
Peas, aried.
Northport
as the author was not favored in the
FOR FLETCHER’S
532
Potatoes.
d. i m all that makes for
again elected to that office, goes without
days of his youth, with an opportunity
15 44
All others in natural state.
his
knowlprosperity.
to study English Grammar,
saying. —Lisbon Enterprise.
54
Wool, manufactured.
i----edge in that science is imperfect. He
These articles of import show a collectherefore begs that his work may be exsl-IELD PERSONALS.
cused from grammatical criticisms. But tive increase of 149 per cent, while the
Gould has been visiting in on the point of doctrine, he seeks no manufactured or finished corresponding
shelter from scrutiny; but heartily subthe same period commits his work to the candid, reasonable products during
Mitchell of Troy is visit- and understanding investigation of any
with the former corresponding
pared
iae of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Christendom.’- The book con- period increased only 8 8-10 per cent.
man in
tains 202 pages, exclusive of two pages
of
yant returned to his home of the Oxford book store advertising
CANNING CLJSS FOR GIRLS.
THE FOLLOWING LIST OF
The
-pending the week with which Asa Barton was proprietor.
author proposes to write another book
Freedom.
of
are
members
“There
35,000
girls
should his health permit (which is now
uliken and mother, Mrs.
the canning clubs in fifteen Southern State:
very low), entitled ‘‘A Treatise on
:
left Saturday for an overMighty Conquest, and Successful Reign and a Maine woman helped this work t(
at Bayside.
Diamond Ring, 14k Setting
Fancy Carving Set
and the Glorious
Christ:
of
Jesus
start,” said Miss Virginia Moore of thf |
Boston Leather Rocker
China Chocolate Set, Hand Painted
I rs. J. W. Manson motored Triumphs of the Redeemer and the ReUniversity of Tennessee in speaking t: 1
Plated Silver Chafing Dish
Silver Coffee Set
curings Tuesday returning deemed over sill, death and hell.”
the summer school students'at Univer j
Mrs. Henry f. Libby, who
Beautiful Lamp
C test of Roger’s Silver, 26 pieces
n ling an outing there.
sity of Maine Monday, July 27th. Com
Gold Watch, Jewel
Gold Plated Clock
Lady’s
Fancy
THE 16TH MAINE REGIMENT.
•Shaw of Burnham and
petent authority says that Miss Moore i
Movement
22 Calibre Rifle
•haw of Auburn, with Mrs.
The Madison Bulletin received the fol- the ablest State leader of girls’ agricul
Men’s Fancy Gold Watch, GuaranRoller Skates
h nr.ins of
were
the
States.
in
United
clubs
tural
F.
W.
Plymouth,
Wiglowing communication from
Rose Brooch
teed Case
k in the home of Mr. and
She came to the University of Main- I
gin of Portland, regarding the reunion to
China Dinner Set
Seal Opal Scarf Pin
12th.
igley on Manson street.
Friday to assist Miss Marie W. Gurdy o F j
in
be held
Madison, August
1
There are so many interesting and Rockland, who has been jappointed b
.Minnie and Amy Porter
the his- the University of Maine, State leade
of this week for Lewiston, thrilling incidents connected with
three | of Girls’ Agricultural Clubs.
will visit for a few days tory of a regiment that served
The Girls’ Canning Club movemen
it is difficult
■tha Files, who was former- years in the Civil War that
littl
to select anv one or two of them as more was started in 1910 by an energetic
at Maine Central Institute,
At the school teacher in Aiken County, Soutl
for Ocean Park for a few deserving of mention than others.
was having grea
campfires and reunions of the different Carolina. This teacher
money for clu
regimental organizations, some of these difficulty in securing
Harding arrived Saturday incidents are almost sure to be brought prizes. One day while on the train, sh
was
a, Mass., for a visit with out, and doubtless at the coming reunion
talking about her plans when
r. Mrs. G. E. Bryant.
Mr. of the 16th Maine regiment at Madison, Maine woman overheard her and offere
just arrived, and in a tew there will be reminiscences of personal the prize money necessary for a stajt.
ine smau Beginning uueu outu a
:uily will go to Milbridge, experiences and exciting events rehearseducation boar
ave engaged a cottage and
ed, pertaining to the campaigns, marches need that the general
fjw weeks.
and battles of fifty years ago. During gave active assistance with the resultin
has spread of work.
Mrs E. A. Porter spent two the year the 16th Maine organization
Miss Moore said that the Girls’ Car
bereavement in
•k in Dixmont, where the met with especially sad
the death of its former commander. Gen- ning Club work was the most importar
me scenes of his childhood
eral Chas. W. Tilden, an officer beloved of all movements fcr bettering condi
u
over the Dixmont hills,
his men as few officers have been tions for women of the rural district!
t very attractive
pictures by
The work is a source of inspiration
f Pittsfield both in summer loved in the history of the world.
knowledge, and cash in thousands o
Two other deaths during the year have
iter when they are covered
affected the surviving comrades very homes, and through the growing an
at
the
also
visited
They
death of Rev. J. W. 1 canning of vegetables helps many girl
'.
and Mrs. W. ts. Cates in much, namely, the
Co. F. 16tn Maine, who was | to open doors that previously have bee
recently left Pittsfield to Webster of
Hundreds of girl
for more than 20 years Chaplain of the locked against them.
me with some relatives in
neate
Department of Maine, G. A. R., and the have had better times sociady,
tlsfield Advertiser.
death of Chas. O. Wadsworth, for over clothes, more enjoyable homes and greal
O/t
4‘ n>ivrlinni>
nnrl fnn
of th
on
account
er school
privileges
\S A NEW ENGLAND
the past sixteen years Secretary and money club operations have netted then
This club work helps keep girls cor
Treasurer of the 16th Maine Regimental
KITCHEN.
tented in the rural districts because i
t Association.
Bond of the Eastern Grain
Of the field officers of the regiment, enables them to have many of the priv
gor, Maine, recently visited Gen. A. B. Farnum of
Bangor, our for- leges of town girls and to hsve a cas
here William Tell Flour is
income.
It shows them how to get
mer Lieutenant Colonel, still remains
■>nel is a dyed-in-the-wool
Farnum was severely living without going to the city.
lturally feels that Boston is with us. General
One of the club girls in Tennesse
wounded in the battle of Five Forks on
tverse in cleanliness as well
the first of April in 1865 by a bullet which made $198.17 on one-tenth acre plot o
Most of the girls make fror
Ansted& Burk mills at Spring- penetrated his left lung. He fell from his tomatoes.
1 him out of his New Eng- horse and
on the battlefield all night.
$65 to $70.
lay
veness.
Tomatoes are the standard crop fo I
The next morning he was carried to a
I
flour could be ground, bolted
farmhouse and was cared for there until Southern work but in Maine string bean
fopment without being touchclubs
vfere
Four
when men from his will be used.
organize
•ods at any stage. The sacks after Lee’s surrender,
extension depart
!«.> automatic machinery after own regiment, on the return march from by the agricultural
in
the
of
1914 i
a
stretcher
* the barrel heads are
spring
ment, Orono,
put in by ApDomattox, carried him on
emous machinery.
to the railroad six miles away, and he Cherryfield, Macwahoc, North Berwic! [
■“ -ire
made the same day they are was transferred to a hospital in Washand Shapleigh.
> avoiding any possible accumuluMiss Moore and Miss Gurdy went t >
When the regiment started for
the barrelsi After being made ington.
home it marched by this hospital, so that Cherryfield, where the local club me t
"sported from the cooperage to the
Can You Find Seven Faces in this Picture?
Tuesday for a demonstration in method 1
!■ an indoor gravity system which we might, as we supposed, see our beloved Colonel once more. To our surprise of canning.
'•arrels from the weather.
READ THIS
>ln£ which pleased the colonel most and delight, our officer lived and is living
Fairfield Personals.
sanitary way in which the bar- today, with a Confederate bullet encaBed
la<*e. In most cooper shops the in his left lung. He served as PostmasJ race tne outline oi tne iacea on
1 he best
zle, will get something.
cut and the heads put in by hand.
ter for many years and was Adjutant
William Bradbury and Benjamin Brad
or a separate piece of paper.
this
r,e done in a
warm
room
while
prizes will be awarded tp the neatvery
a few days tbi
the
administrain
Belfast
Maine
of
were
General
during
bury
are hot, so that
Number them 1, 2, 3, < tc. Mail or
they will retain
est answers, and winners will be
week calling on friends.
As a result the perspiring coopers tion of the late Governor John F. Hill.
brine answer to our t tore.
* of each
notified by mail.
barrel with perspiration,
Doe of Palermo passed th'
Harvey
diarn Tell cooper shop, however,
Costs you nothing to try. You
Young Ladies at Windermere.
i
week-end with his grandmother, Mrs
ep are cut
Only one member of each family
and the barrels headed
may win one of the larger prizes.
Anna Harvey on Osborne street.
r>’ They are not touched by the
is eligible to this contest.
Seven young ladies, all arrayed in
Ind the insides of tbe new barrels
Remember, you must find at least
Miss Evelyn McClellen and brother
ruba« the
All answers must be sent in on
7 of the 10 faces in the picture,
rip saw leaves the staves. khaki gowns trimmed with red, with
of Troy, arrived in town Wednes
Clyde
and
white
shoes
ber
soled
hats,
that
outing
the
whole
institu*
or before Aug. I7th.
J ^marked
this
and
answering
few
visit
with
their
sis
a
everyone
puzfor
days’
‘-loan as a New England kitchen." started for Windermere last Saturday day
irn Tell Flour
ter, Mrs. Leland Miller.
goes into the barrel morning where they will spend two deJtfJ a
scrupulously clean new packweeks at a cottage there under
A son was born Monday, July 27th, ti
a®ous for purity as well as good- lightful
the chaperonage of Mrs. Harriet Worth- Mr. and Mrs. David R. Porter at Goo<
the
In
Blanche
Nevins.
and
Mrs.
Will. Their home is at Mount Clair, N
ing
are Misses Hester Harris, Marion
J., but they are passing the summer a
!°" causes headache, indigestion, party
Frieda Knauff, Lucille Kidder, Good Will with Mrs. Porter’s parents
Me
towainess. For a mild, opening Worthing,
Coates and Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Hinckley.—Fair
,e
Doan's Regulets. 25c a box at Florence Preble, Georgia
*
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I LOrd & CO.,

Warsrooms

Congress St., Masonic Bldg., Portland,

Juanita McLellan.—Waterville Sentinel.

field Journal.
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to see

;

the fabric for indoors and out; for
daytime and evening.

!

It is certainly the very best and
finest miit mnV hpantifnl sill- tlnf
have

ever seen

for 39c. a yard.
see Suesine Silk.

!

Come in and

|

MARCELLUS J. DOW, Brooks, Me.
—

—-——

Pay

Every Reader Can Enter Free.

charm,

walking dress, and calling costume!”
are right.
Rich, elegant, inexpensive, it is just

CASTO R I A

■

attractive
who sees it can escape
That is why we want
it.
so

and you

—

to

beautiful and

The minute you glance at Suesrne,
you will say; “What lovely material
for a delightful dance frock, for a

Children Cry

44

so

SILK

no woman

VOU

44

i,.

SILK

--39 Cents-

■

!

*
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Literary News and Notes.

■

I

;

—

Austr*a declared war on Servia, and at once
the European war crisis assumed a most dangerous stage. It was feared that at
any day the triple alliance, Germany, Italy and Austria would array itself against the triple entente, Russia, England and
France, in a general conflict that would rip Europe wide open, cost millions of lives, bring starvation and ruin upon millions
of homes, plunge great nations into
helpless debt and change the political map of Europe. The illustration shows the following: Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany, Czar Nicholas of Russia, type of German cavalry, typo of Russian Cossacks. Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria-Hungary and Crown Prince Alexander of Servia.

and
li.iston was elected chair.mittee to investigate the
diaries Kennedy of Bost:
llarrimari of New York
mmittee,
Mickey of Northport was
nittee of one to confer
commissioners in regard
automobile road through
ire. the campground and
re.
(The proposed State
iid out to run along the
aiding the campground

e

“batch”

All from William Tell and all
always good because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

NcWS Sn&oshots
Of the Week

property for
clubhouse, and Ralph

to

a

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
piepr two—the kind of good living that makes the family smile.

NERVOUS CHiLDREN
There is much criticism of modern educational methods that require too much
work of school children, allowing them
too little time for play and preventing
“When
sufficient out-of-door exercise.
the study of music or any other accomplishment, with the necessary practice, is
added, the st rain is increased.
I’nder these conditions the blood becomes

impoverished and fails

Quarries,
Factory
Locations
Mill

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels
and

to nourisli

The child becomes restless,
and twitching of the muscles follows.
Sometimes the child stumbles in walking
and drops wliat it tries to hold, l’alior,
listlessness, inattention, restlessness and
irritability are symptoms that early show
that the blood and nerves are failing to
meet the demands made upon them.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, a safe tonic
for children, will build up the blood,
strengthen the nerves and help to meet
Sufthe demands of thegrowing child.
ficient out-of-door exercise, nourishing
food and ten hours sleep each day, with
the

■

Camps

nerves.

pills, will correct even long
standingeases of St. Vitus’ dance and will
calm the nervesoftheinostirritablechild.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills. A booklet “Diseases of the Nervous System” will be sent free to any
parent on request by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., .Schenectady, N. Y.

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
make
in

a

change

in

life.

j

Undeveloped Water Powers
Unlimited Raw Material

these tonic

STATE OF MAINE.

AND

Good

Farming

Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be held dt Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the fourth

to those desiring to
location for a new start

CENTRAL,

or

to

\

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

Tuesday of September, 1914:
H. DIX of Searsport, in said County,
wile of Albert W. Dix, respectfully rep-

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

ABBIE

resents that her maiden name was Abbie H.
Harding; that she was lawfully married to the
said Albert W. Dix at Searsport. in thp County
t)f Waldo, on the 15th day of June, 1879, by
Thomas B. Tupper, a minister of the Gospel;
that they lived together as husband and wife
at Searsport from the time of their said marriage until the 10th day of May, 1908; that
your libellant has always conducted herself toward her said husband as a true, faithful and
wifo- that on thp said 1ftth rtav of
May, 1908, the said Albert VV. Dix utterly deserted your libelant without cause and went to
parts unknown to her, since which time she
has never seen or heard from him or received
from him any suppor!; that said utter desertion
has continued for three cjnsecutive years prior
to the filing of this libel; that his residence is
unknown to your libelant and cannot be ascer
tained by reasonable diligence; that there is no
collusion between the said Albert W, Dix and
your libelant to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore, she prays that a divorce may be
decreed between her and the said Albert W.
Dix for the reason above set forth.

ABBIE H. DIX.

Subscribed and sworn to by the said Abbie
H. Dix on the 26th day of July, 1914.
HARRY E. BANGS,
[L S ]
Notary Public.
STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss.
Supreme

Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Belfast, July 28. A. D. 1914.
annexed
Libel, it is ordered by me,
ITponthe
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
be
to
the
Libelee by publishing an
notice
given
attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County
of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days
at least before the next term of said Court, to
be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday of September next,
that he may then and there appear in said
Court and answer thereto, if he see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true Copy of the Libel and Order of Court
3w31
thereon.
!
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.
SEVEN

TRIPS

A

WEEK.

BANGOR LINE.
BELFAST AND BOSTON $3.50.

.ROUND

TRIP $6.50.)

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN.
Leave Belfast at 5 00 p. m
week days and
Sundays f6r Northport, Camden, R<>ckland and
Boston.

Leave Belfast at 7 30

a m.

Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport

and

daily, for
Bangor.

RETURNING
Leave India Wharf, Boston, at 5.00 p. m.,

daily, and leave Belfast at 7.30 a. m. daily for
Bangor and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE
Wood Ashes Mixed With Lime.
For price and other particulars, address

J. F. .SULLIVAN,
Successor to

8w27p

Knox

Fertilizer

Co.,

Box 552, Rockland, Me.

TO LET
A Furnished
Inquire at

room.

120

High

Street.

u

I
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SEAR 5 PORT.

CLARION

Andrew Wilbnnd and family have moved to

Bith.
Capt, W. H. Goodell left Monday
ness trip to Boston.
J. F. Wheaton of Bangor
day on business.
Robert M, Yeung
week on business.

was

waa

in

mm

mm

busi-

FURNACES!

mm

__

arc

friends

Saturday.

Herbert G. Partridge left Friday
trip to Boston.

on a

busi-

home on
James H. Duncan is confined to his
Church street by illness.
Mrs. C. A. Webber arrived Tuesday from

and durable.

Providence, R. I, to visit friends.
of Brewer callCapt. and Mrs. Henry Rollins
ed on frignds in town last week.
William Curtis of Everett, Mass., arrived
at the Curtis homestead.

Sunday and is
to

Harold Marshall of Boston arrived Saturday
in town.
spend a two weekB' vacation

Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts are receiving
of a son.
confirstulations on the birth, Aug. 3d,
is visiting
Mrs. Edna Cousens of Sandypoint
on Main
her nephew, Prof. F. R Sweetser,

Btreet.
of Brookline,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewie A. Barker
House
Mass., were guests at the Searsport

Saturday.
Richard Palmer of Bangor was
and Mra. Frank Hight,
urday, the guest of Mr.
Mt. Ephraim

avenue.

arrived
Miss Ida West of Brooklyn, N, Y.,
of her parents, Capt.
the
is
guest
and
Sunday
and Mrs. W. H. West, Main street.

spending
Nehemiah Roulstone of Boston
with his mother, Mrs.
a two weeks’ vacation
street.
Flora Roulstone, on Reservoir
arrived Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Edwards
of Mr. Edwards
are
and
gueats
from Boston
Water street.
aunt. Miss L. W. Edwards,
has been a guest of
who
Hall,
Edith
Miss
on Norris otreet,
Dr. and Mrs. F. K. Sawyer
home in Alfred last week.
is

returned

to her

Tuesday from
Mra W p. Putman arrived
is the guest of her
and
Mass.,
Dorchester,
on Water street.
sister, Mrs. C. M. Nichols,
of Oakland was in town
B.
Haynes
Irving
on business connected
the first of the week
at the foot of Navy
with the Haynes cottage
street.

lest week for NewMrs. A. G. Closson left
the illness of her
rort R I., called there by
of the schooner
Closson
husband, Capt. A. G.

particulars pf
heating problem.

Send

;

your

|

us

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
Sold by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

deputy sheriff Elmer E. Webster for having
in. his possession 32 pints of whiskey and one
He was
quart of port wine for illegal sale.
adjudged guilty and fined $100 with costs and
sentenced to 60 days in jail and in default of
payment to 60 days additional. He appealed
ordered to furnish bonds in the sum
of $200, and failing to do so was committed to
jail in Belfast. Thomas came here in a power
boat from Belfast after the goods, which were
at the American Express Co's office, claiming
as
that they were for his own private use, but
he had 3 gallons arrive here at the express
office July 29th, coming here from Belfast for
the same, which he took with him, and 4 galand

in town Sat-

_

*

Simple to manage,
economicalpf fuel, strong

ness

*

__

,,

in Winterport last
on

i

uu»iwuiuijr«

can depend upon them.
I
A Clarion will keep
hall
your house, store,
or church w&rm in the
most severe weather.

in town Mon-

C. C. Hamilton ot Boston called
town

on a

—

was

more on
Monday, Aug. 3d, the court
rest
thought it would give him a few days’and
a
after receiving seven gallons of whiskey
quart of port wine in 6 days.

lons

nto the “deep sleep to last a hundred years.
The hundred years pass and a young prince, in
forse arfh of adventure, is lost in the dense
est grown about the palace in which the enRonald McGilchanted household slumber.
as Prince;
very of Somerville was excellent
and Virginia McGowan, the simple old market

who directs him through the forest,
brought a ready laugh. Entering the palace
the Prince fails in waking the sleeping household until he touches the hand of the Princess,
who wakes from her long nap in the most na
tural manner. T< gether they seek the consent of “Father,” who grants his blessing with
the closing lines of the play. The fairies not
woman

were Evelyn
Thompson,
Closson, Elsie and Dorothy Bell of
Brewer and Lucile Havener of Worcester.

already mentioned
Isabel

Congregational Church Notes. Followthe program of the vesper service of

The News

ing is

of Brooks.
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Mrs. Harry D, Shut* left Friday to join her
hueb nd in Rockland for the cummer.
After a very beautiful Sunday, Monday
dawned in thick tog end continued dondy all
day with an occasional peep of aunahine.
Dr. Hollins left for Boston by Saturday’
steamer, leaving his mother for an indefinite
stay with her friend, Mrs. J. F. Ryder, East
Main street
Mr. James A. Flanders, Jr., with his wife
and little daughter Maxine of Albany. N.Y.,
arrived Monday to vialt his pardhts, Mr, and
Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street
Mrs.

George

Clark of Somerville, Maas., has

arrived, accompanied by her daughter. Miss
Ruth, and son. Master John, and opened her
cottage

on

Middle street for the summer.

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
was entertained Tuesday afternoon by Mrs.
Hosea Renouf, Sea View street, for the usual
needlework done by the young lady member ..
Dr. J. F. Ryder of Boston arrived last Thursday to join his wife at the former home of her
father, the late (.apt. J. French Hichborn. He
brought with him Dr. Hollins and mother—
Boston friends.

Emily G. Richardson of Bangor is the
guest of her sister-in-law and husband, Capt.
and Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main street, at
this writing, Monday. Old friends gladly wel-

•

Overture, “Zampa,” two pianos (eight
Herold
hands)
Mrs. James Butman, Miss Gladys Butman,
Miss Margaret Butman, Prof. Frederic R.
Sweetser.
Tours
“Now the Day is Over,” Choir.
Selection Thirty-four
Responsive Reading,
Trio, violin, organ, piano, “Nocturne Bb,”
Field
Mrs. S. C. Pattee, Miss Mildred Shute,
Prof. Frederic R. Sweetser.
Anthem, Choir, “Agnus Dei” (Lamb of

Mrs. E. D. Bcssey with her boys is visiting
her huBband’s people in Thorndike this week.
Miss Pcllys. book-keeper for A. E. Chase &
Co., is tskirg a vacation trip to WashingUn
county.
John Hobbs has bought the James B. McTaggart place and is fitting up the' house for sale
or

for rent.
Mrs. A.

C. Norwood of Southwest Hsrbor is

i

come

her in her former home.

J. F. Ryder left on Sunday’s boat for
Boston. He will be here later to spend his
vacation from Uncle Sam's employ as chief of
the bureau of animal industry in Boston, with
his wife in her childhood home.
Dr.

Julia (Staples) Treat of Newtonville,
Mass., arrived by Sunday’s Boston steamer to
visit her sisters, Mrs. Sarah Small West Main
street, and Mrs. Jane Staples, Church street.
Welcome to childhood's scenes!
Mrs.

Mrs. Stella C. Young, who has been with the
Misses Hichborn, Church street, through July
left last Saturday afternoon for her home in
Winterport. Many acquaintances wish she
permanent resident of our village.
Dr. and Mrs, H. Everett Hichborn delightfully entertained Mr. and Mrs. Bert staples of
Denver, Colo., July 28th and 29th at their
Sandy point camp. Their motor boat furnished
many enjoyable trips on our sparkling blue
waters!
Mr. George H.
Hopkins, with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Everett
Staples, and her mother, Mrs. J. Frank Frye,
as her guests, motored to Bangor last Thun
day morning, returning at midday in the HopMrs. H. L.

Hopkins and

son,

Is

i
g
I

now

in Full

PRICES
For the next week

{Men’s
|

are

we are

and

Swing and
keeping us

going to give

some

VERY LOW

our

very

busy.

remarkable values in.

Boys’ Suits and Furnishings

to clean up our entire summer sto:k. Here’s some of
divided our clothing stock into just six prices:

our

remarkable

bargains.

We

have

$3.95, $6.95, $8.75, $11.95, $13.95 and $16.95

w'^ be a TEN DA YS’ WONDER and comprise good styl
and well made fall suits in light and dark colors, sizes (fl
fit a 15 year old young man up to a size to fit a man wearing a 44 breast. These goods it, a
regular way would sell at $6.00 to $8.00. Also Raincoats at this money (just half prict

nr
rpi
C||if-c
1 IlC rpO.t/O OUllo
tto

Mrs.

were a

last sunaay evening:

Hymn

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

I
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H
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^
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The $6.95 Suits and Raincoats
Made with hair cloth fronts, nice dark and light fabrics, and would be
Ask to look a' them, they are world beaters.
at any clothing store.

The

$8.75,$11.95, $13.95

and

cheap

at

$1m

$16.95 Suits and Raincoats

Are our regular $12.50, $15.00, $18.00 and up to $25.00 value, and consist of Suit
the world renowned Kuppenheimer make, also of leading Rochester and Bo^tu,
manufacturers. These suits are good enough for any gentleman to wear, and this ran
opportunity to get them at these prices will be yours for 14 days only.
remarkable values in Men’s and Bovs’ Hose worth 15c. per pair.,g0
Best 50c. Underwear. Red Tag Price now.35c end 39c
Best 25c
..I9c
.69c and 79c
Best $1.00 Union Suits, Red Tag Price now
..
All $1.00 Golf Caps,
69c
........
•’
.35c and 39c
All 50c.
.98c and $1.29
$1.50. $2.00 and $2.50 Soft Hats, Red Tag Price,
Price
now
69c and 79c
Red
Shirts,
Tag
Brand
Negligee
$1.0.1 Lion
now
Work
Shirts
and
39c
Negligee
new
All our
Metropolitan
16
R(d
now
4
to
Price
Pants
$1.93
Knee
Suits,
ages
Tag
years,
and
Boys’
$3.50
$3.00
17c
Best 25c. Neckties, Red Tag Price now.
3c
White Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, Red Tag Price now
....

Bizet-Ryder visiting her son. Prof. Norwood of the Brooks
God)
High school.
Organ, Violin, Piano accompaniment.
Mozart
kins’ car.
Duett, “Adagio from Minan Sonata,”
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Psyson and some friends
Two pianos, four hands, (second part
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Staples started last FriLizzie Lane.
motored to the most eastern part of Maine in
written by Grieg.)
home in Denver,
Dancy and Miss
——=
Mrs. James P. Butman, Prof. Frederic R.
Washington county last week for a vacation day on their journey to their
Mrs. D. S/Goodell. daughter
p
Sweetser.
Allston. Mass., arrived
Col., after visits with relatives in New York,
trip.
Kathleen Bannon of
West Song, “Sancta Maria,” organ, violin, piano
Massachusetts and Maine. They intend reachThis is a cash sale. No good charged at these cut prices.
the Goodell cottage,
Faure
last week and are at
Lewis Gcdding has bought the interest of
accompaniment.
their western residence this, Monday,
ing
Mibb Harriette N. Roulstone.
Rolfe
in
Wm.
H.
Mrs.
and
Main street.
Mrs. A. E. Kilgore
transit!
Harding, arrived The Prayer.
their ice cream parlors and Mrs. Godding now evening. Rapid
Steamer Penobscot, Capt.
Duett, Organ, Piano, “Nccturne,” Op. 9,
tons
•
with
3,800
Misses Lillian A. and Mabel F. Simmons
News
customers there.
9
Belfast, Maine.
Chopin
No.
Newport
waitS'Upon
31st-from
2,
July
School street, entertained Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Mildred Shute, Prof. Frederic R.
Coal & Wharf Co. a
Penobscot
be
no
the
there
will
to
For
the
next
three
coal
of
Sundays
and
Sweetser.
i
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